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GIVEN THAT HONDA DIDWIN THE INDIANAPOLIS
500 with Takuma Sato, our cover line this week might seem rather
harsh. But in the context of Fernando Alonso’s time with the
Japanese giant, it is fair. And we take no joy in saying it either.
Alonso’s Indy 500 bid has been themotorsport story of the year

so far and, as the race developed, it was clear the two-time Formula 1
world champion had a real chance of challenging for victory. For that
climax to be taken away – from Alonso and all the watching fans –
was extremely disappointing. Or, as McLaren boss Zak Brown
put it,“shocking but not surprising”.
But there were plenty of positives. The American fans really took

to Alonso and the Spaniard clearly enjoyed the experience. He has
already talked about returning some day.
Sato’s success is also a feel-good story. It’s hard to find people

who don’t like the amiable Japanese driver, whose F1 career
never quite delivered. His was a thoroughly deserved victory.
Not quite so clear cut was the result of the Monaco Grand Prix.

The fact that title contender Sebastian Vettel was able to jump Ferrari
team-mate Kimi Raikkonen in the pits, thereby extending his points
lead over a struggling Lewis Hamilton, had the conspiracy theorists
in overdrive. Did Ferrari deliberately hurt Kimi’s chances? That’s
the question Ben Anderson tackles in our report on page 14.

● Next week we prepare for another of motorsport’s classic events,
the Le Mans 24 Hours. Our preview supplement will be our biggest
for some years, so sportscar fans should take a look next Thursday.

Alonso shines at Indy
despite cruel failure
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Roebuck observed that Alonso
hasn’t seemed this happy at
a track for quite some time

Alonso took to
Indianapolis with aplomb
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FIFTH COLUMN/OPINION

NIGEL ROEBUCK

ONCE AGAIN HELIO CASTRONEVES
came up short in his bid to win a fourth
Indianapolis 500, the Penske driver finishing
second to Takuma Sato, who gave Andretti
Autosport its third victory in four years.
Always quick, if sometimes a little too
brave for his own good, Sato is popular
in IndyCar, as he was in Formula 1, and
his win was very well received.

Undoubtedly, though, the story of the
weekend – of the event – was Fernando
Alonso, who created a huge impression,
both on the track and off, in what was for
him a totally unfamiliar environment.

Newspapers talked about ‘Alonso Mania’,
and it took hold to the point that race fans
were tracking his flights. When Fernando’s
private jet landed back in Indianapolis, after
a race publicity trip to New York on the
Tuesday before the race, he found a horde
of them waiting at the airport. As Eddie
Cheever said, “Suddenly America has a new
favourite Formula 1 driver – wait to see the
reception he gets at Austin in the fall…”

It was a pity, therefore, that the day before
the race, in Monaco, Lewis Hamilton chose to
come out with a churlish remark about Alonso
and Indianapolis. If, on his first appearance

there, Fernando could qualify fifth, Lewis
said, “What does that say about Indy?”

Who knows, perhaps there were folk who
made similarly graceless remarks about
Formula 1 10 years ago, when an English
rookie qualified fourth for his first grand
prix? Not surprisingly, Hamilton’s comment
was not well received at the Speedway: as
Cheever said, a better question might have
been, “What does that say about Alonso?”

For nearly three hours Fernando ran at
a speed no Formula 1 car touches even
momentarily, but his dream of winning
the 500 evaporated with 20 laps to go, when
his engine blew. He had, however, led the
race several times, for a total of 27 laps,
and looked very comfortable doing it.

“Everyone told me that the race was all
about the last 20 laps, when suddenly you
don’t have any friends any more, and I was
sad not to be part of it,” he said. “I’d been
taking care of the front tyres at the beginning
of the final stint because I knew the race would
be decided in the last six or seven laps –
I think I had a little bit in the pocket.”
We’ll never know, but certainly his showing

deeply impressed the cognoscenti.
“Fernando took to this track so nicely,” said

Alonso shows,
Hondablows

Mario Andretti before the race. “He was on it
from the very beginning – and you know what
really registered with me? The fact that in the
turns he was immediately running inside the
white line – not everyone does that, and as
soon as I saw it, I said, ‘He’s going to be OK’.

“Of course he’s had a lot of help from
Gil [de Ferran] and the team, and you don’t
want information overload, but I said to
him, ‘The only thing you need to remember
is trust yourself – trust your butt. If
everything feels good, you’re gonna go –
if it doesn’t, fix it, because at this place
you can’t drive round a problem.

“We’ve already seen he’s not afraid to stick
his nose in there, and you don’t go into a corner
at 230mph, right on a guy’s gearbox, unless
you’re confident in yourself. I’d love to see
him win the 500 – after what he’s gone though
in Formula 1, he deserves to smile – and
it’ll probably never happen again. If he’s
got a competitive car, he’s not going to
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miss Monaco, and they always clash…”
When I told Alonso I hadn’t seen him this

happy at a race track for a long time, he said:
“Sure, you’re right – it’s the first time for years
I’ve had a competitive car – a car able to win
the race! Also, I really like the atmosphere. In
F1 there’s more jealousy, people always trying
to introduce polemics when there aren’t any,
but here they’re trying to sell a good image.

“This is a sort of one-off experience for
me, and the number of interviews has been
intense, but although I’ve not tired of them,
for sure the best moment will be when I finally
jump in the car on Sunday.

“At Indy the set-up of the car is everything
– and it’s so different from what I’m used to.
When I first drove it I felt OK – but not in total
control of all the things that were happening,
because the car doesn’t feel natural to drive.
You know, like having to turn right on the
straight! That sends some weird messages
to the brain – you arrive at a corner, and

you just release the pressure in your hands,
and the car starts to steer to the left…

“That goes against your natural feelings, and
took a bit of getting used to. In the same way,
on the track you hardly touch the brakes, but
when you come into the pits and you brake, it’s
like there is no retardation – you have to brake
very, very, early, and also because the diameter
of the tyres is different, right and left, when
you brake the car goes massively to the left,
so you have to steer more or less 90-degrees
to the right to brake straight!
“So much is different at Indianapolis, and

maybe the biggest thing is running in traffic.
Following another car closely, in dirty air, you
need to plan your moves way in advance. If
you’re going to make a move into turn one,
maybe you need to start preparing it in turn
one the lap before! Big learning experience.”

For once Alonso found himself with a Honda
engine right on the pace, and if in the end it
let him down certainly it had allowed him
to leave his mark on the 500.

As the front page of Monday’s Indianapolis
Star put it, ‘Fernando Alonso won everything
but the race’.

“If in the end theHonda engine let
Alonsodown,certainly ithadallowed
him tomake hismark on the 500”
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INDIANAPOLIS 500 POLESITTER SCOTT
Dixon survived a horrific accident without
injury during this year’s race after being
launched into the inside fence.

Dixon was running eighth on lap 53 after the
first round of green-flag pitstops – having led
early on from pole – when Jay Howard, making
his first IndyCar start since the 2011 season
finale, got high after being lapped by Ryan
Hunter-Reay and ran wide at Turn 1.
Howard, who was running last having lost

time when he ran out of fuel before his first
stop, struck the SAFER barrier at the exit
of the corner. With deranged front-left
suspension, he then ran down the track
and across the path of Dixon, who had
gone low in an attempt to avoid the wreck.
Dixon hit the rear-left corner of Howard’s

Dallara, tipping it into a more aggressive spin,
and was then launched over the car and towards
the infield fence. Dixon’s car rotated in the air
and hit the top of the barrier with the right side
of the car at the same time as the rear struck the
fence while still airborne. Fortunately, as the car
ran across the top of the barrier, and the entire
engine and gearbox assembly was ripped off,

Dixon’s head remained protected.
After hitting the ground the car rolled again,

during which the rollhoop sustained a heavy
impact. But the hoop and safety cell remained
intact as the car came to rest at Turn 2.

Dixon was taken to the infield medical
centre, but released and complained only
of a knock to the ankle
“It’s tough when you make those decisions

of which way to go,” said Dixon.“I was hoping
that Jay was going to stay against the wall,
but obviously with the impact it then started
to turn down [the track]. But I’d already
picked a way to go and there was nowhere
else to try to avoid him.

“It’s a wild ride, you just hold on and
believe in the safety progress that we’ve had
over the past few years.”

Howard, whose car ended up following
through Dixon’s flying debris, placed the blame
on Andretti Autosport driver Ryan Hunter-Reay
for forcing him wide.
“Hunter-Reay comes up behind me, I’m

trying to be the nice guy and lift and let him go
by, and he just moves over and puts me out on
all the marbles and the grey,” said Howard.“And

PolesitterDixonsurvi
INDY500

1



Alonso’s engine
blewwith 21
laps to go

Brown acted
as ‘fixer’ for

Alonso Indy bid

Dixon was committed to an evasive line
that Howard’s stricken car thenmoved

into, acting as a launching pad
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at that point, I’m just a passenger. It’s one thing
doing that to me and just taking me out of a
race, and then to take Scott out of it and have
a big crash like that, it’s just wrong.”

Team Penske driver Helio Castroneves was
also fortunate not to get caught up in the shunt.
The eventual runner-up was running behind
Dixon and had dived to the far left of the track
to avoid the crash, taking to
the grass as the accident
headed in his direction. He
passed underneath Dixon’s
car and, while debris caused
some minor damage to his
car, he was lucky Dixon’s car
did not land on top of him.

“I saw the #77 [Howard]
car on the grey,” explained
Castroneves.“I knew he would bounce back.
When I saw Dixon, I said, ‘OK, he might be
in trouble’. So I was already moving to the left,
but the cars, when they connected, came so
fast towards me in the air. I really threw the
car into the inside. I saw they were flying,
I ducked, I closed my eyes. When I opened
them, I was in the grass.”

The impact tore a hole in the fence, leading
to the race being red-flagged to allow extensive
repairs. Freelance photographer Ron Graphman
was shooting from behind the fence and
required medical attention after the crash,
but said his injuries were minor.
“The instant I saw he was hitting the fence, a

ton of debris was coming through the fence at
me, so as I was holding up my
hands to guard my body I
instinctively knew to drop,”
he told newspaper The Indy
Star. “That’s when I twisted
my back and got a pinched
nerve and pulled muscles.”

Buddy Lazier, winner of
the Indy 500 in 1996 and
making his 20th start in the

race, also suffered a major impact during the
race after losing the rear of his self-entered
car early in the corner and striking the wall
with the left side of the car.
He was taken to hospital suffering from

“chest discomfort”, but the team subsequently
confirmed he had been released soon after.
EDDSTRAW

“Hewas lucky
Dixon’s car did
not land on
top of him”

ves Indyhorror crash

INDY500

Alonso’s
failurewas
‘shocking’
McLAREN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ZAK BROWN
described the Honda engine failure that
ended Fernando Alonso’s Indianapolis 500
victory bid as “shocking but not surprising”.
Alonso had just taken seventh place

when his Andretti Autosport entry slowed
at the end of the 179th lap after suffering
an engine failure.
This followed a series of engine problems

for Honda during practice and the race.
Andretti’s Ryan Hunter-Reay and Chip
Ganassi Racing’s Charlie Kimball also retired
from the race with the same problem.
“It’s gone up in a puff of smoke, which

is something we see all too often,” said
Brown. “Sad for Fernando, everyone at
McLaren, everyone at Andretti. We’ve
had a very painful couple of years and
this was hopefully intended as part of
the programme to give us a good result.
“To be let down again as we have been

is just shocking, but not surprising.”
Honda had been concerned about

reliability heading into the race after
a number of problems through the
Indianapolis month.
Alonso has said he will return to the

Indianapolis 500 in an attempt to win the
race, even though his priority for 2018 is to
win the Formula 1 world championship.
“Definitely, yes,” said Alonso, when asked

if he is hungry to return. “I need to keep
pursuing this challenge, because winning
the Indy 500 is not completed.”
EDDSTRAW

2 3
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PIT + PADDOCK/NEWS AND ANALYSIS

BMW ISDEVELOPINGANEWM8 FOR ITSWORLD
Endurance Championship entry next season.

The Germanmanufacturer revealed that it will race a
GTE version of the forthcoming 8 Series at the same time
as confirming that there will be anM-brand car for the
road at last weekend’s Nurburgring 24 Hours.

BMWhad chosen not to confirmwhichmodel would
be the basis of itsWEC attack on the announcement
of the programme last September.
“Developing a new racing car is always exciting, and

in the case of the BMWM8GTE the anticipation is
that much greater still,”said the BMWMotorsport
boss JensMarquardt.

“We can’t reveal any pictures yet, but I can promise
you that the BMWM8GTEwill look spectacular.”

Marquardt revealed that a first shakedown of the new
GTE racer was planned before the end of June and that the
car is set to make its debut in next year’s IMSA SportsCar
Championship opener at Daytona at the end of January.

Plans for a new 8 Series were announced late last year
and BMWunveiled a concept version of the road car last
week (above). The Germany company is yet to reveal
which engine will power the road or race car, but it is
expected to be the same 4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 that
powers the GT3-based IMSA challenger.
TheM8will take BMWback to LeMans for the first

time since 2011, when it entered the E92-shapeM3GT2
in the Intercontinental LeMans Cup, which was the
forerunner of theWEC.
GARYWATKINS

THE LARGEST EVER SURVEY
of motorsport fans has
revealed Lewis Hamilton to
be Formula 1’s most popular
driver, and the sport to be
viewed in an increasingly
positive light by its audience.
The 2017 F1 fan survey,

commissioned by Autosport’s
parent company Motorsport
Network, shows Hamilton’s
popularity to be approaching
levels not seen since Michael
Schumacher’s heyday. He
and Alonso dominated the
popularity charts, taking
almost 40% of the vote
between them. Meanwhile
Ferrari strengthened its
position as F1’s most popular
team, with more than 30%
of the vote.
There has also been

a dramatic shift in fans’
perceptions of F1 since its
commercial rights were
taken over by Liberty Media.
Whereas two years ago a

previous study showed F1 to
be undergoing something of
an existential crisis, the 2017
survey highlighted a wave of
optimism, with words such
as “exciting”, “competitive”
and “prestigious” all being
strongly associated with
the sport. In 2015, “boring”,
“corrupt” and “threatened”
all registered strongly.
The survey, which

attracted more than 148,000
respondents across 194
countries, showed F1 to
have a dedicated, hardcore
fanbase, more then half of
whom described themselves
as “avid” followers. They
recorded a strong dislike for
any attempt to make F1
artificially entertaining with
devices such as DRS to aid
overtaking, or tyres designed
to deliberately degrade.
They reckoned a 19-21-race

calendar to be ideal, with the
Monaco, Silverstone, Spa and
Monza races all considered
to be essential.
A full report on the survey

will be carried in next week’s
Autosport magazine, and
further details can be
found on autosport.com.
ANTHONY ROWLINSON

finished second in class last year
with Risi Competizione, is
unchanged, because it is the car
that the rulemakers have chosen
to balance the other competitors
against. The new Porsche 911 RSR,
which is racing at LeMans for the

first time, will run at 1258kg and
with a 30.1mm restrictor at the test.

The LeMans event is not subject
to the new automatic BoP that has
been introduced for the six-hour
WEC races this season.
GARYWATKINS

WORLDENDURANCECHAMPIONSHIP

WORLDENDURANCECHAMPIONSHIP

FORMULA1

FordgivenLeMansBoPrestriction

BMWtobasesportscar
attackonnewM8machine

HAMI LTON ’ S
AND F 1 ’ S
POPU LAR I T Y
ON THE R I S E

THE PERFORMANCEOF THE
Ford GT has been pegged back ahead
of this weekend’s test day for the
LeMans 24 Hours.
Ford, which won the GTE Pro class

at LeMans last year, has received a
double hit in the pre-test Balance
of Performance, while rivals Aston
Martin and Chevrolet have been
given performance breaks.
The Ford will run at the test on

June 4 at 1268kg, 20kg up on the
weight at which it raced last year,
and has also had its power reduced
with a revised turbo boost curve.

The AstonMartin Vantage GTE
will be 10kg heavier than last year,
but has been handed a 0.8mm
increase in the diameter of its
engine air-restrictor. The Chevrolet
Corvette C7.R has received a 0.7mm
increase in restrictor diameter.

The Ferrari 488 GTE, which
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IN THE HEADLINES

ROSSI UNHURT IN MOTOCROSS CRASH
YamahaMotoGP rider Valentino Rossi was discharged
fromhospital without injury following amotocross
training crash last week. The 38-year-old fell while riding
at the Cross Club Cavallara venue near Rimini in Italy,
and sufferedmild thoracic and abdominal trauma. He
spent Thursday evening in a local hospital, but returned
home late on Friday afternoon having escaped
sustaining any fractures in the accident.

FORMULA E DRIVERS WANT KUBICA
Robert Kubica “deserves” a chance to race in a
championship like Formula E andwould be an
“amazing” addition, according to several of the series’
leading drivers, including Sebastien Buemi, Lucas di
Grassi, Loic Duval andNelson Piquet Jr. The 2008
Canadian Grand Prix winner sampled a Formula E
car lastmonth in a private test at Donington Park,
but has not raced a single-seater since suffering F1
career-ending arm injuries in a rally crash six years ago.

PEUGEOT THREATENS TO QUIT DAKAR
Peugeotwill halt its Dakar Rally programme ifmooted
rule changes for the event go ahead in 2018. There is talk
that nextmonth’sWorldMotor Sport Council will ratify
changes to the Dakar regulations and its organiser ASO
will follow suit in handicapping two-wheel-drive
buggy-style vehicles such as Peugeot’s 3008 DKR. If it
does, Peugeot teamprincipal Bruno Famin says the
Frenchmarquewill walk away: “If the concept presented
by the cross-country commission is adopted byWorld
Council and adopted by Dakar, we are out.”

MIKKELSEN LOOKS TO EXTEND WRC DEAL
Citroen and AndreasMikkelsen are already exploring
ways to extend theNorwegian’s one-off C3WRCdrive at
Rally Italia next week. Mikkelsenwill drive in Sardinia
at the expense of Stephane Lefebvre andwould like
to domore events, but car availability is currently
the biggest barrier to a longer-termdeal.

EX-WILSON CHAMP CAR RESTORED
JustinWilson’smaiden race-winning ChampCar Lola
has been restored andwill be sold to raisemoney for
his family. Following the Briton’s death in the 2015
Pocono IndyCar race, a number of initiatives sought to
raise funds for theWilson Children’s Fund supporting
his widow and two daughters. The latest development
is the restoration of the Lola chassis thatWilson took to
victories at Toronto andMexico Citywith the RuSPORT
team in 2005 – his first twowins in American single-
seater competition. Details of the car’s salewill
be announced atwilsonchildrensfund.com.

YOKOHAMA HAS DEFENDED ITS WORLD
Touring Car Championship tyres after fierce
criticism from drivers over the series’
Nurburgring Nordschleife event last weekend.

Tiago Monteiro and Rob Huff were the
most outspoken about the Japanese tyre
supplier’s rubber after Monteiro, reversed-
grid polesitter Nestor Girolami and two
European Touring Car drivers picked up
punctures during the opening race on
the 15.8-mile German circuit.

Honda driver Monteiro, who was also
leading the first 2016 race before a puncture
at a high-speed part of the circuit sent him
heavily into the barriers and then into the
path of Citroen driver Yvan Muller, expressed
his anger at the latest tyre problems.
“The feeling is frustration and I’m very,

very angry at Yokohama,”he said.“Every year
we have problems. This is not acceptable at
this level of the championship, I am furious.
Girolami lost the race, I could lose the
championship here. It’s dangerous.”

But Yokohama technical consultant Ian
Beveridge said the unique demands of the
Nordschleife meant there was always going to
be an increased risk on a standard race tyre.
“In free practice one there were some

problems,”he said.“We then discussed
that with the teams and they made some
adjustments, and in free practice two, it was
all okay, but I don’t think anyone did a full
race simulation. Then we came to race day,
and the circumstances changed slightly more

as we had hotter conditions, so the target’s
moved again.We only come here once a year,
so it’s a unique set of circumstances, which
we try to manage with the teams. All of us,
the teams as well, are still learning.

“We’ve worked hard in the background
to eliminate all these glitches, but we’re
not always successful.”
Yokohama worked with the teams to

provide a set of guidelines for tyre pressures
and it is thought that all teams have adhered
to these this season, with Monteiro claiming
Honda were even more cautious after
Norbert Michelisz’s Thursday puncture.
Huff went as far as to call for Yokohama

to make a special Nordschleife tyre, but
Beveridge said the championship’s
regulations do not allow this.
“There are two reasons [why we can’t],”

he explained.“One, we can’t under the
regulations, as it’s one tyre by the contract
with the championship, so that’s difficult to
change. And even if we were to make a harder
tyre, you’d lose performance, but in the same
way that you’d lose performance by making
this tyre run at a safe pressure.

“If we produced a stronger tyre, they’d
just run it at a lower pressure to get the
performance back. It’s a decision not to make
our settings compulsory. Only the FIA can
do that really, and we’re reluctant to do that
as a championship as we want to keep the
sporting element down to the teams.”
NEIL HUDSON

WORLDTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP

Yokohamacounters criticism
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 1. To enter, visit autosport.com/competition. 2. Competition closes at 11.59pm onWeds
July 5 2017. 3. This competition is only open to UK residents aged 18 or over. 4. No cash alternative. 5. Prizes are
non-transferable. 6. One entry per person. 7. Winner will be selected at random. 8. The prize is to win: a hot taxi lap
of the infamous Nürburgring Nordschleife in a Nissan GT-R, worth €860. 9. ** Return transport will be for one vehicle
and will be either a Dover-to-Calais ferry crossing from UK to the continent or Eurotunnel from Folkestone to Calais.
The prizewinner and guest will be expected to drive from the UK to Germany. 10. For full terms and conditions
see autosport.com. The Promoter: Autosport Media UK Ltd. 1 Eton Street, Richmond, TW9 1EF. RSRNurburg,
Antoniusweg 1a, 53520 Nürburg, Germany. Grandstand Motorsport, 6b Fir Tree Lane, Groby, Leicestershire, LE6 0FH.

Grandstand Motor Sports is the UK’s leadingmotorsports travel specialist, arranging packages and tailor-made trips
tomotorsport eventsworldwide. Their portfolio of events includes F1TM,MotoGP,WSBK, LeMans 24Hours, FIAWEC,
Formula E, Indycar and NASCAR. It is also now possible to book racing experiences and track days at prestigious
circuits such as the Nürburgring, Spa and Monza. Grandstand also offers an extensive range of hospitality options at
different events and individual races. Options include the Formula One Paddock Club (available at all Formula One
races), MotoGP hospitality and Toyota Gazoo Racing VIP Hospitality at FIA WEC races.

GrandstandMotorSports ismemberofABTA (Y0147)andhasanATOL licence (10168) issuedby theCivil AviationAuthority.
For more information on Grandstand Motor Sports visit www.grandstandmotorsports.co.uk or call 0116 231 1222

RSRNürburgNürburgring
Hot Taxi Lap
Do you think you’ve got what it
takes to survive a hot taxi lap of the
infamous Nürburgring Nordschleife?
Satisfy your thirst for adrenaline
as one of our professional drivers
pushes car and track to the limit.

- A Taxi lap around the Nürburgring
- Winner to experience one lap in the
Nissan GT-R Nürburgring taxi for
one person
- Available any date that the track is
open for public sessions in 2017
- Minimum age 18
- Retail Value: €860
- Motorsports travel specialist
Grandstand Motor Sports will
arrange return transport** from the
UK to the Nürburgring circuit and
two nights’ hotel accommodation
(on a bed-and-breakfast basis)
for the prizewinner and their guest
in a twin room at a hotel close to
the circuit.

TO ENTER SIMPLY GO TO autosport.com/competition

In which year was the Nurburgring Nordschleife first opened?

Entries close at 11:59pm, July 5 2017

WIN
A HOT
TAXI LAP
AROUND THE
NÜRBURGRING
WITH
RSRNURBURG

PRIZE INCLUDES
THIS EXCITING PRIZE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY RSRNURBURG AND GRANDSTANDMOTORSPORTS

A 1917 B 1927 C 1937

WIN



Broadley won
Indy 500 with
Hill in 1966

T400 was just one of
Lola’s F5000 winners
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throughhim, andduringmy time there he
didn’t copy anyone. Not evenChapman.”
Relocation toHuntingdon in 1970 allowed

expansion and themyriadmodels – by now
Types rather thanMarks – pluswins and titles
piled up acrossmost formulae, on both sides
of the Atlantic and Equator.
“Eric’s contributionwas enormous,” says

Mike Blanchet, who rose fromworks Formula
Ford driver in 1976 to jointmanaging director
by the timeof his departure 20 years later. “We
soldmillions of dollars’ worth of kit – and
probably billions of yen! – andwere very
profitable for a two/three-year period.
“But the design anddevelopment of racing

carswerewhat turned Eric on and the company
was inmanyways hismeans to that end.
He could be very frustrating, but he had
a fantastically clevermind andwas very
stimulating company.
“Hewas a bit of a risk-taker anddid things

that no-one else had thought of, or had shied
from. Theseweren’t all successful, butmost
were. Rarely can I recall a systems failure on
a newcar. Eric tended to get it right first time.
“And if therewas a crisis, he usually found

away of resolving it. He evenput his house
on the linewhen things got bad. Not an easy
thing to dowhen you’re in your forties/fifties.
“Once,we had aproblemat Silverstonewith

the header tanks on our F3000 cars and the
younger engineerswere in a tizzy. Eric took the
tanks to the factory, hadme root through the
stores formaterials, and fixed themovernight.
“Perhaps hewas too obsessive about

suspension geometry, at the cost of
aerodynamics, but everyone respected
his ability to do the job.”
Twomore Indy 500 victories came Lola’s

way – Al Unser Sr (1978) andArie Luyendyk
(1990) joiningGrahamHill – aswell as five
consecutive Can-Am titles to add to its original
1966 success. FromFormula 5000 to Sports
2000, IMSA to Indy Lights, it cameupwith the
goods, albeit oftenunder the cloak or shadow
of another’s name: BMW, Corvette, Roger
Penske, Carl Haas andPaul Newman, etc.
Only F1 slipped through Lola’s fingers –

although it built the ‘Hondola’ thatwon the
1967 ItalianGP for long-time collaborator John
Surtees, and later contributed greatly to the
eponymous teamsofHill andGerard Larrousse.
Broadley’s attempt to rectify this omission

sadly brought ruination and the conclusion
of his stewardship in 1997.
“Things could get frosty on occasion, but

wehadparted on good terms over it,” says
Blanchet. “He got a lot of criticismabout that
project, which is a shame. He had correctly
identified that F1was the only place to
be – and thiswas his last roll of the dice.”
The reticence that had held Broadley back

frombathing in the limelight nowkept him from
basking in the glowof nostalgia andhis name
continued to fade. That he should die on a
big-newsday – an Indy 500 race day, 51 years
after hismost notable success –was entirely
in keepingwith one ofmotorsport’smost
influential unsung heroes.
PAUL FEARNLEY

EricBroadley1928-2017
ONEOFTHEPILLARSOFBRITAIN’S
motorsport empirewas a former quantity
surveyorwith an enquiringmindbrimming
with original thinking. Eric Broadleywas
a shymanwho shunned the spotlight that
inevitably tracks thosewhodesign racing
cars thatwin in Formula 1, and at Daytona
and Indianapolis, LeMans andMonaco.
He grewLola Cars fromautilitarianworkshop

in Bromley to become theworld’smost diverse
and fecund constructor, yet confessed to being
neither an entrepreneur nor a businessman.
A soft touch comparedwith peer Colin

Chapman, albeit ‘with teeth’whennecessary,
he gave guidance and freedom to those around
him. In effect he created a ‘motor racing
university’, intowhich he ploughedprofits
and fromwhichmany others reapedbenefit.
Broadleywas trained in load calculations, but

essentially self-taught and intensely practical.
His 1100ccMk1 sports-racer of 1958was to all
intents, appearances and successes – it put
Lotuses to the sword – thework of amuchmore
experienceddesigner and thus the talk of the
paddock. In 1962, his first F1 car started its
maidenworld championship grandprix from
pole. In 1963, he revealed the sensational coupe
thatwas the catalyst for and foundation of the
FordGT40. And in 1966, he followedChapman’s
lead bywinning the Indy 500.
But because he remained ambivalent to

F1 – until it was too late – andbecause he had
neither the desire to front his own teamnor
race-engineer topdrivers, he never received
the public recognition he deserved.
Which suited him fine. Thosewhoworked for

him– among themJohnBarnard, PatrickHead
andTony Southgate – knewBroadley’sworth.
“I joined in January 1962, directly aftermy

apprenticeship, as a designer-draughtsman,”
says Southgate. “Therewere six of us full-time
and Iwas based in an office 10ft square,made
of chipboard anddirectly above the lathe.
I thought I’d gone to heaven.
“Iwas the drawing office andmuchofmy

workwas on the back of drawings that Eric had
done forMarks & Spencer, for example, during
his previous job. Hewas the quiet sort – the
classic boffin rather than adown-the-pub
type – but easy to get alongwith.
“Of those I’veworkedwith, he’s number

one inmybook. 95%ofmy grounding came
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ByMarcus Simmons, Deputy Editor
@MarcusSimmons54

HIS PERSONALMOTTO IS ‘NO ATTACK, NO CHANCE’,
but Indianapolis 500 winner Takuma Sato is a far more
complex character than the two-dimensional picture of the
crash-prone Japanese bloke that the public likes to paint.

Sato is highly intelligent and thoughtful, a guy who
dedicated his life to racing as soon as he enrolled himself, at
the age of 20, at Honda’s Suzuka Racing School in 1997; he’d
only started karting the year before, because motorsport was
something his parents – a lawyer and an actress – did not
want to support. Once they saw their son’s progress, they
soon came around… This progress all came courtesy of Honda,
because he won the Suzuka scholarship and, instead of using
it to progress up the Japanese racing ladder, he set his sights
upon Formula 1 and convinced the car giant to allow him
to use its backing to make an impression in the UK.
I first met Taku in early ’99, when he spoke hardly any

English, and we’ve been friends ever since. Coincidentally,
as I write this, I’m in a hotel room in his home city of Tokyo
– my first visit to Japan to explore the thriving domestic
racing scene. To be quite
honest, I’m feeling pretty
emotional, as will a lot of
the friends this bubbly,
likeable man has collected
over the years.
His sensational F3

season in 2001 with Carlin
Motorsport – British title,
Macau Grand Prix and Masters of F3 wins – was remarkable
considering he’d only made his karting debut five years earlier.
He went straight to F1 with Jordan in ’02, but he’d already

starred with an eye-opening maiden F1 test with BAR at Jerez
in late ’00. Taku’s manager at the time was Andrew Gilbert-
Scott, a former British racer who’d enjoyed a very strong
career in Japan and wanted to support young Japanese talent.

After the Jerez test, AGS called me to tell me that BAR’s
media information about Sato’s performance was wrong: BAR
had reported that his fastest time – which was quicker than its
race drivers – had been recorded by missing the chicane near
the end of the lap. This, he said, was deliberately incorrect.
“But aren’t you worried that if I write something contradicting
BAR that it’ll put you in trouble with the team and Honda?”
I asked. “No, sod them,” replied AGS. Welcome to F1…
Sato did have good times in F1. He formed a very good

relationship with current Toro Rosso tech kingpin James Key
when Key engineered him at Jordan in 2002, and Taku’s rookie
season – highlighted by that great fifth place at Suzuka –
wasn’t bad at all alongside Giancarlo Fisichella, who still had a

star reputation at the time. Jordan’s financial troubles kept
Sato out of F1 for most of ’03, but he had another very solid
season alongside Jenson Button at BAR in ’04, and worked
well with engineer Jock Clear.
But 2005 was a disaster, and Taku never clicked with the

new management at BAR of David Richards and Nick Fry.
The stereotype cliche of Japanese racing drivers is that they
are thick-skinned warriors immune to outside influence, but
nothing could be further from the truth with Sato. It seems
that he’s closer to the Latin temperament, needing to feel arms
around him from team management and engineering staff. So
it proved at Super Aguri, where, as F1’s underdog heroes, and
with his old F3 team-mate Anthony Davidson beside him,
the giant-killing performances made him a fan favourite. The
tragedy is that Super Aguri closed its doors during ’08, just
when its highly rated technical staff were working on some
of the features that would appear on the Brawn of ’09…

The IndyCar seasons, too, have often been a case of what
might have been. Even though his only previous win came,

at Long Beach in 2013, with
AJ Foyt’s eponymous team,
Taku’s most competitive stint
until now had been with KV
Racing. If the occasional dire
strategic call hadn’t been
made, costing at least one
victory, his US career might
have gone on a completely

different trajectory. Importantly, his engineer from KV,
Garrett Mothersead, had moved to Andretti Autosport in
the interim, and when Taku shouted “Thank you, Michael
[Andretti]; thank you, Garrett” on the slow-down lap at Indy,
you understand that this is another engineer – like ‘Boyo’
Hieatt (from his Carlin days), Key and Gerry Hughes (Super
Aguri and Rahal Letterman Lanigan) – with whom he feels
at his most comfortable.
Also important is that, for the first time, Sato is with one of

IndyCar’s big teams. Fernando Alonso joining Andretti’s line-up
for Indy won’t have done any harm, either. The Spaniard is
friends with Taku from their F1 days together, and respects him.
And that is what most drivers need to give of their best.

Sato hasn’t always enjoyed the best of circumstances, and it’s
meant that his meteoric early career turned into the ultimate
slow-burner, but Indy 500 victory is the kind of glory that key
figures from his early career such as Hywel Absolom (his first
British team boss at Diamond Racing), Trevor Carlin, Hieatt
and Gilbert-Scott always believed he had in him.
Taku is a whole lot more than ‘No Attack, No Chance’.

Taku’s happy ending
Takuma Sato’s Indy 500 win has been a long time coming, but there’s

always been much more to this popular racer than meets the eye

“Sato’s meteoric early
career turned into the
ultimate slow-burner”



Monaco is still a great
place for Formula 1
cars, reckons reader
Eliot Wilson
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I have to disagree with John Starkey
about the Monaco Grand Prix
representing the emperor’s new
clothes (Autosport, May 25).

It is certainly true that overtaking
is difficult (though not impossible),
but the sheer challenge of Monte
Carlo still draws in the fans. It’s
no accident that the drivers prize
a Monaco win very highly.

And a failure to overtake can thrill
too – I remember the closing laps of
the 1992 GP when Nigel Mansell, in
a much faster car, tried everything
he could to get past Ayrton Senna.
My heart was in my mouth!
EliotWilson
Byemail

Variety is what F1 needs
Has Formula 1 outgrown Monaco?
Absolutely no way.

Ignoring all the glitz and glamour,
the principality just screams F1.

It may be true that passing seems

TryfollowingIndy’s lead
I hope the New Enlightenment in charge
of F1 learns the lessons of last weekend.
We had the opportunity to compare

the blue riband events of F1 and IndyCar.
My young sons and I are avid F1 fans
but we concluded that F1 must change.

Here are some ideas. First: televise
or stream the drivers’ briefing, an
unexpectedly enjoyable setpiece.
Second: give us variety – third cars,
one-car teams, local one-offs, rookies,
old-timers. Third, give us more variety:
vary the length of races, shorter and
longer. And consider (whisper it) ovals.
Fourth, let Liberty do what it’s promised
– more hullabaloo, pomp and brouhaha.

Give the next generation something
to get excited about.
PeterGoodchild
Byemail

to become harder with each visit, critics
bemoaning the almost processional
nature of the race, but the whole essence
of Monaco is man and machine against
track. The beauty of F1 is not always
in the overtake, rather the potential
for something to happen.
Monaco only adds to the skills that

a driver and team need in order to be
successful. Surely F1, as the premier
motorsport series, should involve all
types of circuits, be it narrow street
tracks, cathedrals of speed, or disused
airfields, in its itinerary.

Monaco remains one of those iconic
circuits, along with Silverstone and
Monza, that Liberty Media should
seek to preserve on the calender.
That said, after Fernando Alonso’s

great rookie performance in
Indianapolis, I wonder if they will
consider an oval race in the future.
It surely can’t do any harm.
MichaelBrierley
Stalybridge,Cheshire

Monaco
is still
worthyof
Formula1

CORRECT ION
The #2 Indycar pictured on page 21 of the
May 25 issue was a Lola, not a Chaparral 2K as
stated. The pacesetting 2K is pictured above.
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HowVettel won
‘Raikkonen’s’ race
By Ben Anderson, Grand Prix Editor @BenAndersonAuto
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Raikkonen led
Vettel for 34 laps
before being jumped
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“It’scleartomeFerrarihavechosentheirnumberonedriver,so
they’regoingtobepushingeverythingtomakesureSebastian
willgetthemaximumonallofhisweekends,”Hamiltonsaid.
“Withthestrategy,it’sveryhardforthe leadingcartoget jumped
bythesecondcarunlesstheteamdecidestofavourtheothercar,
sothat’sveryclear.”
Ferrarihasahistoryof favouringonedriveroveranother inF1.

MichaelSchumacherwasundisputednumberoneduringhis long
andsuccessfulspellatMaranello,andFernandoAlonsowasclearly
favouredoverFelipeMassaduringtheirtimewiththeScuderia–
evenduringaperiodwhenteamorderswereoutlawed.
Raikkonenhaspriorexperienceofbeingboththebeneficiary

andthebenefactor inFerrari’shistoricalapproachtoF1title
battles.HebenefitedfromFerrari’sdecisiontofavourhim
overMassaduringthefinal fourracesofRaikkonen’sworld
championship-winningseasonin2007.Thefollowingyear
hewasforcedintothesupportingroleforMassa’sthwarted
championshipambitions.

But inneithercasewasitpreordainedbeforetheseasonthat
onedriverwouldmakewayfortheother.Raikkonenisaworld
champion,awinner,oneofthemostnaturallygifteddriversever
tograceFormula1.Inhismind,heisheretoracetowinforhimself,

asmuchasforFerrari.Hecertainlywouldnotexpecttobe
sacrificedforthebenefitofVettel justyet,onlysixgrandsprix
intoa20-racecampaign.

Raikkonen’sdejectedbodylanguageafteraraceinwhichhe
finishedsecondtoVettel,havingstartedfrompoleandledfor
34laps,suggestedhewasdeeplyunhappywiththewaythe
MonacoGrandPrixunfolded.

Certainly,ifFerrari ishell-bentonVettelwinningthis
championship,bearinginmindhearrivedinMonteCarloalready
55pointsclearofRaikkonenafter fiveraces,thenitwouldmake
perfectsensetosacrificeRaikkonen’spersonalambitionsfor
the‘greatergood’.

ThiswouldbethebestwaytoboostVettel inhisbattlewith
Hamilton,whotrailedbyjustsixpointsaftertheSpanishGP,
butstruggledbadlyforspeedamidmoreMercedesset-up
troubleontheultra-softPirelli tyres inMonaco.Hamilton
failedtomakeQ3andwasforcedintoadamage-limitation
runtoalowlyseventhintherace.

But isHamiltonreallycorrect inwhathesaysaboutFerrari
favouringVettel inMonteCarlo?Ordidaninnocentcombination
ofcircumstancesultimatelyconspiretodenyRaikkonenafirst
grandprixvictorysinceAustralia2013?

LEWISHAMILTONWASEMPHATICINTHEAFTERMATHOFTHEMONACOGRAND
Prix.SebastianVettelbeatFerrariteam-mateKimiRaikkonentowinandextendedhisleadover
Hamiltonto25pointsintheFormula1worldchampionship.ButHamiltonwasleft innodoubtasto
thereasonVettelwonthisrace,comingfrombehindatacircuitwhereovertakingisnear-impossible.



The two Ferraris
dominated in Monaco

Raikkonen took
his sole pitstop
before Vettel
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Raikkonen in control
Raikkonenhasshowninconsistentformsincereturningto
Ferrari in2014,obliteratedbyAlonsothatseasonandbyVettel
thefollowingyear.Butheshowedsignsofrenewedlife in2016
bybestingVettel inqualifyingthroughmostofthesecondhalf
ofthecampaign,andscoringagreaterproportionofFerrari’spoints
inthechampionshipcomparedtotheprevioustwoseasons.

RaikkonenhadtroublesettinguptheSF70Hcorrectly inthefirst
tworacesof2017,buthewasmuchhappier inBahrain,cameclose
tosnatchingpole inRussia,andfelthehadarealchanceinSpain
toobutforsomesillymistakesatthecrucialmomentinQ3.

InMonaco,Raikkonenfinallypulledthingstogethertobaghis
firstpolepositionsincetheFrenchGrandPrixof2008,andwhen

heconvertedthatpolepositionintoanearly leadatthestart,and
third-placedValtteriBottasbeganfallingbackintotheclutchesof
theRedBulldrivers,it lookedasthoughtherewaslittleotherthan
mechanicalmisfortunethatcoulddenyRaikkonenvictory.

Raikkonenquicklysettledintohisrhythmandbuiltanadvantage
ofmorethantwosecondsoverVettel,andmorethansixover
Bottas,overthefirst13 laps.

Therewasn’tmuchtochoosebetweenRaikkonenandVettel
acrossmuchofthefirststint,withRaikkonenacoupleof
hundredthsofasecondfasterper laponaveragethanVettel
overthefirst21 lapsofthis78-laprace,whileBottasgave
awaytwotenthsper lapandgraduallyfelloutofthepicture.

Itwasclose,buttheIcemanlookedincontrol.
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Raikkonenbegins to lose his grip
Raikkonen’spacemysteriouslydroppedoffthereafter,bythree
tenthsper laponaveragebetweenlaps22and33.Vettel’spacemade
asimilardrop,whileBottaspickedupspeedtothepointwherehe
wasmorethanatenthper lapquickerthanbothFerraris,withMax
Verstappen’sRedBullcomingupevenfasterfrombehind.

RaikkonenlosttimelappingJensonButton’sMcLarenand
PascalWehrlein’sSauber,bothcutadrift fromthepackbymaking
pitstopsattheendof lapone.RaikkonencaughtButtonatthe
endof lap25anddidn’tmakeitpastuntilButtonmovedaside
attheexitoftheSwimmingPoolattheendof lap27.It tookanother
laptonegotiateWehrlein.

Thisexplainsthree
troubledlaps,but itdoesn’t
explaintherest.Vettel
suggestedbothheand
Raikkonenbegantostruggle
withthereartyresontheir
Ferraris,butRaikkonenfelt
hiscarwasingoodshape
throughthefirststint.

“Thecarwasbehavingwell–notreallyhavinganyissues,”
Raikkonensaid.“Wehadtotakeita littlebiteasierhereandthere,
butnothingtocomplainreally.Themost laptimewelostbehind
thelappedtraffic.”

Atthepointhispacebegantofallaway,Raikkonenhadbeenon
thevergeofextendingabigenoughgapoversixth-placedCarlos
SainzJrtoget inandoutofthepitswithoutfearofgettingstuck
behindtheToroRosso.

TheFerrari’s lossofpacethereafterclosedthiswindow
temporarilyandbunchedthetopfivecarstogether.RedBull

seizedtheopportunitytotrytovaultVerstappenaheadof
Bottas inthepits.Verstappenpittedonlap32;Bottas
respondednexttimearound.
BothcameoutbehindSainz,withBottasstillaheadof

Verstappen,andneithersetspectacular laptimesastheyclosed
ontheToroRosso,noronceitpittedoutoftheirwayandthey
negotiatedtheButton/Wehrleinbattle.
FerraricalledRaikkoneninforwhatwouldbehissolepitstop

onlap34.HecameoutaheadofSainz,butstuckbehindButton
andWehrleinonceagain.Raikkonenlostthebestpartofa
secondtoVettelwhenyoucomparetheirrespectiveout-laps,

ashewasforcedto
renegotiatethistraffic.

FerrarisaidRaikkonen’s
pitstoptimingwaspre-
planned,insisteditsdrivers
arefreetorace,andthat it
“wouldn’tdoanythingas
stupidassacrificeonecar
by[deliberately]puttingit

intotraffic”,accordingtoateamspokesman.“It’stotallyunfair
andcrazyandstupidtoslowhimdowndeliberately,because
yourisk losingtheone-two.”

Vettel unleashes hiddenpace
RaikkonenledVettelby1.238swhenRaikkonenheadedtothepits
attheendof lap34,buttrailedhisteam-mateby2.058sbythetime
Vettelhadcompletedtheout-lapfromhisownsolitarypitstopat
theendof lap40.

While it’s trueRaikkonenlostmorethaneighttenthstoVettel
negotiatingtrafficonhisout-lap,themainreasonforthereversal

“It’s totally unfair and
crazy and stupid to slow
him down deliberately”



QUALIFYING

Once in clear air,
Vettel’s Ferrari flew

Red Bull’s Daniel
Ricciardo utilised his
used ultra-softs to
bag third position
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KIMI RAIKKONENHADN’T QUALIFIED FASTEST IN FORMULA 1 SINCE
the French Grand Prix of 2008, a record drought of 128 races, and
honestly it didn’t look as though hewas the Ferrari drivermost
likely to get the job done during the build-up to qualifying.
Team-mate Sebastian Vettel set the pace in Thursday practice,

while Raikkonen trailed bymore than half a second. Raikkonen
was closer in final practice on Saturdaymorning, though still 0.345
seconds down. But Raikkonenwas right on point when it counted,
only 0.027s slower than Vettel in Q1, beforemoving two tenths clear
in Q2. In Q3, Raikkonen found a crucial half a tenth of a second extra
to bag pole, beating Vettel by a scant 0.043s.
“We’ve been struggling a little bit in certain places and trying

to figure it out and in qualifying it was better,” said Raikkonen of
the turnaround. “By nomeans perfect, but it’s never going to be
perfect. It was good enough and I was very happywith the car.

We had a good timingwhen
wewent out. I felt good, so
I was able to push.”
Vettel had previously

outqualified Raikkonen at
every race held so far this year.
Hewas fractionally faster
through the first sector in
Q3, where Raikkonen lost
time to an oversteermoment

at Ste Devote, but dropped almost two tenths in themiddle part
of his final lap after being a “bit too greedy” and twice running
wide at Mirabeau.
Valtteri Bottas was only two thousandths of a second slower than

Vettel andwithin half a tenth of taking pole himself, as Mercedes
recovered from a troubled practice to almost deny Ferrari in Q3.
Bottas said theW08was “feeling its best so far this weekend”

after Mercedes had to back out of a set-up blind alley on Thursday,
but admitted it was “still a bit tricky in places”.
“We can’t combine both axles to be on the optimal windowwith

the [tyre] temperatures at the same time,” Bottas explained. “So it
takes two, three laps to build temperature up for all the tyres, get
the balance right and get the feel for the car and the confidence.”
Team-mate Lewis Hamiltonwould ordinarily have expected to

be in thatmix, too. He set the pace in first practice, but was forced
towatch Q3 from the sidelines. The triple champion struggled for
speed throughout Q1 andQ2, and almost crashed twice after
wild oversteermoments at Massenet and Casino Square.
Hamiltonwas only 14th fastest in Q2, but was on a lap good

enough to drag himself into Q3 before Stoffel Vandoorne crashed
his McLaren-Honda at the Swimming Pool, forcing Hamilton to
abandon his effort.
“I was devastated after the session, to the point where I couldn’t

get out of the car,” Hamilton said. “I don’t drive the car badly, and
I’m not slow here. We don’t understand how one car can have the
tyres working and the other not.”

ofpositionswasRaikkonen’srelativelyunderwhelmingin-lap–
1m34.039scomparedwithVettel’s1m32.673seffort–andthefact
Raikkonengaveawayalmosttwotenthsofasecondper lapon
averagetoVetteloverfive lapswhilerunningonnewsuper-softs
comparedtoVettel’susedultra-softs.

“Theleadcarnormallygetspriority,sogoinginthepitsfirst is
whatyouliketodobecauseyouaresooneronfreshertyres,”Vettel
said.“It’sprobablyoneoftherareoccasionswheretheovercut
turnedouttobethepositive,soI’mreallygladImadethatwork.

“Therewasnoplanofanyteamorders.Icanunderstandthat
Kimi’snothappy,Iwouldfeel100%thesame.”

AsimilarstrategyalsoworkedoutforHamiltoninhisbattle

“By nomeans
perfect, but it’s
never going to
be perfect”
Kimi Raikkonen

MONACO GRAND PRIX REPORT/F1



“BOTH RED BULL DRIVERS
ARE STRAIGHT ON THE CASE”

Button enjoyed
filling in for Alonso

Above: Raikkonen was
not quite as happy
as the other two
podium finishers…

Above right: Vettel
took his 45th F1 win,
his sixth for Ferrari
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IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TONOT BE IMPRESSED BY FORMULA 1 CARS AT
Monaco, and the new 2017 generation are comfortably faster
than their predecessors around this circuit, so they promised
a visual treat from trackside.
Tabac is one of the quickest corners on the circuit, so it

seemed a good place to seewhowas oozing confidence from
the earliest stages of practice.
Max Verstappen and Valtteri Bottas show impressive and

immediate commitment on their first flying laps in FP1, Bottas
getting awiggle on as he fires theMercedes out of the left-hander.
Bottas generally looksmore comfortable thanMercedes

team-mate Lewis Hamilton early on, displaying a touchmore
confidence committing entry speed. Hamilton’s Mercedes looks
like it’s understeering a bit, forcing him towait for the front to
bite before he can pick up the throttle again.
Both Red Bull drivers are straight on the case – Daniel Ricciardo

anticipating the corner expertly; Verstappen firing in and relying
on his car control, both to excellent effect. The RB13 is working
well here, the car seemingly back on track with a T-wing added
to its Barcelona update package.
Stoffel Vandoorne and Carlos Sainz Jr both have to push

through understeer when they go for a hot lap. You can hear their
front tyres squealing in protest when they turn in. The Ferrari is
muchmore responsive, as well as supple over the bumps and
smotheredwith traction coming off the turn.
Fernando Alonso stand-in Jenson Button doesn’t look like he’s

havingmuch fun driving around on the hardest tyre to begin with;
lots of understeer as McLaren sends him out in a Barcelona-spec
car to build up speed and confidence.
Bolting extra bits on for the rest of the weekend gives both

driversmore to work with, and takes away some of the edginess
theMCL32 displays when cornering. Button improves into
qualifying and, having come in completely cold as Alonso’s
replacement, is delighted by this new breed of F1.
“It’s somuch fun to drive,” he says. “I went a lot faster than

I did last year. Formula 1 has definitelymoved in the right
directionwith the regulations.”
BENANDERSON

TABAC

throughthelowerorder,andforRedBull’sDanielRicciardo,who
utilisedremaininglife inhisusedultra-softsonacleartrackto
jumpBottasandVerstappenforthird.Verstappenwasinitially
furiousatthisoutcomebut,asRedBullbossChristianHorner
explained,it’s impossibletopleasebothdrivers insuchascenario.
“WecouldhavepittedDaniel first,but ifhehadacleanout-lap

hecouldhaveundercutMax,andthenyouarehavinganother
explanation,”Hornersaid.“Thisraceisalwaysgoingtothrowup
thosekindsofscenarios.”
Theanomalyinthisequationwasthestrongperformanceofthe

usedultra-softsonVettel’sandRicciardo’scars.Ordinarily,newer
setsoftheslowertyretendtoallowcarstogoquickerthanthose
stillonwell-wornsetsofthefastercompound,providedthe
pure laptimedifferencebetweenthetwoisn’ttoogreat.
ButMonacoisaparticularly low-energycircuit forthetyres,

withasuper-smoothsurfaceandnohigh-loadcorners,so
generatinggripfromthetyrestendstobemoreproblematicthan
wearingthemoutoroverheatingthem.Ifyoucankeepthetyres in
theiroptimumtemperaturerangeandnotslidearoundtoomuch,
youshouldbeinreasonablygoodshapeevenonwell-usedrubber,
especiallygiventhedurabilityofthecurrentrangeofPirellis.

All theindicationsfrompracticesuggestedtheultra-softcould
doanentireracedistance.Pirelli sawbarelyanydegradationinthe
tyreafter25laps,andRicciardohadspokenafterqualifyingofthe
potentialpowerofthe‘overcut’strategy.
TherewasnoguaranteeVettelandRicciardocouldoutdotheir

rivalsonceintoclearair,butthat’sexactlywhathappened.
“I justtriedtopushashardasIcanandwait forthecall tobox,”

Vettelsaid.“WhenIcameoutaheadofKimiIwassurprisedmyself.
Thosecoupleof lapswerereallycrucial.Iwaspushingflatout.Ihad
better lapsthaninqualifying.
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“IwastryingtogoasfastasIcanbecauseformeitmeansstaying
aheadofValtteri.IwassurprisedIcouldtakesomuchpacefrom
thecarandwas[then]goingevenbelowthe[1m]16s.

“Thereseemedtobeasecondtyresomehow,becausethe laps
beforeIwasstrugglingasmuchasKimiwiththerears.Youcansay
itworkedwell tostayout longer,butIthinkifyouwere lookingat
itbeforetheracethenyoucouldn’tpredict.

“IcanunderstandKimi’snotentirelyhappy.Hedrovewell in
thefirststint,yougetthemessagetogoin,youdothepitstop
andthenyoupush.Obviously,it’sabadsurprisewhensomebody
comesoutahead.”

What’spuzzlingis
Raikkonen’s lackofpaceon
wornultra-softsbeforethe
stops,evenallowingfor
traffic.Pittinghimtocover
BottasandVerstappenmakes
acertaindegreeofsense,
exceptwhenyouconsider
howdifficult tyrewarm-up
wasonbothcompoundsthroughouttheweekendandthe
ultra-soft’sobviousdurability,whichwouldnegatethe
advantageofpittingfirst.

FerrarisaysitwasalsotryingtocoverRicciardostrategicallyby
leavingVettelout,butRicciardowastoofarback,andbothFerraris
tooquickonnewsuper-softs,fortheRedBull tobeareal factor,
whichsuggestsFerraricouldhavecalledVettel insooner.

Butthisiswhere,asFerrariputit,Vettelwas“freetotrytofightfor
thelead”byrunninglongerthanRaikkonenanddoingeverything
inhispowertomakeuptime.It’salsotruethatbetterrelativelaps
aroundhispitstops,avoidingthetrafficheencountered,plus

betterpaceonnewsuper-softswhileVettelwasonhischarge,
wouldhavegivenRaikkonenashotatsalvagingthisrace.

ThefightseemedtodrainfromRaikkonenoncerealitydawned
onhim.Hewasslowandsteadythroughouttheremainderof
therace,never lookingliketroublingVetteleithersideofthe
safetycarperiodcalledaftertheButton/Wehrleinbattle
eventuallygotphysical.

Vetteldealtwellwiththerestarttoreopenagapofalmost2.5s
headingintothefinal11 laps,andhereeledthoseoffuntroubled
torecordFerrari’s firstvictoryatMonacosincehisheroMichael
Schumachertriumphedherein2001.Itwastheperfectresultto

boostVettel’schampionship
bid,alsoallowingFerrari
toassumecontrol inthe
constructors’standings.
Vettelwasnaturallyall

smilesafterwards,having
deliveredSchumacher-esque
fast lapsatthecrucial
strategicmoment;Raikkonen

lookedfurious,asthoughstrugglingtocomputedefeat.
ForHamilton,itwasclearFerrarisimplysacrificedRaikkonen’s

racetoboostVettel’schampionshipaspirations,butHamilton’s
MercedesteambossTotoWolffwasn’tsosure.

“Itwasn’tclearhowthetyrewouldperform,”Wolffreckoned.
“Thesuper-softwasnotquickenoughandSebastianwasable
topulloutsomestunninglapsontheusedultra-soft,andthat
gavehimtheopportunityoverKimi.

“Idon’tthinktheysawitcoming.Attheendoftheday,it’s the
rightresult fortheteamandforthedrivers’championship.ButI
don’tthinkitwasorchestrated.”

“I can understand Kimi’s
not happy. He drove
well in the first stint”
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R I CC I ARDO
WAS ‘ L UCKY ’
TO SURV I V E
WAL L STR I K E
DANIEL RICCIARDODROVE
very well to finish third in the
Monaco Grand Prix, but it
almost came to nothingwhen
he understeeredwide at Ste
Devote just after the safety car
restart and struck the barrier.
As he had in Bahrain,

Ricciardo had difficulty
maintaining tyre temperature
while running at low speed
behind the safety car, which
was called into actionwhen
Jenson Button and Pascal
Wehrlein collided at Portier.
“I think wewere all

dreading the restart,” Ricciardo
said. “I saw it as a potential
opportunity to jump Kimi
[Raikkonen] but at the same
time it’s a potential risk.
They [the tyres] just turned
to concrete blocks – they’re
so slippery [when cold].
“Coming into Turn 1 I didn’t

feel like I came in hot at all, but
as soon as I turned I just kept
going straight and thewall got
closer until I hit. I think I hit it
flush, whichmeant I avoided
damage. Not fun.”
Fourth-placed Valtteri Bottas

had a grandstand view from
behind the Red Bull. “He
actually did properly hit the
wall, so I don’t think hewas
far away from breaking
something,” Bottas said.
“Hewas slightly lucky.”

FORTHESECONDTIMEINSIX
racesthisseason,LewisHamilton
enduredamysteriouslypoor
weekend,strugglingtounlock
performancefromtheultra-soft
Pirelli tyrecompound.
Hamiltonspokeaheadofthe

eventabouthowheisrelishingthe
challengeposedbythedifficultyof
settingupanddrivingtheW08
correctly.But itwasachallengehe
failedtomaster inMonteCarlo.
Hewasfastest inthefirst free

practicesessiononThursday,but
wentbackwardsasMercedesmade
set-upchangesforFP2,andnever
recoveredthroughfinalpractice
andqualifying.
Hamiltonwasonly10thquickest

inQ1,andfailedtomakethecutfor
Q3.HisearlyQ2lapswerescruffy,
andwhenhedidlooklikestringing
onetogetherthatwasgoodenough
toprogress,StoffelVandoorne
crashedhisMcLaren-Hondaatthe
SwimmingPoolcomplex,bringing
outtheyellowflags.
Hamilton’sstruggles looked

similartothosehesufferedinthe

RussianGrandPrixatSochi,
wherehebattledallweekendfor
griponacircuit thatsharessome
characteristicswithMonaco,
suchassmoothasphaltandalack
of long-durationcornersto load
thetyresupeasily.

AsinRussia,team-mateValtteri
Bottascopedmuchbetter in
adversity,feelingheisbenefiting
fromrecentexperiencedriving
difficultcars inFormula1,thanks
tohisspellwithWilliams.

Bottaspulledoutanexceptional
qualifying lapinQ3toalmostbeat
theFerraristopole,andwhilehe
alsohaddifficultywiththetyres
intherace,hesecuredfourthplace.
Hamiltondroveneatlytorecoverto
seventh,asFerrari finishedone-two.

“[It’s]themostunusualthecar
hasfelt inall theyearsI’vebeenwith
theteam,”saidHamilton,whofell25
pointsbehindracewinnerSebastian
Vettel inthedrivers’championship.

“It’snotclearatthemoment,but
trustmeI’llbepushingtofully
understanditbecausewedon’t
wanttobeinthispositionagain.”

TOROROSSO’SDANIILKVYAT
lashedoutatForceIndiarival
SergioPerezfora“desperate,stupid”
passingattemptthatputtheRussian
outoftheMonacoGrandPrix.

Perezspentmuchoftherace
outsidethepointsafteranearlystop
toreplaceabrokenfrontwing,and
waschargingbackintothetop10in
theclosingstageswithfreshtyres.

HedivedpastMcLaren’sStoffel
Vandoorneattherestart for10th
(pinched,andrunningoutofroad,
Vandoornethenslitheredintothe
barriersatSteDevote)before later
divingdowntheinsideofKvyatat

Rascasse.Kvyatwastakingawide
line,tryingtogainmomentumon
RomainGrosjean’sHaas.

AsKvyatturnedinthetwocars
madecontactandtheToroRosso
cameoffworse,stoppingalmost
immediately.Perezalsosuffered
damageandhadtopit,endinga
15-racestreakoftop-10finishes.
Hewaslaterpenalised10seconds
forcausingthecollision.

Kvyatsaid:“Isawwhathedidto
VandoorneandIthought,‘OK,this
guyreally isdesperate’.Hetried
togofromreallyfaraway,Ididn’t
evenseeitcoming.

“Hejusttriedto leanonmelike it
wasPlayStation,anditdoesn’twork
likethat.So,very,verydisappointed,
itwasacompletelydesperatemove
fromhim.Iwas justdoingmyjob,
doingagoodrace,verycalm,
bringingthepoints,andthenyou
alwaysfindtheoneguywhospoils
yourwholeday–andit isPerez.”
Perezsaidhefeltcompelledto

makeupasmanypositionsas
possibleafterhisearlystop.
“WhenIfoundmyselfP10onnew

tyres,IknewIwasn’tgoingtogo
homehappyif Ididn’ttry,”he
said.“Ihadtotryeverything.”

Kvyat slams ‘PlayStation’Perezmove

MoreMercedes tyre
woes forHamilton
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CARLOS SAINZ
TORO ROSSO DRIVER

Howwould you describe theweekend?
It was the perfect weekend for us, it was
the race we needed. It’s not like every
year you do the perfect weekend in the
best race of the season –Monaco. We
have to enjoy it. I’ve been happy since
FP1, building it little by little, picking up
in qualifying and doing a very good lap. In
the race, I made nomistakes, was clearly
ahead of themidfield and controlling the
gap to Hamilton. Managing our pace this
weekend has been really good.

Howdo you feel you copedwith the sustained pressure
fromHamilton’s Mercedes?
I knew hewould put pressure onme in the last 20 laps of
the race. They toldmeHamilton had stayed out andwas
pushing, and that hewould attackme at the end of the
race with fresher tyres. I knew it was going to be tight
towards the end. He has beenmore or less half a second
faster per lap over thewhole weekend, and I know half a
second isn’t enough and even less when he is fighting for
a world championship. I knew P6was there forme if I didn’t
make anymistakes. Monaco is one of those circuits where
you really want to shine a bit more andwe have done
that this weekend. It makesme really happy.

Is Toro Rosso’s form inMonaco circuit-specific?
The circuit has helped but hopefully we can learn something
from here and go forward. It feels nice when you have a bit
of a pace advantage to themidfield – things on strategy,
the starts, everything is somuch easier. You just don’t
domistakes and risk a bit less.

Q&A

CARLOSSAINZFINISHEDSIXTHINMONACO
afteranimpressiveweekend.

TheSpaniardfeltconfidentfromthestartofpractice
andcontinuedthat intoqualifying,wherehefinished
best-of-the-restbehindthebigthreeteams.

Heshowedstrongpacethroughouttherace,having
survivedlightcontactwithSergioPerezonthefirst lap
(whichlatercausePerez’swingtofail),andabsorbed
pressurefromHamiltonlateontosecuresixth.

Itwashisfifthpoints-scoringfinishinsixracesthis
season,movinghimintoeighthinthedrivers’standings
on25points,21morethanteam-mateDaniilKvyat.

Sainz scores big in
perfect weekend

FELIPEMASSASALVAGEDSOME
pointsforWilliamsonaweekend
wheretheteam’s low-speed
struggleswerehighlightedagain.

Points lookedanunlikelyprospect
withMassaandLanceStroll lining
up14thand17threspectively.

Massamanagedbrakeissues
fromthestartandusedhis
experienceinaraceofattrition
tofinishninth.Stroll roseashigh
as14th,butretiredonlap72of78
whenhisbrakesoverheated.

Monacohasbeenadifficult track
forWilliamssincetheV6era
started,andtechnicalchiefPaddy

Loweadmittedtheteamstillhas
a low-speedweakness.
“It’ssomethingweneedto

workveryhardtounderstandand
address,”hesaid.“Somethings
we’ll improvewithinthisseason,
somethingswillhavetowait longer.
Withoutknowingpreciselywhat
we’vegottodo,it’sdifficult tobe
definitiveaboutthat.
“I’mjustcautious,asallengineers

shouldbe.I’dratherunderstand–
we’vegotdata,whichwillputusina
betterpositiontounderstandwhy
we’reweak,andI’dratheracton
thatthanjust invent ideas.”

MonacoshowsWilliams
weakness remains
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JENSONBUTTON’SONE-OFF
returntoFormula1endedin
frustrationashecollidedwith
PascalWehrlein’sSauber,forcing
bothdriversoutoftherace.
Startingfromthepitsafteran

enginepenaltyandovernightset-
upchanges,Button–standingin
forFernandoAlonsowhilethe

SpaniardcontestedtheIndy500
–pittedonthefirst laptogetclear
air.ButSauberdidthesamewith
Wehrlein,trappinghiminarace-
longbattleastheGermanstayed
ahead,despiteapenaltyforan
unsaferelease.
Onlap58of78,Buttontriedan

ambitiouspassatPortierbutthere

wascontact,withWehrlein’scar
pitchedontoitssideagainstthe
barriersandButtonforcedout
withfront-leftsuspensiondamage.
Buttonwasgivenathree-place

gridpenalty“forhisnextrace
thisseason”butheisunlikely
toraceagainin2017.
WehrleinhitoutatButtonfor

whathecalleda“sillymove”.
Buttonsaid:“Asaracingdriver it’s
difficult to justdrivearoundand
nothaveago,soIhadago.”

Wehrlein,whosehelmetstruck
thebarrier,wasclearedbydoctors
buthisfitnesswillbemonitored
givenhefracturedthreevertebrae
inJanuary’sRaceOfChampions.

Button andWehrlein battle ends in tears

MARCUSERICSSON
compoundedamiserable
MonacoGrandPrixfor
Sauberwhenhesuffered
theignominyofcrashing
outof16thplacewhile
tryingtounlaphimself
underthesafetycar.

TheSwedeblamedbrake
problemsandlowtyre
temperaturesfornotbeing
abletoslowthecardown
intoSteDevote,causing
himtoundersteer intothe
barrierasthefieldcirculated
atreducedspeed.

“Ihadsomeissueswith
thebrakes,”explained
Ericsson,whostruggledall
weekendasSauberwascut
adrift fromthemidfield.
“Beforethesafetycarperiod
started,thebrakeswere
overheatingquiteabit.
Underthesafetycar,they
wentreallyhot.
“Thebrakepedalstarted

toget longerandlonger.
WhenIgotthecall to
overtakethesafetycar,
mybrakeswerenot
reallyworkingandmy

tyreswerestonecold.”
Ericssonadmittedthat

thechallengeofgettingheat
intothenewgenerationof
Pirelli tyres,introducedfor
thisseason,hadexacerbated
theproblem.
“I’vehadthisabitthis

year,withthetyresbeingon
theconservativeside,”he
added.“InMonaco,every
timeyouslowdownabit,you
losesomuchtemperature.
Thenyouneedtoworkhard
withthebrakestokeepthe
temperatureup.”

Ericssoncrashesbehindsafetycar

HAASRECORDEDITSFIRSTDOUBLEPOINTS
finishinFormula1attheMonacoGrandPrix.
Grosjeanbouncedbackfromadifficult timeinthe

pasttworacestomakeQ3andqualifyeighth,although
hewasstillunhappywiththebalanceofhiscar,while
Magnussenwasunluckynotto joinhisteam-mate
inthetop10after lookingrapidinfreepractice.

Grosjeanhadaquietracetoeighth,gainingaplace
whenSergioPerezpittedforanewfrontwing,but
losingitagainwhenLewisHamilton’sMercedes
camepastatthestops.

Magnussenmadeabrilliantstarttorunrightbehind
Grosjeanuntilsufferingapuncturejustafterhispitstop,
butlateattritionbroughthimbackintothetop10.
“Everybodyexecuted;wenever lostourcool,”said

teambossGuntherSteiner.“Wegotunlucky,butthen
wegot luckyagainattheend,sowe’refine.”

Haasscoresdouble
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Most teams brought
circuit-specific parts to
Monaco, as extra downforce
never goes amiss on a circuit
where drag is less important
than at other tracks.
Force India introduced a

new three-element T-wing,
which gives that little bit
more downforce but will be

too draggy formost other
tracks. The ‘U’-shaped ends
reduce that drag slightly, as
they cut down the vortex
that would normally be
created at the end of a
straight wing. Wemay see
this again at Hungary or
Singapore, but otherwise it
will be destined for the skip.

Force India also added
a small, single-element
monkey seat. This improves
the performance of the
centre-section of the upper
wing by increasing the
turningmoment on
themass airflow that is
passing between the
rear wing endplates.

In comparison to Force
India’s subtlemonkey seat,
Ferrari went wild. The SF70H
has two – one around the
exhaust exit to help reduce
the pressure differential
across the turbo, and
improve the performance
of the MGU-H, and another

multi-element component
helping the performance
of the rear wing by tidying
up the airflow.
Sauber brought along

its version of the double
T-wing, very similar to
McLaren’s – with radiused
outer ends to reduce drag.

The C36 also featured a
new diffuser, but Monaco is
a specific track, so we didn’t
really see what the team
could achieve with these
developments. Sauber had
a torrid weekend and should
go home, regroup and forget
about Monaco.

Williamsadded somesmall
detail turning vanes to
the outer extremity of the
diffuser on the FW40. It is
important to get this area
of the diffuser, the rear
brake duct turning vanes
and the low pressure area
behind the rear tyre

working together. If this
can be achieved, then
the complete rear of the
car works to extract
the airflow coming
through from under
the car, improving
the performance
of the underfloor.

McLaren is having a tough
year with the performance
of engine supplier Honda,
but that is not stopping
the teampushing hard on
chassis development.
The new front wing it

first introduced in Spain is
as complicated as any in

the pitlane. To design,
research and build a front
wing to this level means
you need to understand
the intricacies of the
airflow in all the various
areas and how they
interact with the rest
of the car.

WILLIAMS UPDATES DIFFUSER

McLAREN’S NEW FRONT WING

FORCE INDIA TRIES ‘MONACO’ T-WING

FERRARI ADDS MONKEY SEATS, SAUBER T-WING

FORCE INDIA

WILLIAMS

FERRARI

McLAREN
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Lap Chart /What happened, when

Fastest lapsRace results / 78 laps – 161.742 miles

1Raikkonen #7
1m12.178s

2 Vettel #5
1m12.221s

3 Bottas #77
1m12.223s

5Ricciardo #3
1m12.998s

7 Perez #11
1m13.329s

9Kvyat #26
1m13.516s

11Magnussen #20
1m13.959s

4 Verstappen #33
1m12.496s

6 Sainz #55
1m13.162s

8Grosjean #8
1m13.349s

10Hulkenberg #27
1m13.628s

PP PitstopSpin C Crash MMechanical failure ++ Penalty Safety carBlack Flag Red Flag Car lappedPitstop plus 5 second penalty
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GR I D
START ING

WEATHER Dry, sunny; track 52C, air 26C WINNER’S AVERAGE SPEED 92.649mph FASTEST LAP AVERAGE SPEED 99.768mph

POS DRIVER TEAM FINISH TIME LED TYRES TIME IN PITS

1 Sebastian Vettel Ferrari 1h44m44.340s 45 ● 24.306s
2 Kimi Raikkonen Ferrari +3.145s 33 ● 24.833s
3 Daniel Ricciardo Red Bull-Renault +3.745s ● 24.183s
4 Valtteri Bottas Mercedes +5.517s ● 24.308s
5 Max Verstappen Red Bull-Renault +6.199s ● 51.021s
6 Carlos Sainz Toro Rosso-Renault +12.038s ● 24.427s
7 Lewis Hamilton Mercedes +15.801s ●● 24.155s
8 Romain Grosjean Haas-Ferrari +18.150s ● 24.660s
9 Felipe Massa Williams-Mercedes +19.445s ●● 49.476s
10 Kevin Magnussen Haas-Ferrari +21.443s ●● 51.019s
11 Jolyon Palmer Renault +22.737s ●● 25.472s
12 Esteban Ocon Force India-Mercedes +23.725s ●●●● 1m13.437s
13 Sergio Perez Force India-Mercedes +49.089s ● 1m31.824s
14 Daniil Kvyat Toro Rosso-Renault -7 laps-collision ●● 24.406s
15 Lance Stroll Williams-Mercedes -7 laps-brakes ●●● 51.938s
R Stoffel Vandoorne McLaren-Honda 66 laps-accident ● 24.768s
R Marcus Ericsson Sauber-Ferrari 63 laps-accident ●● 24.949s
R Jenson Button McLaren-Honda 57 laps-collision ●● 50.522s
R Pascal Wehrlein Sauber-Ferrari 57 laps-collision ● 25.813s
R Nico Hulkenberg Renault 15 laps-gearbox ● -

POS DRIVER TIME GAP LAP

1 Perez 1m14.820s - 76
2 Vettel 1m15.238s +0.418s 38
3 Raikkonen 1m15.527s +0.707s 39
4 Ricciardo 1m15.756s +0.936s 51
5 Hamilton 1m15.825s +1.005s 54
6 Stroll 1m16.075s +1.255s 71
7 Magnussen 1m16.313s +1.493s 44
8 Verstappen 1m16.329s +1.509s 56
9 Bottas 1m16.439s +1.619s 22
10 Ocon 1m16.482s +1.662s 52
11 Kvyat 1m16.539s +1.719s 43
12 Massa 1m16.543s +1.723s 50
13 Palmer 1m16.614s +1.794s 55
14 Sainz 1m16.649s +1.829s 39
15 Vandoorne 1m16.665s +1.845s 45
16 Ericsson 1m16.829s +2.009s 39
17 Button 1m16.912s +2.092s 47
18 Grosjean 1m17.095s +2.275s 45
19 Hulkenberg 1m17.885s +3.065s 13
20 Wehrlein 1m18.034s +3.214s 25

6
Carlos Sainz matched
the best finish of his
F1 career with sixth,
the fourth time he has
filled that position

128
Kimi Raikkonen’s pole
position came after a
record 128-race gap,
although hemissed
40 of those races

11
Jolyon Palmer’s
11th place was his
best finish of the
2017 season

306
Jenson Button started
his 306th GP, which
brings him level with
Michael Schumacher
in second on the all-
time list

20
This was Daniel
Ricciardo’s 20th
podium finish in
Formula 1

1207
Raikkonen passed the
1200 laps-ledmark,
moving to 16th in the
all-time list

2499
Ferrari’s one-two
came 2499 days
after its last one, in
Germany 2010



Free practice 1

Qualifying 1

Free practice 2

Qualifying 2

Free practice 3

Qualifying 3

SEASON
STATS

Race briefing

Race briefing

12 Vandoorne #2
-

13Hamilton #44
1m14.106s

15Ocon #31
1m14.101s

17 Stroll #18
1m14.893s

19 Ericsson #9
1m15.276s

14Massa #19
1m20.529s

16 Palmer #30
1m14.696s

18Wehrlein #94
1m15.159s

20 Button #22
1m13.613s

Drivers’
championship
1 Vettel 129
2 Hamilton 104
3 Bottas 75
4 Raikkonen 67
5 Ricciardo 52
6 Verstappen 45
7 Perez 34
8 Sainz 25
9 Massa 20
10 Ocon 19
11 Hulkenberg 14
12 Grosjean 9
13 Magnussen 5
14 Wehrlein 4
15 Kvyat 4
16 Palmer 0
17 Stroll 0
18 Ericsson 0
19 Alonso 0
20 Giovinazzi 0
21 Vandoorne 0

Constructors’
championship
1 Ferrari 196
2 Mercedes 179
3 Red Bull 97
4 Force India 53
5 Toro Rosso 29
6 Williams 20
7 Renault 14
8 Haas 14
9 Sauber 4
10 McLaren 0

Qualifying battle
HAM 3 3 BOT
RIC 3 3 VER
VET 5 1 RAI
PER 5 1 OCO
STR 0 6 MAS
VAN 0 1 BUT
VAN 0 5 ALO
KVY 2 4 SAI
GRO 3 3 MAG
HUL 6 0 PAL
ERI 0 4 WEH
ERI 2 0 GIO

Wins
Vettel 3
Hamilton 2
Bottas 1

Fastest laps
Hamilton 3
Raikkonen 2
Perez 1

Pole positions
Hamilton 3
Bottas 1
Raikkonen 1
Vettel 1
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POS DRIVER TIME

1 Hamilton 1m13.425s
2 Vettel 1m13.621s
3 Verstappen 1m13.771s
4 Bottas 1m13.791s
5 Ricciardo 1m13.854s
6 Kvyat 1m14.111s
7 Raikkonen 1m14.164s
8 Perez 1m14.201s
9 Sainz 1m14.333s
10 Ocon 1m14.425s
11 Massa 1m14.617s
12 Vandoorne 1m14.813s
13 Magnussen 1m14.870s
14 Button 1m14.954s
15 Grosjean 1m15.321s
16 Stroll 1m15.595s
17 Palmer 1m15.949s
18 Wehrlein 1m16.258s
19 Hulkenberg no time
20 Ericsson no time

POS DRIVER TIME

1 Vettel 1m12.395s
2 Raikkonen 1m12.740s
3 Bottas 1m12.830s
4 Verstappen 1m12.940s
5 Hamilton 1m13.230s
6 Ricciardo 1m13.392s
7 Sainz 1m13.400s
8 Kvyat 1m13.563s
9 Magnussen 1m13.596s
10 Vandoorne 1m13.805s
11 Perez 1m13.936s
12 Button 1m13.976s
13 Ocon 1m14.072s
14 Massa 1m14.072s
15 Hulkenberg 1m14.283s
16 Grosjean 1m14.547s
17 Stroll 1m14.675s
18 Palmer 1m15.164s
19 Wehrlein 1m15.291s
20 Ericsson 1m15.863s

POS DRIVER TIME

1 Vettel 1m12.720s
2 Ricciardo 1m13.207s
3 Raikkonen 1m13.283s
4 Kvyat 1m13.331s
5 Sainz 1m13.400s
6 Verstappen 1m13.486s
7 Perez 1m13.799s
8 Hamilton 1m13.873s
9 Magnussen 1m13.890s
10 Bottas 1m13.902s
11 Vandoorne 1m13.946s
12 Button 1m13.981s
13 Massa 1m14.003s
14 Grosjean 1m14.022s
15 Ocon 1m14.093s
16 Stroll 1m14.474s
17 Hulkenberg 1m14.870s
18 Palmer 1m15.616s
19 Ericsson 1m15.691s
20 Wehrlein 1m15.695s

WEATHER Dry, sunny; track 30C, air 21C

WEATHER Dry, sunny; track 55C, air 25C

WEATHER Dry, sunny; track 53C, air 25CWEATHER Dry, cloudy; track 39C, air 22C

POS DRIVER TIME

1 Raikkonen 1m12.231s
2 Vettel 1m12.449s
3 Verstappen 1m12.697s
4 Bottas 1m12.901s
5 Ricciardo 1m13.011s
6 Grosjean 1m13.203s
7 Vandoorne 1m13.249s
8 Sainz 1m13.397s
9 Perez 1m13.430s
10 Button 1m13.453s
11 Kvyat 1m13.516s
12 Hulkenberg 1m13.628s
13 Magnussen 1m13.959s
14 Hamilton 1m14.106s
15 Massa 1m20.529s

POS DRIVER TIME

1 Verstappen 1m13.078s
2 Vettel 1m13.090s
3 Raikkonen 1m13.117s
4 Ricciardo 1m13.219s
5 Bottas 1m13.325s
6 Vandoorne 1m13.476s
7 Sainz 1m13.526s
8 Perez 1m13.530s
9 Magnussen 1m13.531s
10 Hamilton 1m13.640s
11 Button 1m13.723s
12 Grosjean 1m13.786s
13 Hulkenberg 1m13.787s
14 Massa 1m13.796s
15 Kvyat 1m13.899s
16 Ocon 1m14.101s
17 Palmer 1m14.696s
18 Stroll 1m14.893s
19 Wehrlein 1m15.159s
20 Ericsson 1m15.276s

POS DRIVER TIME

1 Raikkonen 1m12.178s
2 Vettel 1m12.221s
3 Bottas 1m12.223s
4 Verstappen 1m12.496s
5 Ricciardo 1m12.998s
6 Sainz 1m13.162s
7 Perez 1m13.329s
8 Grosjean 1m13.349s
9 Button 1m13.613s
10 Vandoorne -

SPE ED
TRAP
Fastest for each
constructor
in qualifying

Williams

Ferrari

Mercedes

Force India

Red Bull

Renault

Haas

Toro Rosso

Sauber

McLaren

176.4mph

176.9mph

177.2mph

178.7mph

178.7mph

178.8mph

179.1mph

179.6mph

179.8mph

176.2mph

GRID PENALTIES
VANDOORNE Three-place penalty for causing
a collision during the Spanish GP
BUTTON 15-place penalty for additional
power unit elements used, then required to
start from pitlane formodifications to car
while in parc ferme
ERICSSON Five-place penalty for
replacement gearbox

RACE PENALTIES
WEHRLEIN Five-second penalty for
unsafe release
PEREZ 10s penalty for causing a collision
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LEWIS
HAMILTON

SERGIO
PEREZ

DANIEL
RICCIARDO

LANCE
STROLL

SEBASTIAN
VETTEL

STOFFEL
VANDOORNE

VALTTERI
BOTTAS

ESTEBAN
OCON

MAX
VERSTAPPEN

FELIPE
MASSA

KIMI
RAIKKONEN

MERCEDES

FORCE INDIA

REDBULL

WILLIAMS

FERRARI

McLAREN

44

11

77

31

3

18

33

19

5

2

7

22

Vettel: almost perfect
We rank each driver’s grand prix weekend performance out of 10

By Ben Anderson, Grand Prix Editor
@BenAndersonAuto

Struggled more
than Bottas on the

ultra-soft tyre andmade
toomany errors in Q2,
though he was unlucky
not to make Q3. Patience
paid off in the race.
Passed Vandoorne at
the start, benefited from
trouble for Hulkenberg
and Perez, and showed
decent pace on used
tyres to gain three more
places in the pits.

Perez did a decent
job in qualifying,

but ultimately paid for
over-aggression in the
race. Touch with Sainz
on lap one broke the
front wing, but pulled off
passes on Stroll and
Palmer in recovery drive.
Opportunistic dive on
Vandoorne after the
restart was fair enough,
but lunge on Kvyat at
Rascasse was silly.

Last year’s
poleman looked

in great shape after
practice, but struggled to
go any faster thereafter,
complaining a “stupid,
silly error” from Red Bull
also put him in traffic in
Q3. Outstanding speed
on used tyres put that
right in the race, but he
was also lucky to escape
clouting the wall after
the safety car restart.

Another difficult
weekend for Stroll,

beginning with a shunt
in FP2. Team felt he was
close to matching Massa
at times, but a 0.471s
deficit was as good as it
got before that incident.
A hydraulic leak spoiled
Q1, but prior form
suggested progression
was unlikely. Drove “OK”
in the race until his
brakes overheated.

Vettel looked the
favourite for pole

after practice, but twice
messed up Mirabeau in
Q3 so ended up falling
short. Loses a mark for
that. Whatever Hamilton
says about Ferrari
favouritism, Vettel still
drove a superb race,
patient through the first
stint before unleashing
his speed to jump the
sister Ferrari in the pits.

This was
Vandoorne’s best

performance of 2017,
even though he crashed
twice and ended his
weekend in the wall. He
was top-10 fast in Q2 and
although he lost out to
Hamilton at the start of
the race, he was on for a
point until he lost tyre
temperature behind the
safety car and Perez
lunged at Ste Devote.

As in Sochi, Bottas
coped better than

Hamilton with Mercedes’
ultra-soft tyre woes – to
the point where he was
less than half a tenth
away from snatching
pole. OK, he lost a
podium to Ricciardo,
but Bottas did well to
manage overheating
brakes and tyres and
resist pressure from
Verstappen at the end.

Ocon learned the
hard way how

much a crash can cost
you at Monaco. Was
quicker than Perez in FP3
before shunting at the
Swimming Pool. Loss of
confidence in repaired
car and a delay behind
Grosjean left him 0.571s
adrift and out in Q1. Was
set to beat Massa until
an unfortunate puncture
spoiled everything.

Verstappen was
flamboyant and

committed, but the lap
times didn’t come until
“wrongly calculated”
settings were corrected
after practice. Felt the
0.318s gap to pole was
the best he could do.
Didn’t do much wrong
in the race. Attempt to
jump Bottas with an
earlier pitstop failed
and that sealed his fate.

Frustrated to
return to Monaco

and discover the 2017
Williams still retains the
relative low-speed
weakness of its 2014-16
predecessors, and felt he
wouldn’t have qualified
any better even without
Vandoorne’s crash
spoiling his Q2 lap. Spent
the entire race managing
his brakes, but attrition
took him into the points.

Raikkonen has
too often made

mistakes at the crucial
moments in qualifying,
so it was heartening to
see him getting the job
done in Monaco. His pole
lap wasn’t clean, but it
was enough. Should
have won after acing the
start, but time lost in
traffic, and weaker pace
than Vettel around the
stops cost him dearly.

Did a decent job
deputising for

Fernando Alonso,
lapping close to an
improved Vandoorne
andmaking Q3. First-lap
stop after starting from
the pits trapped him into
a battle with Wehrlein’s
Sauber, which eventually
led to a move at Portier,
contact, and another
grid penalty, which
Button won’t serve.

JENSON
BUTTON
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Bottas came
under pressure
late in the race
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DANIIL
KVYAT

ROMAIN
GROSJEAN

NICO
HULKENBERG

CARLOS
SAINZJR

KEVIN
MAGNUSSEN

JOLYON
PALMER

MARCUS
ERICSSON

TOROROSSO

SAUBER

HAAS RENAULT
26

9

55 8 20 27 30

PASCAL
WEHRLEIN

94

Looked in great
form in practice,

feeling hard work after
Barcelonamassaged
the updated STR12
more to his liking. He
was unlucky to miss out
on Q3 thanks to traffic,
and yellow flags for
Vandoorne’s crash. Lost
out to Magnussen and
Hulkenberg at the start,
but was set for points
until Perez hit him.

Grosjean planned
differential tweaks

in a bid to get back on
track in Monaco, and,
though he still struggled
to balance the car, he
made Q3 again despite
a messy start in Q1.
Struggled for speed in
the race, so lost out to
Hamilton and couldn’t
threaten Sainz, but kept
out of trouble to score
some valuable points.

Renault struggled
to find a set-up to

get the Pirelli tyres to
work in Monaco and was
nowhere in Thursday
practice. Hulkenberg
therefore did well to get
within two tenths of
making Q3. Jumped
Kvyat off the line and
was trying to hang on
to Magnussen at the
bottom of the top 10
before his gearbox failed.

Mystified by
Sauber’s loss of

form in Monaco, where
the car lacked grip all
weekend. Qualified only
a tenth behind Wehrlein,
despite breaking his car
against the chicane
barrier, but jumped his
team-mate with an
alternative strategy in
the race and ran ahead
of Ocon until crashing
behind the safety car.

A very strong
performance from

Sainz, who felt confident
from the first laps of
free practice, but was
still surprised to be
best-of-the-rest behind
the big three teams in
qualifying. Survived
lap-one contact with
Perez, then showed good
speed in the race and
remained cool under late
pressure from Hamilton.

Magnussen looked
really on it all

weekend and felt he was
fast enough to make Q3
without Hamilton and
Kvyat blocking him in
Q2. Fired himself bravely
between Hulkenberg and
Kvyat at the start and
was right on Grosjean’s
case until a puncture
intervened. Can thank
Perez for clearing a path
back into the points.

Palmer was keen
to get his season

back on track, but he
endured another bad
qualifying session,
puncturing a tyre against
a barrier and then failing
to hook a lap together
after requiring further
adjustments to dial out
understeer. Felt the race
was his best this year,
but would have been
lucky to score any points.

Wehrlein made a
slightly better job

of the private Sauber
battle at the back in
qualifying, and gambled
onmaking his only stop
at the end of lap one and
trying to make the finish
on one set of ultra-softs.
This locked him into a
battle with Button’s
McLaren, until Button’s
optimism got the better
of him at Portier.
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Latest updates online, on twitter:

The Sunoco Whelen Challenge is a
challenge between British GT3 and GT4 Pro,
LMP3 Cup Pro and Radical Euro Masters Pro
racers where the top prize is a fully funded
race seat in a Whelen sponsored DPi car in
the 2018 Rolex 24 At Daytona. The Sunoco
240 Challenge similarly is a challenge

The Henderson Insurance LMP3 Cup Championship is new to the Sunoco
Whelen Challenge and what an impression Colin Noble Jnr in the Nielsen run
Ligier LMP3 has made. Three wins out of four, plus two fastest laps put him
16 average points clear of Stuart Middleton in the HHC run Ginetta GT4.
However, with less than half the season under way plenty can still change
in the average scores table – anyone can win!
Last year's Sunoco Whelen Challenge winner, BRDC Superstar and Bentley

GT3 racer Seb Morris made a big impression in the #31 Whelen Chevrolet
Dpi-V.R. at the 2017 Rolex 24 At Daytona – will this year's winner do the same!

SunoCo WhELEn ChALLEnGE

In partnership with

What a start to the

Anglo Americanoil Company



@sunoco_uk & facebook.com/sunocouk

SunoCo 240 ChALLEnGE
Shane Kelly in the F3 Cup was in the hunt to win the Sunoco 240 Challenge in
2016 but could not keep up the pressure on last year’s Sunoco 240 Challenge
champion Max Bladon. This year however, the fight is really close with drivers
in nearly each of the qualifying race series scoring big average points. Can
Shane keep scoring highly or will Mini Cooper racer Jessica Hawkins or British GT3
supremo Jon Minshaw continue to improve their scores? The only thing that is
100% certain is that nothing is concluded until the end of the Sunoco Challenge
season and you can be rest assured that none of the other racers taking part in
this year’s challenges (196 in total) will let the current leaders run away with it.

Sunoco Challenges!

www.sunocochallenge.com

1 C Noble Jnr LMP3 Cup 101.88
2 S Middleton British GT4 PRO 85.80
3 A Reed British GT4 PRO 81.40
4 D Pittard British GT4 PRO 81.40
5 W Tregurtha British GT4 PRO 77.00

Participating championships

www.sunocochallenge.com • 01929 551557
racing@aaoil.co.uk • www.aaoil.co.uk

www.sunocochallenge.com

1 S Kelly F3 Cup 112.50
2 J Hawkins Mini Cooper 111.67
3 J Minshaw British GT3 AM 107.80
4 AMccaig LMP3 cup 99.88
5 G Johnson British GT4 AM 93.50

Points correct as of 30.05.17

between British GT3 and GT4 Am, Radical Euro
Masters Am, Radical uK Challenge, GT Cup,
Mini JCW and Cooper, F3 Cup and Britcar
but here the fully funded race seat is in a GT4
sportscar in the 4-hour long race at Daytona
on the Friday before the Rolex 24 At Daytona.
All flights, hotel and testing are included!
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Sato savours
his moment
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when he had a potentially winning car.
The one obvious exception had been
the 2013 Grand Prix of Long Beach,
when he won for AJ Foyt Racing.
But now, four years on, he has added

to his CV the most prestigious victory
in racing, and soon the grinning face
of this happiest of happy warriors
will be immortalised on the Borg
Warner Trophy. Five years after making
an ‘It’s-now-or-never’ lunge up the
inside of Dario Franchitti to try and
grab the lead on the last lap of the Indy
500, Sato took full advantage of a very
strong Andretti Autosport-Honda
package to hold off Castroneves, who
was aiming for his record-equalling
fourth Indy triumph. Michael Andretti
has now achieved five victories as a
team owner at IMS, a track that cruelly
robbed him of opportunities to win as
a driver, and his squad has taken three
of the last four 500s.

A s Takuma Sato
crossed the
yard of bricks,
passed the twin
checkers and
held off Helio
Castroneves to
win the 101st
Indianapolis

500 by 0.2011 seconds, the Japanese
contingent in the media centre dropped
all pretence of objectivity, and started
whooping and hugging each other in
sheer delight and excitement.

It was a fine thing to witness. Some
of them have been travelling to the
US to cover IndyCar racing for almost
three decades, since the era of Hiro
Matsushita, and have become
practiced in the art of dealing with
disappointment. Race night after race
night at any given IndyCar event, as
Autosport packs up to depart the media
centre, these dedicated writers and
photographers are still hunched over
their computers, writing and illustrating
reports, and explaining the latest
exploits of whichever compatriot is
justifying their presence in places such
as Alabama, Iowa and Pennsylvania.

For many years, this must have been
a soul-destroying exercise because there
was so little positive to write about
Japanese Indycar drivers, even if the
Honda marque was regularly racking
up championships and Indy 500 wins.
Sato’s arrival in IndyCar in 2010, one
would imagine, made their efforts even
more frustrating. Quite clearly the most
talented Japanese driver to race an
Indycar, he has often been seen as a fast
liability, a guy who promised much in
terms of pace but who tended to make
errors – forced and unforced – in the
heat of battle, even on the rare occasions

Taku finally
takes the
trophy

The popular Japanese driver made it to
the top step after a nail-biting battle

ByDavidMalsher, IndyCar Correspondent
@DavidMalsher



Castroneves hung
on to Sato, but had
to give best to Honda
power in the end

Dixon’s race
ended with
this big shunt
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With the exception of rookie Jack
Harvey’s Andretti entry, run by
sportscar stalwarts Michael Shank
Racing, the #26 AA car was the one
least talked about in the run-up to the
race. Ryan Hunter-Reay, the 2014 winner
and de facto team leader; Alexander
Rossi, the defending race winner; Marco
Andretti, the guy who’s always strong at
IMS; and Fernando Alonso, the F1 world
champion and Indy 500 ‘rookie’whose
every move at IMS was contemplated
and reported – they all got far more
media attention than Sato.

When Taku then brushed the IMS
walls twice on his four-lap qualifying
run, on his way to fourth on the grid,
most onlookers questioned whether
the car would be able to reach the end
of the race. This was the guy who
crashed on his own in pre-season
testing at Phoenix, and smashed his
car against the wall in practice for the

season-opening race at St. Petersburg.
But just as his race engineer Garrett

Mothersead predicted he would, Sato
has adopted a calmer and more rational
approach to his racing since joining
Andretti in the off-season after four
years spent effectively guiding Foyt’s
much smaller outfit.
This more placid version of Sato

wisely backed out of a couple of 50/50
chances early in the race as he ran in
convoy with team-mates Hunter-Reay,
Rossi and Alonso. He remained calm
when a slow mid-race pitstop, caused by
a dropped wheelnut, dropped him into
the middle of a frantic pack of rivals. He
didn’t make any errors in his climb back
into contention. His patience didn’t snap
when he lost momentum battling with
Castroneves and Dale Coyne Racing’s
Ed Jones in the final stint, as they all
pursued Chip Ganassi Racing’s surprise
frontrunner Max Chilton. He used

Honda’s advantage over Chevrolet to
pass Castroneves in a straight line on
lap 195 in a manner that left Helio no
way of defending fairly. And finally,
Sato placed his car in exactly the right
manner to fend off the Brazilian veteran
when his pursuer got a run on him.

“First of all, I’d like to say big thank you
to Michael Andretti and whole team,
Andretti Autosport,”said Sato afterwards.
“Without their support, obviously I
cannot be here today. The entire month
with my team-mates working extremely
seamlessly through the practice days,

“When the time comes, I have
to give 100% commitment.
I knew I could do it”
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fantastic qualifying, very strong start.
“When the time comes, I have to

give 100% commitment. I knew I could
do it. But just, you know, waiting the
moment. The last few laps – they were
the moment! I know Helio is always
coming on a charge. But he’s just such
a gentleman, such a fair player. I believe
in him.We go side-by-side Turn 1.
It was job done.”

Castroneves was a gracious loser, as
his dreams of joining AJ Foyt, Al Unser
and Rick Mears in the four-time Indy
winners’ club came up short once more
and he scored his third runner-up finish.
When he woke up on Monday morning,
he could at least be satisfied that not
only has he taken the lead in the
IndyCar points standings, he also wrung
everything out of the Penske-Chevrolet
package on race day.

He survived an early scare when he
passed directly under the flightpath of
Scott Dixon’s crashing Ganassi car on
lap 53, taking to the grass and losing a
flap on his rear wing. The replacement
wing worked, but then he got a
drivethrough penalty for jumping a
restart. Yet he fought and clawed his way
through the field, eventually passing
Penske’s erstwhile pacesetter Will Power
to move into the top 10 and prove the

RYAN HUNTER-REAY, FERNANDO ALONSO,
Alexander Rossi, Charlie Kimball and Graham
Rahal had reason to feel aggrieved at the end
of the Indy 500. They, along with all Honda
runners, had gone into the race worrying over
the HPD units’ alarming unreliability issues
since the GP of Indy, where both Sebastien
Bourdais and Kimball had retired. Since then,
blow-ups for Jack Harvey, Oriol Servia, James
Hinchcliffe, Graham Rahal, Bourdais again, as
well as a potential blow-up for Alonso before
qualifying, had put the teams on edge, and
had left the HPD folks puzzled.
HPD race team leader Allen Miller said: “We

had some issues earlier in the season [DNFs
for Rossi and Takuma Sato at Long Beach]
and we put out a different batch and updated
engines, but it seems like we still have a
problem andwe still can’t lock it down to
whether it’s a quality issue or a design flaw.
The design says everything should be good.
We’ve been frantically working away to
discover what’s causing our issue.”
Whatever, he said, all the Honda runners

had agreed to take the risk and not dial down
the engines for the race, largely because doing
so had not been proven to have any effect on
when their engines went pop. So one can only
imagine the amount of nailbiting that went
on in those closing laps when the darling of
Honda Japan, Takuma Sato, was holding on
ahead of Helio Castroneves. Arguably, the
strongest car in the whole field, Hunter-Reay’s
Andretti Autosport #28, had already departed
the scene when its engine failed on lap 136.
Just 30 laps later, Kimball’s had done the same,
again while appearing a contender for victory;

and on lap 179, Alonso’s, too, had cried enough.
And it’s not like the grief is over. If we can

assume that Scott Dixon, Hunter-Reay and
Rossi are expecting to fight the four Penske-
Chevrolet drivers for the IndyCar title, having
power but not reliability is going to hurt in a
season where consistency is all. Bear inmind,
the series has just seen its sixth different
winner in six races.
But by nomeans was every disappointment

among fast Honda runners down to unreliability.
Defending Indy 500 winner Rossi looked
seriously quick all month, but after running in
the Andretti Autosport 1-2-3-4, he suffered a
refuelling issue on lap 139, which dropped
him down to 21st, with echoes of the similarly
flawed stops that twice dumped him near
the back in last year’s race. Despite lacking the
downforce and gearing he needed to fight his
way out of the pack, Rossi scrapped his way
to seventh by the time the checkers fell.
Rahal said he was suffering in straightline

speed in his Rahal Letterman Lanigan Racing
machine, which is why he couldn’t recover
from a flat rear tyre at three-quarter distance
that initially left him a lap down. But he got
luckier than temporary team-mate Servia,
whose collision with Dale Coyne Racing
stand-in James Davison appeared to be the
Australian’s fault, as he simply pinched down
too hard on the Spanish veteran. Both drivers
had been brave and fast and worthy of a
top-five finish, but if he is to retain the #18
drive, Davison needs to remember to obey
commands to pit for loose or broken
bodywork. We don’t need to think too hard
to recall severe injuries from flying debris.

AGONY, TENSION AND ECSTASY FOR HONDA



Dixon led
from pole, but

struggled in traffic
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Sato celebrates in
traditional style
with team owner
Michael Andretti
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one Chevrolet runner besides the Ed
Carpenter Racing duo of Carpenter
and JR Hildebrand who could cling
onto the best Hondas.
But he was still working at a

disadvantage. Asked to compare his duel
with Sato with his duel with Hunter-
Reay from three years ago, Castroneves
saw little comparison. In 2014, he
reckoned Honda had a 0.5-0.7mph
advantage; this time around, he reckoned
it was double that. With a tow from the
#26 car, he could just about stay in touch
this year, but without Sato making an
error, he couldn’t draft up to him.
His point was somewhat proven by his

battle with Jones’s Coyne car, which had
suffered damage from the Dixon shunt
that caused the race to be red-flagged,
and had required a new rear wing for the
#19. He had then punched a hole in the
nose of his car when he hit the back of
AJ Foyt Racing’s third entry, driven by
Zach Veach. Despite the consequent
straightline drag, Jones was able to dice
with Castroneves in a manner that not
only proved Honda’s power advantage
but also endorsed Jones as a rookie
of unusual composure, and drew
compliments from his Penske rival.
Without the damage, Jones believed he

had the car to beat, but still, third place
was a remarkable achievement, and also
a satisfying reward for Dale Coyne’s little
team, which has been through so much
over the past four weeks. Gratifying, too,
was the presence at the Speedway of the
team’s proven ace, Sebastien Bourdais,
smiling, hobbling and on crutches after
his 227mph shunt in qualifying.
And for the second time in eight days,

everyone had cause to celebrate the
Dallara DW12’s structural integrity.
Polesitter Dixon led the first six laps
but with a car that was set up light on
downforce to run fast in clean air, when
he was passed by team-mate Tony
Kanaan, he felt the car get ever looser
and lost several places. It was a situation
that was somewhat remedied at the first

pitstop, but Dixon was running in the
lower reaches of the top 10 behind
Kanaan when he encountered Jay
Howard’s crippled Schmidt Peterson
Motorsports-Honda, which had just
bounced hard off the wall at the exit of
Turn 1, and was now wobbling back onto
the racing line. Dixon pulled his car still
harder down to the inside, but had no
way of avoiding the stricken machine,
and launched off it, sending the Ganassi
car upside down, hitting the catch fence
on the inside, and striking hard on top
of the SAFER barrier, before tumbling
again, the rollhoop hitting the pavement
but withstanding the load.

Dixon and Howard wriggled out of
their wrecks to the relief and applause
of the crowd, and remarkably the
four-time series champion had only
a swollen left ankle as a legacy of surely

one of the luckiest escapes of his career.
It was the biggest but by no means last

accident of the day. The 101st Indy 500
set a new record for number of different
leaders – 15 – and the fact that series
sophomore Chilton led the most laps –
50 – gives some idea of the unusual
nature of the race this year. The DW12,
in pre-manufacturer aerokit form
(2012-’14), and also since then, has
produced some truly frantic racing at
the Speedway because such is the hole it
punches in the air, it allows drivers even
in slightly less well set-up cars to draft
up onto the tail of the car in front. While
entertaining, it does mean that the
opportunistic can push their luck too far
– following one restart, we were treated
to the sight of the pack going five abreast
down the back straight – and, given the
cars’ proximity to each other, chain-
reaction accidents become inevitable.
On lap 184, Bourdais’ replacement

James Davison touched wheels with
Rahal Letterman Lanigan Racing’s second
car of Oriol Servia in Turn 2 and, as they
slid out of control and into the wall,
Power swerved in avoidance, which
collected James Hinchcliffe’s Schmidt
Peterson car, and prompted Power’s
Penske team-mate Josef Newgarden to
spin and smack the inside wall. On lap
66, Conor Daly lost it at Turn 3, and
avoiding his scattered debris sent rookie
Harvey’s Andretti car into a spin.

None of those crash victims, and
maybe not even Dixon, were likely to
threaten Sato’s victory chances, however.
The drivers who perhaps had most
reason to feel rueful were a couple of
his team-mates (see page 35), and that
was through mechanical grief and bad
luck. But few would begrudge Sato
his well-deserved moment.



Max Chilton
was on the pace
and led 50 laps

POS DRIVER TEAM/CAR TIME GRID

1 TakumaSato (J) AndrettiAutosport ·Dallara-Honda 3h13m03.3584s 4

2 HelioCastroneves (BR) TeamPenske·Dallara-Chevrolet +0.2011s 19

3 EdJones (GB) DaleCoyneRacing ·Dallara-Honda +0.5278s 11

4 MaxChilton (GB) ChipGanassiRacing·Dallara-Honda +1.1365s 15

5 TonyKanaan (BR) ChipGanassiRacing·Dallara-Honda +1.6472s 7

6 JuanPabloMontoya (CO) TeamPenske·Dallara-Chevrolet +1.7154s 18

7 AlexanderRossi (USA) AndrettiHertaAutosport ·Dallara-Honda +2.4222s 3

8 MarcoAndretti (USA) AndrettiAutosport ·Dallara-Honda +2.5410s 8

9 GabbyChaves (CO) HardingRacing·Dallara-Chevrolet +3.8311s 25

10 CarlosMunoz (CO) AJFoytEnterprises ·Dallara-Chevrolet +4.5319s 24

11 EdCarpenter (USA) EdCarpenterRacing·Dallara-Chevrolet +4.6228s 2

12 GrahamRahal (USA) RahalLettermanLaniganRacing·Dallara-Honda +5.0310s 14

13 MikhailAleshin (RUS) SchmidtPetersonMotorsports ·Dallara-Honda +5.6993s 13

14 SimonPagenaud (F) TeamPenske·Dallara-Chevrolet +6.0513s 23

15 SebastianSaavedra (CO) JuncosRacing·Dallara-Chevrolet +12.6668s 31

16 J.R.Hildebrand (USA) EdCarpenterRacing ·Dallara-Chevrolet +33.2191s 6

17 PippaMann (GB) DaleCoyneRacing·Dallara-Honda -1 lap 28

18 SpencerPigot (USA) JuncosRacing·Dallara-Chevrolet -6 laps 29

19 JosefNewgarden (USA) TeamPenske·Dallara-Chevrolet -14 laps 22

20 JamesDavison (AUS) DaleCoyneRacing ·Dallara-Honda 183laps-accident 33

21 OriolServia (E) RahalLettermanLaniganRacing·Dallara-Honda 183laps-accident 12

22 JamesHinchcliffe (CDN) SchmidtPetersonMotorsports ·Dallara-Honda 183laps-accident 17

23 WillPower (AUS) TeamPenske·Dallara-Chevrolet 183 laps-accident 9

24 FernandoAlonso (E) McLaren-Honda-Andretti ·Dallara-Honda 179laps-engine 5

25 CharlieKimball (USA) ChipGanassiRacing ·Dallara-Honda 166laps-engine 16

26 ZachVeach (USA) AJFoytEnterprises ·Dallara-Chevrolet 155 laps-battery 32

27 RyanHunter-Reay (USA) AndrettiAutosport ·Dallara-Honda 136laps-engine 10

28 SageKaram (USA) Dreyer&ReinboldRacing·Dallara-Chevrolet 125 laps-alternator 21

29 BuddyLazier (USA) LazierRacingPartners ·Dallara-Chevrolet 118 laps-accident 30

30 ConorDaly (USA) AJFoytEnterprises ·Dallara-Chevrolet 65 laps-accident 26

31 JackHarvey (GB) MichaelShankRacing/Andretti ·Dallara-Honda 65laps-accident 27

32 ScottDixon (NZ) ChipGanassiRacing·Dallara-Honda 52laps-accident 1

33 JayHoward (GB) SchmidtPetersonMotorsports ·Dallara-Honda 45laps-contact 20

W SebastienBourdais (F) DaleCoyneRacing·Dallara-Honda withdrawn-qualicrash –

RESULTS ROUND 6/16, INDIANAPOLIS 500, MAY 28 (200 LAPS – 500.000 MILES)

Winner’saveragespeed
155.395mph.
FastestlapSato39.7896s,
226.190mph.

CHAMPIONSHIP
1Castroneves245;
2Pagenaud234;
3Sato234;4Dixon234;
5Rossi190;6Kanaan188;
7Power186;
8Newgarden186;
9Jones185;
10Hinchcliffe170.

ON THE FRINGES

EDCARPENTERRACING, DESPITE
appearing to be fastest Chevrolet-
powered team formost of themonth,
saw its dreams turn to dust on race
day. Teamowner Carpenter (below)
had “a couple of bad pitstops” and on
a restart behind slower cars, he had to
hit the brakes to avoid running into
Dale Coyne Racing’s PippaMann. The
#20went sideways, ripping off the
front-left wingon the sidepodofMikhail
Aleshin’s Schmidt Peterson car and
Carpenter never recovered from the
subsequent pitstops, finishing 11th.
Team-mate JRHildebranddidn’t feel

he had anything for the fastest cars, and
suspects he’d have had to be content
with fifth or sixth. That becameamoot
pointwhenhe got a drivethrough
penalty for a jumped restart.
The new teams in the field each

got a car to the finish of the Indy 500
and on the lead lap. TheHarding
Racing-Chevrolet of Gabby Chaves
took ninth and, after such a fine effort,
it’s great that this newpartnership
will also be racing at Texas and
Pocono superspeedways in
the comingmonths.
Juncos Racing sawSebastian

Saavedra clock a 15th place and
Spencer Pigot finish 18th, albeit six
laps down, in a car that had never felt
right since he parked it in awall during
practice. Pigot will return to Ed
Carpenter Racing to take over
the #20 at Detroit this weekend.
Two-time Indywinner Juan Pablo

Montoya (above) was able to salvage
only sixth from the day, stating that he
wished he’d taken a bigger swing at set-
up changes earlier in the race, having
found the sweet spot in the closing
stages. Like fellow veteran, Ganassi’s
Tony Kanaanwho finished just ahead
of him, JPM gave it everything on a day
when the car just wasn’t near enough
to perfection to challenge the leaders.



Alonso worked
very hard to
be race-ready
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INDYCAR/ALONSO’S CAMEO

O n the 37th lap of his oval-racing
career, Fernando Alonso took the
lead of the Indianapolis 500. It was
an extraordinary moment for an
extraordinary driver, who looked as
comfortable in the cut and thrust of
racing action at The Brickyard as he
had during the month of build-up.
Twenty-five days after first driving

an Indycar, Alonso was mixing it with the best in the
business. He knew he had the car to win, and in his
mind his was damned well going to.
What he didn’t knowwas that he was racing in what proved to

be only a 447.5-mile race. For him, at least. But he might have had
an inkling of what was to come, given the known problems with
the Honda engine, and it won’t have come as a complete surprise
when he lost power. The bare facts are that Alonso was running
seventh at the time, less than two seconds behind second-placed
Andretti Autosport team-mate, and eventual winner, Takuma
Sato. So the key question is: could he, should he, have taken
the most sensational of triumphs in the 2017 Indy 500?

There are two ways to approach the question: from the race
that he was facing, and from the race he could have had. Let’s
deal with the latter first.
On race pace, the Andretti team was dominant at Indy. Alonso

joined three of its regular drivers – Sato, Ryan Hunter-Reay,
Alexander Rossi – in controlling the race for the first half of its
distance before things started to get complicated. Had the race
played out under green-flag conditions, nobody else would have
had a shot. Given Rossi dropped out of contention after a slow
stop caused by a troublesome refuelling hose, and Hunter-Reay
with an engine failure, that has clear implications for Alonso.
“Helio and some of the guys, they’ve been lucky with the

yellow flags,” said Alonso after the race.“With a trouble-free
race, Ryan, Rossi, myself, we would be half-a-lap in front
of everyone. That is the nature of this race, you need to
be lucky in some moments.”
But, as everyone kept pointing out in the build-up to

this race, Alonso would have been lucky had he not been

How close was
Alonso to winning
the Indy 500?

F1’s Fernando Alonso went to Indianapolis with high hopes
and serious intent. His race ended in familiar style – with
an expiring engine – but it was all so nearly very different

By Edd Straw, Editor in Chief
@eddstrawF1

inconvenienced by such things. Even so, he was still in the hunt.
Alonso was hugely accomplished throughout the race, but

there was a telling moment when the race restarted on lap 148.
Alonso took this restart 12th, the lowest he ran in the whole
race, at a time when all of the top eight were out-of-sequence
strategically. Arguably, this was the only point when you could
say he showed any oval-racing inexperience. Even then, what
happened was hardly bad. Inconvenient is perhaps the most
damning thing you can say about it.
On lap 148, while Castroneves surged from ninth to fifth at

the restart on his way to an eventual second place, Alonso had
a much tougher time. Initially, Oriol Servia was a little slow on
the restart, and, while Castroneves made his move, Alonso had
a difficult lap, at one stage being confronted by a wall of five
cars down the back straight. He settled into ninth place and
was still ahead of Sato, but he didn’t make progress as quickly
as he might have liked. Sato, in his eighth season of IndyCar,
managed to get by both Alonso and Tony Kanaan in one lap
during that phase of green-flag racing.
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Alonso was running
seventh when his
engine failed, and
could have had a
chance to win
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Will Alonsomake a
return to The Brickyard?
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When Alonso ground to a halt, his position hadn’t changed
dramatically, but he was on the move. He had passed Kanaan
for seventh a few laps earlier and was working on finding a way
past Hildebrand. Had that race been able to play out without
the interruption of cautions, it’s reasonable to assume Alonso
would have been in the mix with Sato. But did that earlier
period in the race suggest he might just have been giving
something away in terms of experience in the final sort out?

“Obviously, there were some better moments than others
in the race, but I felt competitive all through,” said Alonso
when asked about that phase of the race.“When you are
eighth, seventh, the last 20 laps were intense. But I was
taking care a bit of the front tyres in the first couple of laps
of that stint because I knew the race would be decided in
the last six or seven laps. I think I had a little bit in the
pocket before the engine blew up.”

It all sounds very plausible. And there’s little doubt he would
have given it a damned good go. Mario Andretti said before the
race that Alonso was a“shoo-in” for a top five, and would surely
have been in the top three from there. And if you’re in the top
three, you’re going to be in with a shot. It will be, forever, a
maybe. The fact that Alonso finds himself in the middle of
a never-to-be-resolved ‘what if’ scenario is impressive.

But the mere details don’t do Alonso’s performance justice.
Yes, he had the strongest package, as the Andretti Autosport
Hondas were the quickest thing in Indiana on race day (just
not the most reliable). He also had the rare luxury of nine
days of running in the two-week run-up to the race and some
of the best help available. But he extracted the most from
what he had throughout his two weeks.

His rigorous preparation, which included up to three hours
of Honda simulator work each morning before running started,
as well as a vast amount of watching video footage both of Indy
500 race broadcasts and onboards, proved first how desperate
he was to win and secondly the respect he had for those he was
going up against. And with each passing day at Indy, it became
progressively less surprising that he looked like he’d been doing
it for his whole life. Running in traffic? No problem.
Crosswinds? No problem. Qualifying trim? No problem. But
the race was a new world. Or, at least, it was supposed to be.

“Everyone kept telling me that practice is practice, the race
is a different animal and you will see that everything becomes
much more competitive,” said Alonso.“But we were there as
well, we changed animal as well.”

In the race, he was very assured. He’d said beforehand that
he had no plans to take it easy early on, but getting shuffled
back to ninth immediately didn’t cause any particular concern.
As the stint went on he moved forward and, in the second stint,
he hit the front. Alonso also worked well with his team-mates,
particularly Rossi and Hunter-Reay.

In the cockpit, all seemed under control as well. There were
no heated exchanges or caustic comments over the radio, and
the closest thing to a problem was when strategist Michael
Andretti called Alonso, only to then hurriedly cancel the call
when he realised the pits were closed. Alonso adapted to the

use of the spotters, in his case both sons of 1985 Indy polesitter
Pancho Carter, Cole and Dane, very well. There was limited
chatter from them, indicating, perhaps unsurprisingly, that
Alonso had a clear idea of what information and guidance
he did and, more importantly, did not require.
His judgement in battle was particularly impressive. There

was no sign of reticence, of over-cautiousness, with any number
of very decisive passes. The highlight was probably a late dive
past Kanaan that was perhaps close to the limit, but not over
it. Alonso had a very clear idea of the characteristics of the
drivers he was up against, and which could be trusted.

But it would have been in the final 20 laps, that last dash
to the line, that Alonso would have been put to the supreme
test. Having passed every previous one with flying colours, it
seems unlikely he would not have been up to the challenge. But
it won’t be until next time that we could have the privilege to
see Alonso in the most intense kind of oval battle.

And Alonso does want to return to the Indy 500.When that
might be depends on many things, as if he has an F1 programme
next year it’s inconceivable that both the qualifying and race
weekends at Indy will not clash with a grand prix. But in one
attempt, he has already joined the ranks of those who you
would bet on winning it one day.
Even though Alonso only added a 24th place at Indy to his

CV, the impact of his oval adventure is far bigger than that. By
taking on the Indy 500 and being in the hunt to win when he
retired, he has further added to the Alonso legend. And the
experience of this year can only make him stronger next time.
As the man himself said,“it’ll be easier the second time…”



HOW INDY FELL IN LOVE
WITH ALONSO
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“I DIDN’TWIN, BUT
I will drink a little bit
ofmilk,” laughed
Alonso. It wasn’t the
celebratory dose of
dairy he craved, but
a small carton he
had broughtwith
him to the post-race
press conference. That
moment encapsulated
the relationship Alonso
has struck upwith this
race, and vice versa.
Not only does Alonso

get the racing on-track,
he gets all of it: the
tradition, the challenge,
the legend. It’s no
surprise that, during
the pre-race driver
presentation on the
grid, he got a huge
cheer from the crowd,
andwas applauded by
his fellowdrivers during
the public briefing the
day before. After all,
this was theman
who broughtwith
him international
attention unmatched
since Nigel Mansell’s
arrival in 1993.
Thosewho supposed

Alonsomight arrive
with delusions of F1
grandeur thanks to
his statuswere the only
oneswho had reason to
be disappointed in him.
Alonso interactedwith
the fanswhen he had
to, evenwhen not
entirely comfortable
with it, and the crowds
that gathered outside
his garage offGasoline

Alley every day,
sometimes even
appearing in the
most unexpected
places, having got
wind of his itinerary,
showed America had
embraced him.
“Obviously, it’s

different compared
towhatwe are used
to,” said Alonso. “The
first couple of times,
especially when you
are going into the car,
it’s not a help because
in thatmoment you
talkwith your engineer,
you knowwhat youwill
do on that run, and
then some fans get
close and there’s a
distraction there. But
when you’re in the
garage, in themeetings,
it’s a good thing they
can get up close and
have the signature from
their favourite driver.”
The American fans

embraced himbecause
drivers like Alonso are
part of the heritage of
The Brickyard. He’s not
something new, he’s
simply the latest
manifestation of a
tradition of the exotic
incomer that goes
all theway back
to Frenchman Jules
Goux’s win in 1913 and
includes JimClark,
GrahamHill, Jackie
Stewart andMansell.
And howwell he

played the part, both
on and off track.
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Saying farewell to the
birthplace of rallycross

Lydden Hill hosted its final World Rallycross event last weekend,
and the championship’s move to Silverstone has split opinion

ByDavid Evans, Rallies Editor
@davidevansrally



There was an
oddmood at
Lydden Hill
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R ichie Harris put his beer down. He
needed two hands to make one point.
And that one point was a simple one.
“It’s a disgrace,”he says.“There’s no
other word for it.”

There’s a pause. He’s found some
more words.“It’s all about money, ain’t
it. It’ll be some sort of fix somewhere
along the way. Me? I’m gutted. How

can you go anywhere else in Britain to watch rallycross?”
The question was rhetorical, which was just as well,

because Harris was in no mood to pause for an answer.
“Come here,”he says, pulling at my sleeve,“come and

look at this.”
I’m led into the trees behind the start-finish straight

where Harris’s mates are watching. There’s a banner. Not a
big one and, by Sunday morning, it’s not the best-looking one.
Dog-eared it might be, but the message and the sentiment
have survived the last few days.“KeepWRX at Lydden.”

Last weekend it was very hard to argue with that message.
A lovely, sunny Saturday gave way to a glorious Sunday and,
amazingly, the last ever World Rallycross Championship race
at Lydden Hill. That’s Lydden Hill, the home of rallycross.

Next season – and for at least the next five years – Britain’s
premier rallycross event will be based at an all-new, purpose-
built RX circuit at Silverstone. That track was seen for the
first time on Tuesday, a day when Silverstone was at its
perfect, polished, Formula 1 best.

Trouble is, for Richie and more than a few more, rallycross
is a world away from F1.

Lydden last weekend was a strange place with an odd
atmosphere.When the racing came, the fans’ reaction was the
same as ever: Kent’s most photographed hill came alive and
responded in traditional fashion to an exceptional motorsport
event. But when the engines went quiet, there was a genuine
sadness among the hardcore fans.

Unfortunately, the 50th anniversary of rallycross – which was
born at Lydden – was a little bit lost. Or as lost as it could when
there’s an Audi Quattro hanging over the door.

Paul Bellamy was the man who made the move and you didn’t
have to look too far to find folk ready to lambast the managing
director of World RX for Lydden’s loss. Quite rightly, Bellamy
deflected that ire towards the local council.

Five years ago, whenWorld RX’s arrival in Kent was still in
the planning stage, Lydden owner Pat Doran was a man full
of ideas. Fully aware of his track’s shortcomings, Doran laid
out a future that included the kind of permanent structures,
grandstands and facilities that a sport in the ascendency
would soon be needing.

Five years and the thick end of half a million in legal fees
down the line and Doran and the local planning department
are still at loggerheads. And Lydden’s development remains
a plan unfulfilled.

Bellamy says: “For me, Pat’s story is the real story here. He’s
had no support from the local council and he’s been doing this
job with two hands tied behind his back. It’s his passion for
the sport that has kept him going, but unfortunately with the
speed of growth we’re experiencing with the sport, we need the
facilities. I’ve always said to Pat, if we could pick up this track
and take it somewhere with grandstands, permanent buildings
– a home for the media centre – and accessibility and
connectivity, then we would have the perfect place.”

Hoonigan Racing Division’s Ken Rees sympathises
with Doran’s position, but as a co-ordinator he’s seen
the frustrations first hand.

“There’s not enough electricity here,” says Rees.“There’s
enough to supply the demands of one team, but we’re all on
generators. There’s not enough water supply, we’re having to
top the water up through the night to get through the next day.
And when we’re setting the place up, we’re out there with a
tape measure making sure nobody’s stolen an inch from us.

“And then there’s the problem with the noise.We’re only
allowed to run the cars between nine and six on Saturday and

1015 and four on Sunday.When we were taking the cars out of
the transporters on Friday, we had to roll them out, we weren’t
allowed to start the engine because the locals complain about
the noise. That’s not right.
“At Silverstone, we’ll have an FIA facility with plenty of

space and everything we need.”
But what about the soul? What about the heart and soul of

rallycross. Can that be transported north to Northamptonshire?
Not everybody’s convinced.

Pernilla Solberg, wife of Lydden winner Petter and co-owner
and co-ordinator of the PSRX Volkswagen Sweden squad, can
see another perspective.

“The internet connection here is absolutely rubbish,” says
Mrs S.“And the facilities are not great. But it’s got something.
We need to look after these places.We have to accept all the
paddocks are not flat, level, big and smooth – I think we have
become a bit spoiled with so much space at some of the other
places, so we bring more trucks and more awnings and we
size ourselves out of these places.”
Petter steps in: “We can see both sides of this one. This

is a great track, one of the best tracks around and we have
always said you have to keep the history and you have to
keep the hardcore happy.We can’t just throw it away and
forget about it. I must say, it was a surprise for me when
we were leaving here. I didn’t expect this one. But, at the
same time, we see the big picture.”
Somewhat surprisingly, that’s a view shared by Doran.
“I’ve got nothing against Paul Bellamy and IMG,”he says.

“I can understand why they’re leaving and, quite honestly, I
expected it. Five years ago, we had really big plans about what
we could do, but we’ve just come up against it in terms of
planning. But I’m not giving up here, I’ll keep fighting. Today

“It’s all aboutmoney,
ain’t it? It’ll be some
sort of fix somewhere
along the way”



Volkswagen’s Solberg
and Kristoffersson lead
the way at Lydden Hill,
while rallycross fans
protest (r) about the
circuit’s loss of status
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In the intervening years, Dickie Davis and ITV’sWorld of
Sportmade Saturday afternoon heroes of drivers likeWill
Gollop and Martin Schanche.
And then came IMG,World RX and the end of the road

for Lydden Hill, at least at the sport’s highest level.
“What we’re creating at Silverstone is more than a rallycross

race,” says Bellamy.“The speed machine festival will have
concerts, food festivals, e-gaming for the next generation
of rallycross fans and even the opportunity for fans to
test drive their next car on Silverstone’s Formula 1 track.
“We couldn’t possibly hope to do all of that here at

Lydden. But at the heart of all of that will be something
special. At the heart of that festival we’ll have a round
of theWorld Rallycross Championship.”

The message is clear: on paper Bellamy has taken on the
promotion of World Rallycross, but in practice he’s taken on
the patronage of something much bigger. He’s taken on five
decades, half a century of heritage, and Richie and his mates
are not about to let him forget what that means.
But the last word has to go to the one who came up from

this emotionally charged weekend smelling of champagne.
“I’m an emotional guy,” says Solberg.“And when I stood

on the top of the podium, it really meant something to me.
Fifty years is a long time and a lot of history and it all started
right here in this field.When I go out tonight and they shut
the gate behind us, I will be sad. Lydden is in the heart of
rallycross. But now we look to the future.”

we’re celebrating a 50th anniversary – that’s what’s important
here. That’s what today is all about for me.We were here before
World RX and we will definitely be here afterwards. I’ve seen
the protests around here about what’s happening and that’s
nice. One guy came to me and said, ‘What’s tennis without
Wimbledon?’We’ll survive.”

Like Solberg, Mattias Ekstrom is second generation rallycross
and Lydden means plenty to the reigning world champion.

“I remember my papa [Bengt Ekstrom] competing here at
Lydden,” says Mattias.“I remember watching this place on
television on a Saturday morning, and to come here for the
first time and compete is really special. When you drive
through those gates at the top of the hill, this circuit appears
before you and it’s special. And it’s also a beautiful place. You
know there are so many places where I race in DTM and it’s
just not like this, it’s just a race track and lots of concrete.
But here it’s really beautiful.”

Ekstrom is a real pragmatist. He knows the sport has to move
on, but he’s adamant that Lydden still has a part to play.

“World RX needs to go to places with the right facilities,”
he says,“but the European Championship or RX2 or some
of the smaller series, they need to keep coming here. These
are the tracks where you learn to drive.”

And Lydden was the original place where race drivers leaned
to drive on dirt. This corner of Kent made history in 1967.
And Vic Elford was very much a part of that history.

The winner of the very first rallycross race remembers a
different Lydden Hill to the one we see today. At the time,
Elford had recently switched allegiance from Ford to Porsche.
Just under a year on from that February race at Lydden, he
would win the Monte Carlo Rally in a 911. But for now,
Stuttgart wanted him to participate in this inaugural
made-for-television spectacular.

“They insisted I enter with a 911,”he says.“I explained that
I didn’t have one, but they insisted. So I went to the Aldington
family, the newly appointed importer for Porsche. Nobody really
knew what rallycross was all about, but they were happy to lend
me their showroom demonstrator. It literally came straight off
the showroom floor, even complete with its shiny hub caps.”

Elford won at Lydden, but the race wasn’t made easy for him.
“Having just left Ford under less than ideal circumstances, my

beloved Porsche and I were the victims of violent aggression by
Brian Melia and Roger Clark, both driving Ford factory rally
cars,”he recalls.“But I won, even though every panel on the
Porsche – apart from the roof – had signs of contact from the
Fords.When I took the car back to the Adlington family the
next morning, they’d already had potential customers on the
telephone asking about the new wonder car from Germany –
so its condition was ignored!

“Back in those days, the rules and regulations for rallycross
were made up as we went along. It was totally different to
anything we had ever seen before, but it was quite enjoyable.”



Winner Solberg
is also a fan of
the Kent venue

Volkswagen’s
Kristoffersson
and Solberg
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POS DRIVER TEAM/CAR TIME

1 PetterSolberg (N) PSRXVolkswagenSweden·VolkswagenPoloGTI 4m09.602s

2 JohanKristoffersson (S) PSRXVolkswagenSweden·VolkswagenPoloGTI +1.690s

3 AndreasBakkerud (N) HooniganRacingDivision·FordFocusRS +3.317s

4 SebastienLoeb (F) TeamPeugeot-Hansen·Peugeot208 +6.730s

5 MattiasEkstrom (S) EKS·AudiS1 +14.156s

6 TimmyHansen (S) TeamPeugeot-Hansen·Peugeot208 +58.020s

RESULTS ROUND 5/12, LYDDEN HILL (GB), MAY 28 (6 LAPS – 4.362 MILES)

Winner’saveragespeed62.913mph.FastestlapSolberg40.159s,65.171mph.

SEMI-FINALONE
1Solberg4m11.741s;2Bakkerud4m12.840s;3Hansen4m13.143s;4KenBlock4m13.870s;
5TimurTimerzyanov4m16.219s;6JanisBaumanis4m18.399s.
Winner’saveragespeed62.378mph.FastestlapSolberg40.021s,65.396mph.

SEMI-FINALTWO
1Kristoffersson4m10.922s;2Loeb4m13.095s;3Ekstrom4m13.566s;4KevinEriksson4m14.630s;
5AndrewJordan4m16.301s;6ToomasHeikkinen4m17.343s.
Winner’saveragespeed62.582mph.FastestlapKristoffersson40.159s,65.171mph.

CHAMPIONSHIP
1Kristoffersson124;2Ekstrom120;3Solberg117;4Hansen91;5Loeb81;6Bakkerud73;7Block52;
8TimoScheider50;9Heikkinen46;10Eriksson42.

THE PSRX VOLKSWAGEN SWEDEN TEAM
had threatenedaweekendof domination
since setting fastest timeson the first dayof
the season inBarcelonawith itsWorldRally
Championship-derivedPoloGTI Supercars,
but itwasn’t until the fifth roundof theWorld
RallycrossChampionship at LyddenHill last
weekendwhere the squaddeliveredon its
potential to claim its first one-two finish.
At the finalWorld RX event to be held at

the Kent venue, it was PSRX teamowner and
doubleWRX championPetter Solbergwho
led the squad’s challengewithblisteringpace
to secure his firstWorld RX victory in over a
year,more than 400 days since his lastwin
at the Portuguese season-opener in 2016.
Solbergwas dominant in the qualifying

stages. Fastest in three of the four sessions,
he started onpole position for semi-final
one, took his joker from the lead on the
second lap andwon, to start on pole for the
final. TheNorwegian used a similar tactic in
the final, having saved three new tyres for
the knock-out stages of the event and took
his joker on lap two to return to themain
circuit aheadof JohanKristoffersson,
whohad takenhis joker on lap one.
Solberg’s compatriot Andreas Bakkerud

moved into the leadwhenSolberg took his
joker and saved his extra route until the final
lap, emerging from the joker third behind
Kristoffersson, as triple 2017 eventwinner
Mattias Ekstrom jokered from secondon lap
five and returned to themain circuit just
behindPeugeot-Hansendriver Sebastien
Loeb,whoblocked Ekstrom’s attempts at
overtaking into the hairpin. TimmyHansen
spun at the sameNorth Bendhairpin on lap
three due to a left-rear puncture, and EKS

SOLBERG LEADS VW DOMINATION

Audi driver Ekstromalso suffered a deflated
left-rear tyre on the final lap of theweekend
on the abrasive surface.
Therewere no suchdramas for Solberg,

who scored victory aheadof team-mate
Kristoffersson andBakkerud. Kristoffersson
moved into the championship lead aheadof
Ekstromas the PSRX squad further extended
itsmargin in the teams’ standings.
“I’m so happy, I needed that victory,” said

Solberg. “These victories that Johan and I
have hadover the last two races is a team
thing. The car is goodbut all the details that
they have beendoing, that’s someof the
reasonwhywe’re getting this consistency.”
Former British Touring Car champion

AndrewJordanmade a one-off return to
the sport deputising for TimoScheider
in theMJPRacing TeamAustria squad
andqualified for the semi-finals, setting
top-10 times throughout theweekend.
HALRIDGE



Rowland held off
Markelov to win
feature race
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Leclerc’shomepain is rival
FORMULA2
MONTECARLO(MC)
MAY25-27
ROUND3/11

UP UNTIL LAP 22 OF THEMONACO
Formula 2 feature race it had been a perfect
weekend for Charles Leclerc. The Prema Racing
driver – who entered his home race with a
26-point championship lead over Briton Oliver
Rowland – had topped practice, taken pole and
was comfortably leading the 41-lap main event.

But, as so often happens at Monaco, his
weekend fortunes – and the face of the title
fight – dramatically changed very quickly,
thanks to matters outside Leclerc’s control.
A collision at Mirabeau between Robert Visoiu

and Louis Deletraz led Prema to call Leclerc in
immediately to minimise the risk of him losing
time to ART Grand Prix’s Alexander Albon,
who had made an early switch to the super-soft
tyres after starting second and shadowing his
former GP3 team-mate early on.
It took several moments for race control to

deploy the safety car, which allowed Rowland,
Nobuharu Matsushita and ArtemMarkelov
(the next three cars behind the leader before
his stop) to gain time and stay ahead of
Leclerc when they came in one lap later.

Leclerc was also picked up by the safety car,
but had already lost the lead, and was audibly
frustrated by the situation, which got worse
when his left-front wheel began wobbling
ominously shortly after he left the pits. A broken
suspension upright forced his retirement and
left him with his head in his hands in the pitlane.

“I think it’s the most disappointing moment
in my whole career because of being at Monaco
for the first time,”he reflected afterwards.“I
think the suspension piece was already a bit
fragile and so with the pitstop it was just too
much putting a wheel back.”

Leclerc’s misfortune was Rowland’s gain and
the Yorkshireman, who has never previously
enjoyed much luck racing in Monaco, controlled
the gap over Markelov for the rest of the race
to take his first F2 win.

“I’ve been waiting a while for it – I’ve always



Hard-trying Cammish
had to settle for second
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Rowland’sMonacogain
been there or thereabouts – but sometimes you
need a bit of luck and I’ve never had it,” said the
2015 Formula Renault 3.5 champion.“There’s
no better place to do it, I’m really pleased.”

Matsushita completed the podium, while
Albon finished fourth after completing a
mammoth 33-lap second stint to record his best
F2 result to date ahead of Luca Ghiotto, Gustav
Malja, Nyck de Vries and Johnny Cecotto Jr.

In race two, McLaren F1 junior de Vries, who
had risen up from 14th to seventh in the feature
after being handed two grid penalties for causing
a collision last time out at Barcelona and
impeding Antonio Fuoco in Monaco qualifying,
beat his Rapax team-mate Cecotto off the line.

After seizing the lead, he shot clear and put in
a dominant performance to take his own maiden
F2 win, although he had to keep his focus after
clouting the apex at Tabac late on.

“This weekend, everything fell into place,”
he said.“We were strong to come back from
P14 [on Saturday] to win the race today.”

Cecotto held on to take second, while
Malja resisted the attentions of Ghiotto,

Markelov and Albon to secure third.
Although there was little action at the

front, the championship leaders both had
eventful second races.
Leclerc had said beforehand that he would not

take too many chances and risk a penalty, but he
collided with Arden’s Norman Nato at Rascasse
in the early stages. The incident, which earned
him a 10-second penalty, forced Nato to retire
and ultimately ended the Ferrari Academy
member’s race, too, as he bent a wishbone and
stopped when that caused severe degradation.
Rowland was overtaken by Jordan King in

the opening laps, which pushed him out of the
points, but he managed to stay ninth despite
being hit from behind by Trident driver
Sergio Canamasas in the closing stages.

It was a weekend of home heartbreak for
Leclerc and first-win joy for Rowland and de
Vries. But, with his nearest championship rival
failing to score in race two, Leclerc at least
hung on to his standings lead. Just three points
now separate the two at the top of the table.
ALEX KALINAUCKAS

RACE 1
1 Rowland DAMS
2MarkelovRussian Time
3 Matsushita ART

RACE 2
1 de Vries Rapax
2 Cecotto Jr Rapax
3 Malja Racing
Engineering

AT A
GLANCE

P55 RESULTS

PORSCHESUPERCUP
MONTECARLO(MC)
MAY28
ROUND2/8

Cammish
can’t stop
Ammermuller

MICHAEL AMMERMULLER
completed a hat-trick of 2017
Porsche Supercup victories, after
an irreproachable drive from pole.
The Bavarian admitted to scaring

himself in qualifying, where he received
accolades for finishing half a second
clear of the chasing pack.

The race developed into a formation
showing by the black-and-white
LechnerMSG cars of Ammermuller
and team-mate Dan Cammish.

Team bossWalter Lechner had
praisedMonaco debutant Cammish’s
third place qualifying effort, achieved
after a breathtaking flight over the
Swimming Pool chicane’s high kerbs.
Cammish confessed he had perhaps
been overdriving, but produced a
composed drive on race day.
The double Porsche Carrera Cup

GB champion leapfrogged German
series leader Dennis Olsen away
from the line. Fastest lap was set
in his pursuit of Ammermuller, but
Cammish was never sufficiently
close to stage a passing attempt.
“My first victory inMonaco is

something very special,”said an
emotional Ammermuller.“I was
nervous beforehand, and I think I would
have preferred to have driven the race
immediately after Friday qualifying.”
Olsen’s Porsche Junior stablemate

Matt Campbell endured a frustrating
Sundaymorning bottled up behind
fourth-placed Zaid Ashkanani.
Kuwaiti student Ashkanani defended

his position with aplomb to secure his
highest Supercup finish so far.
PETERMILLS

RESULTS
1MichaelAmmermuller16 laps in25m54.545s;
2DanCammish+2.162s; 3DennisOlsen; 4Zaid
Ashkanani; 5MattCampbell; 6DanieleDi Amato;
7Robert Lukas; 8 JoshWebster; 9StevenPalette;
10MikkelOvergaardPedersen.
Points1Ammermuller60; 2Olsen52;3Cammish
48; 4Campbell 40; 5 Lukas31; 6Di Amato25.
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Fenestraz celebrates,
flanked by Shwartzman
(left) and Palmer

Palmer led from the
start of race one and
took his third win of
the 2017 campaign
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Palmer and Fenestraz star again
FORMULARENAULTEUROCUP
MONTECARLO(MC)
MAY27-28
ROUND4/10

A YEAR ON FROMHIS VICTORY
in the wet for Tech 1 Racing, Sacha
Fenestraz cemented his reputation
as a street circuit expert by claiming
a second Monaco Formula Renault
Eurocup triumph in last Sunday’s
Grand Prix curtain raiser.

The Josef Kaufmann racer’s repeat
feat was owed in large part to a frenzied
effort in qualifying, in which he toppled
fastest A Group qualifier Will Palmer.

Fenestraz hustled a lap 0.1s under
Palmer’s provisional pole time, before
bending his rear suspension against the
Armco on the exit of the Swimming Pool
chicane. Pressing on furiously despite
misaligned wheels, Fenestraz lost control
and spun on the exit of La Rascasse.

“It was very dangerous, because
there were cars coming straight at me,”
recounted the French-born Argentine.
“I was also worried about causing a red
flag – if that had happened, I would
have lost my best times.”

The slower A Group was given priority
for Saturday’s grid. Palmer capitalised
on pole to lead into Ste Devote from
Fenestraz and R-ace’s pairing of erstwhile
points leader Robert Shwartzman and
Max Defourny.

After withstanding early harassment
from Fenestraz, Palmer settled to
extend a 1.6s margin of victory. His
faultless display gave no indication
of a stressful pre-race build-up.

“My preparations were a bit

complicated because I had a university
economics exam onWednesday,” revealed
Palmer.“Racing before here really helped,
though, and it’s an awesome result.”

Defourny staged a gritty pursuit
of Shwartzman for the final podium
spot. Entering Ste Devote on the
penultimate lap, Shwartzman missed
the apex, allowing Defourny to draw
alongside on the blast up Beau Rivage,
before completing a daring manoeuvre
around the outside at Massenet.

“I’m a bit upset to lose a podium at
Monaco with two laps to go,” said a
dejected Shwartzman.“It is difficult to
understand because I wasn’t pushing,
but for some reason I locked up.”

Fifth on the road, Richard Verschoor
was handed a 10s post-race penalty for
a jump start that had carried him past
fellow Red Bull Junior Daniel Ticktum.
Ticktum and Pau winner Alex Peroni,
sixth, were compromised by two-place
grid penalties carried over from Pau.
This year’s Eurocup aspirants were

treated to two races in Monaco for the
first time. The opening lap on Sunday

proved incident-packed. Fenestraz’s
Chinese team-mate Yifei Ye spun on
the exit of Ste Devote, while Renault
Sport Academy’s Jarno Opmeer tagged
Henrique Chaves at the Fairmont Hotel
hairpin, precipitating a five-car tangle.

Palmer was also fortunate to avoid
ending his race prematurely. Running in
the wake of a seemingly rocket-propelled
Fenestraz, he arrived too hot into the
Swimming Pool chicane, and wrestled
a squirrelling car under braking.

The incident allowed Shwartzman to
grab second, and Fenestraz to escape
from the chasing pack.“Monaco
demands a lot of attention, but I find
it easier than Pau,” said Fenestraz,
who maintained focus to record his
maiden victory of the season.

Defourny again proved the only
frontrunner capable of overtaking,
although his pass on Daniel Ticktum
for fourth at Portier was aided by
the Briton’s awareness.
A late-race safety car denied Defourny

an opportunity of making further
progress, but not before recording a
second fastest lap of the weekend. The
Belgian may well ponder what might
have been, had he not been held up by
the spinning Fenestraz in qualifying.
PETERMILLS

RESULTS
Race11WillPalmer18 laps in27m51.860s;
2SachaFenestraz +1.644s; 3MaxDefourny;
4Robert Shwartzman; 5Daniel Ticktum;6AlexPeroni.
Race21Fenestraz17 laps in28m07.742s; 2Shwartzman
+0.687s; 3Palmer; 4Defourny; 5Ticktum;6Peroni.
Points1Palmer144; 2 Shwartzman135; 3 Fenestraz
115; 4Defourny78; 5Peroni 67; 6Gabriel Aubry52.
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Nissany grabbed the
lead at the start and
held off Fittipaldi

Dillon ended the
#3 Chevy’s wait for
victory after nearly
two decades
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WORLDSERIESFORMULAV83.5
JEREZ(E)
MAY27-28
ROUND4/9

Nissanywins as Fittipaldi closes onpoints lead

ROYNISSANY BECAMETHE FIFTH
2017winner in seven races in FormulaV8
3.5 at Jerez last weekend, claiming his first
victory of the season for RPMotorsport.
Nissany stole the lead at the start

of the first race when polesitter Egor
Orudzhev was caught by surprise
by a short hold on the lights.

As Nissany led the pack away by a
margin of almost two seconds, SMP
Racing with AVF’s Orudzhev then suffered
a loss of power and caused a safety car.
This allowed a chasing Pietro Fittipaldi

to catch up to Nissany and attempt
an overtake around the outside, but
ultimately he couldn’t quite make
any attack hold and finished second,
ahead ofMatevos Isaakyan in third.

Fortunes were verymuch reversed in the
second race of the weekend the following
day. Fittipaldi claimed pole, while a poor

NASCARCUP
CHARLOTTE(USA)
MAY28
ROUND12/36

Dillon runs
long to take
firstvictory

AUSTINDILLONBECAMETHENASCAR
Cup Series’newest race winner after using
a fuel-mileage gamble to come away with
the victory in a rain-delayed Coca-Cola
600 at CharlotteMotor Speedway.

Chevrolet drivers Dillon and Jimmie
Johnson both tried to stretch their fuel
for the final 70 laps but Johnson ran out
of gas with two of the 400 laps remaining,
allowing Dillon to inherit the lead.
Dillon then held off the fast-approaching

Toyota of Kyle Busch to become the
10th driver to claim his first series
victory at Charlotte.
“We’re in the [playoffs], baby – it’s

awesome! I was just trying to be patient
with Johnson, I could see him up there
saving fuel,”Dillon said.“When he ran
out I went back into savemode.

“We ran out at the line and it gurgled
all the way around and we pushed it to
Victory Lane.”

The last win for Richard Childress
Racing’s #3 car in the Cup series came
onOctober 15, 2000, at Talladega with
the late Dale Earnhardt Sr.

Martin Truex Jr, who led themost laps
in the 600 for the third consecutive
season, finished third, ahead ofMatt
Kenseth and DennyHamlin.
The race was halted for nearly one hour

and 40minutes shortly before its halfway
point due to thunderstorms in the area.
Busch won stage one, Truex took stage
two andHamlin claimed stage three.
JIMUTTER

RESULTS
1AustinDillon (ChevroletSS)400 laps in4h19m22s;
2KyleBusch (ToyotaCamry) +0.835s; 3MartinTruexJr
(Toyota); 4MattKenseth (Toyota); 5DennyHamlin
(Toyota); 6KurtBusch (FordFusion); 7Erik Jones
(Toyota); 8KevinHarvick (Ford); 9RyanNewman
(Chevy); 10DaleEarnhardt Jr (Chevy).
Playoffqualifying1Truex491/2wins;
2BradKeselowski 409/2; 3 JimmieJohnson359/2;
4Kyle Larson486/1; 5 JoeyLogano336/1; 6Ricky
StenhouseJr298/1;7KurtBusch290/1;8Newman266/1;
9AustinDillon238/1; 10Harvick388; 11KyleBusch386;
12JamieMcMurray385; 13ChaseElliott 362; 14Clint
Bowyer 343; 15Hamlin332; 16RyanBlaney308.

qualifying session left Nissany languishing
in seventh on the grid. Nissany was then
forced to retire shortly after his mandatory
pitstop, with amechanical failure.
Fittipaldi initially lost the lead to a

resurgent Orudzhev, but managed to
regain it again by the end of the opening
lap with a hard-fought move around the
outside at Turn 3.

The pair continued to swap the fastest
lap honours between them throughout
the early stages of the race, but the order
remained unchanged, even after both
drivers completed their pitstops at
the same time.
Fittipaldi eventually crossed the line

four seconds ahead for Lotus,moving
within a single point of championship
rival Rene Binder in the standings.

RESULTS
Race11RoyNissany26 laps in42m24.972s;
2PietroFittipaldi+0.556s;3Matevos Isaakyan;4Rene
Binder;5NelsonMason;6AlfonsoCelis;7YuKanamaru;
8KonstantinTereschenko;9DiegoMenchaca;10Giuseppe
Cipriani.Race21Fittipaldi27 laps in41m45.053s;
2EgorOrudzhev+4.373s;3 Isaakyan;4Celis;5Binder;
6DamianoFioravanti;7Tereschenko;8Mason;9Menchaca;
10Kanamaru.Points1Binder120; 2Fittipaldi119;
3Nissany106;4Celis95;5 Isaakyan92;6Orudzhev85.



…but a change
in fortune left
them on top
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Land’sedgeofdespair turnsto joy
NURBURGRING24HOURS
NURBURGRING(D)
MAY27-28

THE NURBURGRING NORDSCHLEIFE HAS
a funny way of turning utter desolation to
unbridled joy. Kelvin van der Linde, Markus
Winkelhock, Connor De Phillippi and
Christopher Mies had dominated the vast
majority of the 45th Nurburgring 24 Hours,
but an electrical problem with 90 minutes
to go looked to have cost the Audi Sport
Team Land crew a nailed-on victory.
Having led the #9WRT Audi driven by

Rene Rast, Marcel Fassler, Robin Frijns and
Nico Muller by a minute and a half prior to
the unscheduled stop, van der Linde found
himself trailing by the same margin, with
precious little time to mount a comeback.
Yet that is precisely what he did, with a little

help from the famously unpredictable Eiffel
weather and, ironically, a botched final pitstop.
With rain looming, race leader Rast and

the #98 Rowe Racing BMWM6 of Nicky
Catsburg each decided to take slicks at their
final stops.When Van der Linde came in, Land
initially followed suit, before proceeding to
waste several agonising seconds attempting
to reattach the fuel-filler cap. The extra time
spent stationary proved crucial, however, as
the heavens duly opened.

“We’d already lost the second place to the
BMW, so I came on the radio and said, ‘We
might as well go for it and put on the rain
tyres’,” explained van der Linde.
The gamble paid off spectacularly. Suddenly,

he was back in the game and catching the cars
ahead hand-over-fist. In sector four of his
out-lap alone, the South African took a minute

and a half out of Rast as the leader fought to
keep the car on an increasingly soaking track.
Van der Linde then passed Catsburg as the

Dutchman slithered wide at Brunnchen and took
the lead when Rast returned to the pits for wets.
“If everybody had stayed on slicks we would

have been fine,”said Rast.“When I came in,
98% of the track was completely dry. Honestly, I
thought slick tyres would be fine because I didn’t
know howmuch it was raining, but in the end
intermediates would have been the safer choice.
“That was maybe the only mistake we did over

the whole weekend, it’s not easy to swallow.”
Having been on the verge of tears an hour

previously,Wolfgang Land’s crew could scarcely
believe their luck. Van der Linde eased off on the
final tour to cross the line 29 seconds ahead of
the similarly wet-shod Catsburg, who snuck past

Rast at Adenauer Forst to deny Audi a one-two.
“This is the most insane and emotional event

I’ve ever had,” said De Phillippi, who suffered two
punctures in a double stint at the wheel of the
sister #28 car before it was retired with an oil
leak.“I’m not religious, but there was some
crazy stuff going on that just cancelled out
the bad luck that we had that hour before.”

In all, the Land Audi led for 126 of the 158 laps,
benefiting from the durability of the Dunlop
customer tyre on an uncharacteristically
warm weekend at the Nurburgring.

A ban on confidential rubber introduced over
the winter by Germany’s organising body, the
DMSB, left tyre manufacturers scrambling
against the clock to prepare for the event, with
only two VLNmeetings and the qualifying race
to gather data on their customer tyres.



Race-one
glory went to
Andre Lotterer

Takaboshi cruised to
a win in the first race

Victory seemed unlikely
for the Audi crew…
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The Michelin teams were caught out by the
hot temperatures and suffered high degradation
in the intense late-afternoon heat, allowing
Audi a relatively unchallenged run once the
polesitting #704 Glickenhaus, also running on
Dunlops, was delayed by contact with Thomas
Jager’s Black Falcon Mercedes in the third hour.

Rowe’s second place owed much to the
decision to pit Alexander Sims just three laps
into the race, the Briton utilising the clear track
to vault into the lead as the pitstops cycled
through. Flawless stints from Catsburg, Markus
Palttala and RichardWestbrook kept the car
in contention overnight, but the M6 simply
couldn’t live with the pace of the Audi as the
temperatures picked up again on Sunday.
“Honestly, on pure pace they were faster,

they totally deserved to win,” said Sims.“The
rain obviously suddenly brought things a lot
closer than it would have been, but we feel
that we really maximised everything. It doesn’t
quite top the win at Spa, but it’s damn close.”
JAMES NEWBOLD

RESULTS
1ConnorDePhillippi/ChristopherMies/MarkusWinkelhock/
KelvinvanderLinde (AudiR8LMS)158 laps in24h02m28.858s;
2MarkusPalttala/NickyCatsburg/AlexanderSims/Richard
Westbrook (BMWM6GT3) +29.418s; 3NicoMuller/Marcel Fassler/
RobinFrijns/ReneRast (Audi); 4MarcoWittmann/TomBlomqvist/
MartinTomczyk/AugustoFarfus (BMW); 5MaroEngel/Adam
Christodoulou/YelmerBuurman/ManuelMetzger (Mercedes-AMG
GT3); 6Norbert Siedler/MichaelChristensen/KlausBachler/Lucas
Luhr (Porsche911GT3-R); 7GeorgWeiss/OliverKainz/Daniel
Keilwitz/JochenKrumbach (Ferrari 488GT3); 8PeterDumbreck/
Alexandre Imperatori/StefDusseldorp/MarcoSeefried (BMW);
9UweAlzen/LanceDavidArnold/MaximilianGotz/Renger van
derZande (Mercedes); 10PhilippEng/MaximeMartin/
MarcBasseng (BMW).

SUPERFORMULA
AIDA(J)
MAY27-28
ROUND2/7

Lottererwin, then lotterywin

ANDRE LOTTERER SHARED THE SPOILS
at Aida with Yuhi Sekiguchi after two very
different drives, one ameasured performance
and another aided by a strategic gamble.

TOM’S-run German Lotterer outgunned
poleman Sekiguchi at the start of the opener
and led the sprint race thereafter, aided by a
mid-race push to extend his advantage. Nick
Cassidy completed the podium finishers.

Sekiguchi lost ground at the start of
the sequel as well, falling from second to
fourth, andmade the decision tomake his
mandatory pitstop at the end of the opening

lap. PolemanHiroaki Ishiura ran long, until
lap 34, and rejoined behind Sekiguchi but
ahead of Lotterer, who, like the race winner,
had opted for a short first stint.
Rookie Felix Rosenqvist bagged his first

points in fourth, as did Red Bull junior
Pierre Gasly in seventh.
JIROTAKAHASHI

RESULTS
Race11AndreLotterer (Dallara-Toyota)30 laps in
37m58.782s; 2 Yuhi Sekiguchi (D-T) +1.948s; 3NickCassidy
(D-T); 4KamuiKobayashi (D-T); 5Naoki Yamamoto
(D-Honda); 6 JannMardenborough (D-T).
Race21Sekiguchi51 laps in1h09m02.975s; 2 Ishiura
+0.408s; 3 Lotterer; 4 FelixRosenqvist (D-T); 5Kobayashi;
6 Yamashita.Points1Lotterer12; 2Nakajima11;
3Yamamoto10.5;4 Ishiura10.5;5Sekiguchi10;6Kunimoto6.

JAPANESEFORMULA3
AIDA(J)
MAY27-28
ROUND4/9

Takaboshi
wins inAida
titlepush

CHAMPIONSHIP RIVALSMITSUNORI
Takaboshi and Alex Palou went head-to-
head at Aida, taking a pole and a racewin each.

Takaboshi, the points leader, struck first.
Starting the opener from pole he led from
Palou, and any pressure evaporated when his
rival was judged to have jumped the start.
That left Takaboshi to cruise to his sixth

win of the season ahead of RitomoMiyata,
who scored his best finish to date after
beating TOM’S team-mate Sho Tsuboi to
the runner-up position. Palou could only
claim eighth after a recovery drive.
Palou was down but not out, and he hit

back in the weekend’s finale to take victory
in a race in whichMiyata, buoyed by his
podium, could well have taken a first win.
The race leader’s excellent start was

gradually reined in byMiyata, who looked

set to take the lead at the halfwaymark, but
Palou held on to take the victory asMiyata
took an extra point for the fastest lap.
Palou’s response in the finale means that

Takaboshi’s points lead at the top of the
standings is now down to 15 points after
the B-MAX racing driver finished fourth.
JIROTAKAHASHI

RESULTS
Race11MitsunoriTakaboshi (Dallara-VolkswagenF312)
18 laps in25m05.039s; 2RitomoMiyata (Dallara-ToyotaF314)
+1.155s; 3ShoTsuboi (D-TF317); 4AiMiura (D-VWF312);
5HongLi Ye (D-VWF315); 6SenaSakaguchi (Dallara-Toda
F316).Race21AlexPalou (D-ThreebondF314)25 laps
in34m53.714s; 2Miyata+0.936s; 3Tsuboi; 4Takaboshi;
5HirokiOtsu (D-TodaF316); 6Miura.
Points1Takaboshi 78; 2Palou63; 3Miyata37; 4Tsuboi 33;
5Otsu21; 6Sakaguchi 13.
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Tyre problems destroyed
Monteiro’s weekend

Catsburg took
a win and the
points lead

52 JUNE 1 2017

RACE CENTRE/REPORTS

Monteirowoegives leadtoCatsburg
WORLDTOURINGCARCHAMPIONSHIP
NURBURGRING(D)
MAY27
ROUND4/10

“I HAVEN’T HAD ANY BAD LUCK
yet, but it’ll probably come,”said Tiago
Monteiro at Monza. A month later,
it arrived in spades at the Nurburgring
Nordschleife, culminating in a 40-point
swing that made Volvo’s Nicky Catsburg
championship leader.
Catsburg’s lead came after a dominant

main race win that completed a weekend
in which Volvo excelled, taking two wins,
victory in the MAC3 manufacturer time
trial and a newWTCC lap record as
Honda floundered.

Honda’s struggles were spearheaded
by Monteiro, who could be forgiven for
disliking the Nordschleife after the
second year in a row ruined by a puncture.
Last season, a likely opening win was

lost after a last-lap puncture speared
him into the barriers, handing Jose
Maria Lopez victory. History then
repeated itself and worsened an already
difficult weekend, a puncture in the
opener again sealing his fate.
But although Catsburg took the

headlines, his team-mate Bjork starred in
the opener and won after lining up sixth.
At the start, Bjork squeezed between

the ROALMotorsport Chevrolet of Tom
Coronel and Tom Chilton’s Citroen for
fourth. Third was assured seconds later
as front-row man Esteban Guerrieri’s
poor getaway handed Bjork the position.

The Swede then took advantage of
Nestor Girolami’s Volvo and Mehdi
Bennani’s Citroen banging wheels to
close in, before dispatching Bennani on
the two-mile long straight and repeating
the feat on his team-mate a lap later.

Far behind the wake of Bjork, the title
race took its first major twist. Catsburg

ran an untroubled sixth, some solace
after a vibration issue had him concerned
in qualifying, but Monteiro suffered
a costly puncture that proved decisive.

A seething Monteiro blasted tyre
supplier Yokohama: “I’m very, very
angry at Yokohama. Every year we
have problems. This is not acceptable
at this level of the championship.”

Monteiro watched the clock tick down
as Honda tried in vain to get him into
his grid slot of fourth in time for race
two – but it was to no avail.

But rather than join last inWTCC, he
became a victim of grid sharing with the
European Touring Cars and found traffic.

With any hopes of a comeback dashed,
he knew a victory for Catsburg would be
enough to lose his championship lead.

It was all decided on the opening lap.
Catsburg’s rapid start meant he swiftly
dispatched poleman Michelisz for the
lead as Rob Huff’s privateer Citroen
sneaked into second.

The Volvo and Citroen banged
wheels at the first corner and Catsburg
continued unscathed and Huff almost
spun, elevating Michelisz back to second.

But the Honda’s lack of pace – a
surprise considering Volvo ran with
the maximum 80kg to the Japanese
manufacturer’s 70kg – allowed Catsburg
a free run as they left the grand prix
circuit and headed into the forest.

Monteiro had soon cleared the ETCC
traffic and moved to 13th, but could
only watch his championship lead fall
to Catsburg, who held offMichelisz
and double podium finisher Huff.

RACE 1
1 Bjork Volvo
2 Bennani Citroen
3 Huff Citroen

RACE 2
1 Catsburg Volvo
2 Michelisz Honda
3 Huff Citroen

AT A
GLANCE

P55 RESULTS
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NASCAR XFINITY
A superb restart and late-race pass
handed Ryan Blaney his first win in
NASCAR national series competition
since 2015. Blaney (above) cleared
Kevin Harvick with three of the 200 laps
remaining at Charlotte to end a victory
drought stretching back to Kentucky’s
second-tier round in September 2015.

EUROFORMULA OPEN
Ameya Vaidyanathan took his first
victory in the opening Spa race, before
Briton Harrison Scott charged from
sixth to first in the sequel to extend
his championship lead. Vaidyanathan
beat Scott and Devlin de Francesco
in the opener but spun in race two.

INTERNATIONAL GT OPEN
The Lexus RC-F was the car to have at Spa,
as the Emil Frey and Farnbacher examples
shared the spoils in the Ardennes. Albert
Costa and Philipp Frommenwiler won the
opener before Farnbacher brothers Dominik
and Mario took advantage of mid-race rain
to overcome the Lamborghini of Andrea
Fontana and Vito Postiglione in race two.

AUDI SPORT TT CUP
Anglo-Saxon racer Philip Ellis withstood
an attack fromMikel Azcona to extend his
points lead with victory in the Nurburgring
24 Hours support race. Guest racer Jonny
Cecotto finished seventh. The first of
the two races was not classified after
a Tommaso Mosca crash caused too
much barrier damage to continue, with
less than half of the race completed.

EUROPEAN TOURING CAR CUP
Like its World bigger brother, the European
Touring Car races on the Nordschleife were
hit by punctures. Petr Fulin (below) won
the opener as title rival Christjohannes
Schreiber retired with a tyre failure. The
damage this causedmeant he could not
start race two, in which his Rikli Honda
team-mate Peter Rikli retired from the
lead – with a puncture. Igor Stefanovski
inherited the victory.

INDYLIGHTS
INDIANAPOLIS(USA)
MAY26
ROUND7/16

WHENYOUCOME 0.0024 SECONDS FROM
winning at Indianapolis, even if it’s ‘only’ in the
Freedom 100 Indy Lights support race to the
big show, it’s got to hurt. That’s exactly what
happened to the Carlin team and Ed Jones in
2016. So whenMatheus Leist dominated this
year’s race from pole position, leading all 40 laps,
it was a sweet moment for the team.
Leist, making his oval-racing debut, set pole

position at a mark only just short of 200mph, and
held the lead despite pressure from fast-starting
Carlin team-mate Zachary Claman DeMelo on
the first half of the lap. DeMelo was looking
threatening on the run down the back straight
when the yellow flags intervened.

The caution was caused when Colton Herta
spun after making contact with Dalton Kellett’s
Andretti Autosport entry coming through Turn
2 and collected the unfortunate Ryan Norman.
While Kellett kept going in third place,
both Herta and Norman were out.
The race restarted on lap six, with Leist

holding the lead, and the reigning BRDC F3
champion stayed there to the end.
The Brazilian did come under pressure in

the final quarter of the race from Belardi Auto
Racing’s Aaron Telitz, who started sixth but
moved up to second by passing Kellett around
the outside of Turn 3 just before half-distance.

He gradually closed the gap to Leist and
launched an attack around the outside of Turn 1
on lap 34. The pair battled for much of the lap,
with Telitz unable to complete themove at
Turn 3 and losingmomentum.
This allowed Kellett to pass him on the run

off Turn 4 to take second place, only for Telitz
to regain the position at the same place on the
last lap and cross the line 0.7760s behind Leist.

Neil Alberico, who brieflymade it a Carlin 1-2-3
after passing Kellett around the outside, finished
fourth, ahead of Santiago Urrutia and DeMelo.
Urrutia did get ahead of Alberico in the closing
stages, only to touch the wall and drop back again.

Kyle Kaiser and Nico Jamin, first and second
in the championship, showed what a difference
a change of track configuration couldmake by
struggling home ninth and 10th respectively.
In the Indy road course double-header that came
twoweeks earlier, they had taken a win apiece.
After the race, winning team boss Trevor

Carlin talked up his ambitions to do far more
than just win the Indy 500 support race,
setting his sights on the big one.
“I’m very proud ofMatheus and the team that

we’ve nowwon here,”said Carlin.“But the job isn’t
finished. It’s just one step on the way to hopefully
winning the great prize.We know it’s impossibly
difficult to do, but realistic.”
For now, the priority is for Leist to build

on this momentum and drag himself into
championship contention from his current
sixth place. But whatever happens, he’s
conquered themost famous oval of all.
EDDSTRAW

RESULTS
1MatheusLeist40 laps in36m36.6934s; 2AaronTelitz +0.7760s;
3DaltonKellett; 4Neil Alberico; 5SantiagoUrrutia; 6Zachary
ClamanDeMelo.Points1KyleKaiser151; 2Nicolas Jamin137;
3ColtonHerta129; 4Telitz 122; 5Alberico122; 6 Leist 121.

Theoval rookie
thatdidwinat
Indianapolis



SPEEDFEST.CO.UK
0843 453 9000
*AdvanceticketsavailableuntilmiddayWednesday8June.Postagefeeapplies.Callswillcost7pper
minuteplusyourtelephonecompany’saccesscharge.

EURO NASCAR RACING CLASSIC AMERICAN RACING 1000+ AMERICAN SHOW VEHICLES HOT ROD & CUSTOM DISPLAY LIVE MUSIC GREAT FOOD FAMILY FUN
TRADE VILLAGE NASCAR AND INDY CAR DEMO RUNS CAR AND BIKE STUNT SHOWS HOLLYWOOD REPLICA VEHICLES AND MUCH MORE!

ADULT WEEKEND ONLINE - £30 ADULT SUNDAY (MAIN DAY) ONLINE - £24 UNDER 13S GO FREE GRANDSTAND SEATS – FROM £5 CAMPING - £20
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the start

Bjork won first
race from sixth

on the grid
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RESULTS ROUND-UP
FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP WORLD TOURING CAR CHAMPIONSHIP

ROUND4/10, NURBURGRING (D),MAY 27
RACE 1 (3 LAPS – 47.307MILES)
1 Thed Bjork (S) Polestar Cyan Racing · Volvo S60 Polestar 26m24.961s
2 Mehdi Bennani (MA) Sebastien Loeb Racing · Citroen C-ElyseeWTCC +2.538s
3 RobHuff (GB)MunnichMotorsport · Citroen C-ElyseeWTCC +3.096s
4 TomChilton (GB) Sebastien Loeb Racing · Citroen C-ElyseeWTCC +3.732s
5 Esteban Guerrieri (RA) Campos Racing · Chevrolet RML Cruze TC1 +8.487s
6 Nicky Catsburg (NL) Polestar Cyan Racing · Volvo S60 Polestar +8.910s
7 Norbert Michelisz (H)Honda Racing Team JAS · Honda Civic WTCC +16.496s
8 TomCoronel (NL) ROALMotorsport · Chevrolet RML Cruze TC1 +16.796s
9 Yann Ehrlacher (F) RCMotorsport · Lada VestaWTCC +19.481s
10 John Filippi (F) Sebastien Loeb Racing · Citroen C-ElyseeWTCC +22.889s
11 RyoMichigami (J)Honda Racing Team JAS · Honda Civic WTCC +23.380s
12 Kevin Gleason (USA) RCMotorsport · Lada VestaWTCC +24.118s
13 Aurelien Panis (F) ZengoMotorsport · Honda Civic WTCC +34.158s
14 Daniel Nagy (H) ZengoMotorsport · Honda Civic WTCC +35.457s
15 TiagoMonteiro (P)Honda Racing Team JAS · Honda Civic WTCC +5m14.304s
R Nestor Girolami (RA) Polestar Cyan Racing · Volvo S60 Polestar 2 laps-puncture/accident

Winner’s average speed 107.451mph. Fastest lap Chilton 8m47.063s, 107.708mph.

GRID FORRACE 1
1 Girolami; 2Guerrieri; 3Bennani; 4 Coronel; 5 Chilton; 6Bjork; 7Monteiro; 8Huff; 9 Catsburg;
10Michelisz; 11Michigami; 12 Ehrlacher; 13 Filippi; 14Gleason; 15 Panis; 16Nagy.

RACE 2 (3 LAPS – 47.307MILES)
1 Catsburg 26m20.680s; 2Michelisz +3.065s; 3Huff +3.401s; 4Bjork +4.167s; 5 Chilton +5.763s;
6Bennani +11.239s; 7 Coronel +14.614s; 8Guerrieri +14.939s; 9 Ehrlacher +20.540s; 10 Filippi
+21.928s; 11Gleason +24.245s; 12 Panis +29.600s; 13Monteiro +43.108s; RNagy 2 laps-accident;
RMichigami 0 laps-accident damage; WithdrawnGirolami.
Winner’s average speed 107.742mph. Fastest lap Catsburg 8m45.647s, 107.998mph.

QUALIFYING
1Michelisz 8m38.072s; 2 Catsburg 8m38.680s; 3Huff 8m39.541s; 4Monteiro 8m40.202s; 5Bjork
8m40.996s; 6 Chilton 8m42.356s; 7 Coronel 8m43.393s; 8Bennani 8m43.533s; 9Guerrieri
8m43.689s; 10Girolami 8m44.630s; 11Michigami 8m45.845s; 12 Ehrlacher 8m45.925s;
13 Filippi 8m46.002s; 14Gleason 8m47.215s; 15 Panis 8m51.021s; 16Nagy 8m54.909s.

CHAMPIONSHIP
1Catsburg127; 2Monteiro 125; 3Bjork 119; 4Chilton 106; 5Huff102; 6Bennani 101; 7Michelisz 96;
8Guerrieri 76; 9Girolami 52; 10 Coronel 31.

ROUND3/11,MONTECARLO,MAY 26-27
RACE 1 (41 LAPS – 85.014MILES)
1 Oliver Rowland (GB)DAMS 1h00m46.545s
2 ArtemMarkelov (RUS) Russian Time +0.864s
3 NobuharuMatsushita (J) ART Grand Prix +13.769s
4 Alexander Albon (T) ART Grand Prix +19.738s
5 Luca Ghiotto (I) Russian Time +24.657s
6 GustavMalja (S) Racing Engineering +28.082s
7 Nyck de Vries (NL) Rapax +28.453s
8 Johnny Cecotto Jr (YV) Rapax +29.125s
9 Jordan King (GB)MPMotorsport +45.552s
10 Sergio Canamasas (E) Trident +46.581s
11 Antonio Fuoco (I) Prema Racing +47.818s
12 Ralph Boschung (CH) Campos Racing +50.772s
13 Sean Gelael (RI) Pertamina Arden +53.694s
14 Nabil Jeffri (MAL) Trident -1 lap
15 Louis Deletraz (CH) Racing Engineering -2 laps
R Sergio Sette Camara (BR)MPMotorsport 33 laps-driveshaft
R Charles Leclerc (MC) Prema Racing 26 laps-suspension
R NormanNato (F) Pertamina Arden 23 laps-suspension
R Robert Visoiu (RO) Campos Racing 20 laps-accident
R Nicholas Latifi (CDN)DAMS 6 laps-battery

Winner’s average speed 83.929mph. Fastest lap Leclerc 1m21.403s, 91.700mph.

QUALIFYING –GROUPA
1 Leclerc 1m19.309s; 3Rowland 1m19.541s; 5Matsushita 1m19.922s; 7King 1m20.058s;
9Ghiotto 1m20.089s; 11Gelael 1m20.272s; 13 Cecotto 1m20.413s; 15 Canamasas 1m20.415s;
17Deletraz 1m21.592s; 19Boschung 1m21.664s.

QUALIFYING –GROUPB
2 Albon 1m19.321s; 4Markelov 1m19.647s; 6Nato 1m19.803s; 8 de Vries 1m19.814s*;
10 Latifi 1m20.042s; 12Malja 1m20.282s; 14 Fuoco 1m20.593s; 16 Visoiu 1m20.867s;
18 Jeffri 1m21.239s; 20 Sette Camara 1m21.271s.
* Started 14th after grid penalties were applied.

RACE 2 (30 LAPS – 62.205MILES)
1 de Vries 41m51.284s; 2 Cecotto +9.834s; 3Malja +10.415s; 4Ghiotto +10.881s; 5Markelov
+11.258s; 6 Albon +11.901s; 7Matsushita +13.627s; 8King +13.970s; 9Rowland +28.993s;
10 Fuoco +29.051s; 11 Jeffri +34.041s; 12Gelael +42.732s; 13 Latifi +43.430s; 14 Sette Camara
+46.423s; 15 Visoiu +47.007s; 16Deletraz +53.179s; 17 Canamasas +55.677s; R Leclerc
20 laps-accident damage; RBoschung 14 laps-gearbox; RNato 2 laps-accident damage.
Winner’s average speed 89.173mph. Fastest lapMarkelov 1m21.674s, 91.395mph.

GRID FORRACE 2
Decided by result of Race 1, with top eight finishers reversed.

CHAMPIONSHIP
1 Leclerc 77; 2Rowland 74; 3Markelov 60; 4Ghiotto 56; 5Matsushita 48; 6 Albon 37; 7King 29;
8 Latifi 28; 9Malja 28; 10 de Vries 27.
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BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE GREATEST RACE IN THEWORLD
EXCLUSIVE SERVICES

Ligier Paddock Club offers you VIP service
with this amazing Hospitality Experience!
The three packages on offer cover all four days of testing, qualifying

and racing for support races and the main 24h event

Amanda Abbott
a.abbott@onroak.com
+44 (0) 7535 788756

Paul Dujon
p.dujon@onroak.com
+44 (0) 7585 242949
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TO ADVERT ISE IN THE WEB DIRECTORY
PLEASE CALL 0203 405 8109
OR EMAIL ads@autosport.com

EXHAUSTS GEARBOXES

TRAILERS & TRANSPORTERS

HELMET GRAPHICS

RACE PARTS

RACE RADIO

www.jjcraceandrally.com
PASSIOANTE ABOUT MOTORSPORT

MOTORSPORT CONTRACTS AND LEGAL ADVICE
(NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL)

CALL JAMIE CHAMPKIN
07880 965001

info@champkin.uk.com - www.champkin.uk.com

Motor Sport Legal Advice

Tudor Alexander, Ll.B Solicitor

tudor@fletcherday.co.uk 07887 713512

Fletcher Day 56 Conduit St

Mayfair London W1S 2YZ

www.demon-tweeks.co.uk

RACING

RALLY PREPARATIONRACING

MEMORABILIA

MOTORSPORT LEGAL ADVICE

RACE PARTS

No1 for Infatable Structures.

With you from the Paddock to the Podium.
www.aireshelta.com

AWNINGS

RACING

WEB DIRECTORY
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www.WOODFORDTRAILERS.com
HIGH QUALITY TRAILERS FOR CLUB, PRIVATE AND PRO MOTORSPORTS

Woodford Trailers Limited • 14 Great Central Way • Daventry • Woodford Halse • Northants • NN11 3PZ

Telephone: 01327 263384

Woodford GRP covered trailers - Value for money. Superior in design, quality and finish

DEALERS WANTED - All Woodford Trailers have full European Type Approval

QUALITY THAT WE ARE PROUD OF

WOODFORD TRAILERS DEALERS UK
POTHSMOUTH

BLENDWORTH TRAILER CENTRE
Tel: +44(0)2392 412731

E: sales@blendworthtrailers.co.uk
W: www.blendworthtrailers.co.uk

LONDON
VINTAGE & PRESTIGE FINE

MOTORCARS
Office ++44 (0) 1442 236711
Mobile ++44 (0) 7967 260673

E: richard@vandp.net
W: www.vandp.net

LONDON-KENT
SOUTHEAST TRAILERS

498 London Road
Ditton, Kent
me206bz.

Tel: 07933842719
E: ellisviner@btinternet.com

W: www.southeast-trailers.co.uk

SOUTH LONDON
SOUTH LONDON TRAILER CENTRE

Hackbridge Station Depot
London Road

Wallington, Surrey, SM6 7BJ
Tel: 0208 647 0110
Mob: 07836 224250
E: steve@sltc.co.uk

WINCHESTER
TRAILERTEK LTD
Warren Farm

Micheldever Station
Winchester, Hampshire

SO21 3AS
E: info@trailers.co.uk

SLOUGH
BERKSHIRE COUNTY TRAILERS

Mobile: 07853263484
Tel: 01628 559782

E: sales@berkshirecountytrailers.co.uk
W: www.berkshirecountytrailers.co.uk

ESSEX
1 STOP TRAILERS

Tel: +44 (0)1787 249737
Tel: +44 (0)7850 554776
E: 1stoptrailers@mail.com
W: www.1stoptrailers.co.uk

BRIGHTON
HALF MOON BAY (LEISURE) LTD

Smart-Trailers.co.uk
Monastery Lane

Storrington, West Sussex
RH20 4LR

Tel: 07950 968348
E: Alan@Smart-Tow.com
W: www.smart-tow.com

LEICESTER
MARSDEN BARN TRAILERS

Unit 1
Marsden Barn
Huncote Road
Stoney Stanton

Leicester
LE9 4DJ

Tel: 01455641367
Mob: 07968888624

E: marsdenbarntrailers@gmail.com

NOTTINGHAM
APPLEYARD TRAILERS

The Kennels
Main St
Strelley

Nottingham
NG8 6PD

Te:.01159293901
Mob:0785075014

MID WALES
HUMPHREYS & FOULKES

Unit 6
Lion Works
Pool Rd,
Newtown
Powys

SY16 3AG
Tel: 01686 628144

LEEDS
ROTHWELL TRAILERS
126 Wakefield Road

Rothwell
Leeds

LS26 0SB
Tel: 01132887179

E: sales@rothwelltrailers.co.uk
W: rothwelltrailers.co.uk

READING
LOVELL TRAILERS

James Farm
James Lane

Grazeley Green
Reading
RG7 1NB

Tel: 01183240403
E: sales@lovelltrailers.co.uk
W: www.lovelltrailers.co.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND
MONTGOMERY MOTORSPORT

Tel: 0044(0)2885549851
W: www.montgomery-motorsport.co.uk
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Connected to you»

T +44 (0)1327 308 833
For more information and details on the Brian James Trailers range, please contact our head office.

www.brianjames.co.uk

The benefit of a protective transport is always valued when moving
precious vehicles. Its now over 20 years since Brian James Trailers were
the first to design a stylish, light and durable enclosed trailer using a
GRP body construction, the original Race Shuttle.

The Race Transporter range is the third generation in the lineage and
for the double decade landmark in MY2017 trailers we have introduced
a host of new features, including a professional vehicle restraint system
as well as fresh external styling.

Choosing a Brian James Trailer as your enclosed transport solution has
always guaranteed black-and-white certainty.

Race Transporters are now available in Black or White.

Range starts from £ 6,750 + vat

BJT also offers a wide range of open trailers.
For more information on our trailer range or to find your nearest dealer
visit:

www.brianjames.co.uk/dealer

Black-and-White
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TRAILERS & TRANSPORTERS

NEW DESIGN

?
COMING SOON

If you wish to advertise your

products and services with

Autosport in print and online

please contact

Francesca.hall@

motorsport.com

or call

0203 405 8108

www.EmpireRV.co.uk

With our MONSTER
selection,we are
Europe’s largest
supplier of
American RVs!

SALES ■ CORPORATE RENTALS
VEHICLE MANAGEMENT ■ SERVICING

Tel: +44 (0) 1761 300 489
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MARKETPLACE
TYRES

0844 375 2196 www.demon-tweeks.co.uk
LOW CALL RATE CALLS MAY BE RECORDED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES

MEDIA CODE: NZ252A EXPERTADVICE • MASSIVE STOCK • RAPID DELIVERY

MEMORABILIA PROPERTY FOR RENT

RACE PRODUCTS

WORKSHOP COMPLEX FOR RENT

•Based on Wroughton Airfield with excellent road links.
•Race shop has adjoining machine room
(with lathe, mill, metal working equipment) plus office.
•Small on-site set up track with adjacent airfield circuit that can
be hired on a daily basis.
•Plenty of parking for trucks and ancillary team vehicles.
•Race simulator facility and small flat can be included if desired.
•Highly suitable for small but progressive motorsport team.

For more details please email
stevecoen@hotmail.co.uk
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EXCLUSIVE NUMBERS
350 A £25,000
400 AA ............... £12,000
848 AR................. £8,500
I23 BH ............... £11,000
400 BR................. £8,000
II CLS................... £5,500
89 D................... £35,000
42 DM................ £19,000
550 FB ................. £9,800
35 FF ................. £11,500
FUN IT ................. £3,800
606 GM ................ £7,500
340 H................. £15,000
II JDJ................... £3,500
JOD I7S ............... £4,000
2 LDX................... £4,500
555 LP ................. £6,000
MDS I7................. £5,800
628 MZ................. £4,000
70 NXN ................ £1,900
I0 OU................. £20,000
I000 OW............. £20,000
362 PG ................. £3,600
RBG 65 ................. £2,300
RED IL ................. £6,500
I9 RMS................. £6,800
450 SG............... £10,500
22 SMR ................ £4,500
TSE 6................... £4,500
92 WH................. £9,800
92 WM .................. £6,500

REDUCED REGMARK
850 AT.................. £3,300
400 DS.................. £6,200
ETM 800............... £2,000
6 GCD .................. £3,000
777 HM ................ £4,000
66 KXK................. £1,200
I90 LR.................. £4,300
I0I SA................... £5,800
52 WR.................. £8,500
YSX 88 ................. £1,200

32 A................ £65,000
I5 A................. £85,000
A 79................ £70,000
AB 787............ £14,000
2663 AB ............ £5,500
I0I AC.............. £19,000
AM 69 ............. £35,000
30 AR.............. £27,000
64 AS.............. £20,000
400 AT .............. £6,500
I68 ATP ............. £1,500
AXT 8N.............. £4,995
700 BA.............. £7,500
BAR IS .............. £9,500
68 BB.............. £10,500
III BJP .............. £7,500
I50 BM .............. £7,800
600 BMC ........... £5,500
6 BMH............. £15,000
I90 BMW ........... £3,700
BN 66 ............. £15,500
BOB 964............ £8,800
D20 BOS ........... £1,200
I40 BP............... £4,500
BUD 53 ............. £7,500
CAI2 OLL........... £2,800
879 CEH............ £2,800
2 CFG................ £8,800
MI2 CFD ............ £1,500
879 CEH............ £2,800
2II CH ............. £15,000
CLS II................ £7,500
N2 CLY .............. £1,800
COB 8IE ............ £8,500
COL 374 ............ £4,500
SI5 CPH .............. £850
CSE 289 ............ £2,500
2I9 CTR............. £1,500
270 DA.............. £5,000

DAM II0N......... £15,000
II DCP ............... £4,200
I20 DG .............. £5,500
474 DGM ........... £3,500
750 DL .............. £6,500
I DOT.............. £29,000
DOY I .............. £40,000
DS 7938 ............ £2,300
A9 DSD ............... £950
I00 DVO ............ £3,600
DW 2I.............. £33,000
324 EKL ............ £2,000
93I ELC ............. £1,400
206 ELY............. £2,300
ETM 800............ £2,800
EI0 TTT ............. £2,500
EMW 520........... £2,500
I0 EN .............. £13,000
G7 ENG ............. £2,800
EP 3582 ............ £2,500
EPII ATE............ £1,000
ERR IK ............ £12,000
UKI5 FAB........... £4,500
LA55 FAT........... £4,500
550 FB .............. £9,800
RI2 FCS............... £650
FDZ 483 .............. £900
RS54 FER .......... £1,300
FP 23................ £8,500
FUN IT .............. £3,800
I7 G ................ £65,000
22 G................ £50,000
74 G................ £45,000
5 GA ............... £48,000
222 GA.............. £9,000
GAC 88I............. £3,000
6 GCD ............... £3,800
II GEM............. £15,000
I GFX................. £8,500

II GGX ............... £5,500
GIL 2............... £30,000
IIII GK ............. £12,000
SI0 GMX.............. £150
55 GN ............... £9,500
400 GP.............. £9,500
I50 GR .............. £5,500
38 HGB ............. £5,800
3959 HJ ............ £1,300
HJR IN.............. £1,300
777 HM ............. £6,000
HN 4626............ £1,400
II HNS............... £5,000
AD02 HOD........... £850
R8 HRD............. £1,200
HSK 288............ £1,200
HU5ICAN........... £4,500
HU59 CAN ......... £4,500
84 HW............... £8,000
HXM 88............. £1,800
9I J................. £55,000
JAG 8T............ £12,000
RI00 JAG........... £5,500
II JCD ............... £5,500
JCG IG .............. £1,800
6 JCK.............. £13,000
WI8 JEM............ £1,300
624 JGC ............ £1,495
JJW 624............ £5,500
K48 JRP.............. £600
24 JRC.............. £5,000
KAT 6V.............. £4,500
KCT 96I ............. £2,000
KEN I7P ............ £2,800
KH 9064............ £2,800
35 KL................ £9,500
660 KO.............. £4,800
3 KOR ............... £5,500
I KRL .............. £18,500

8 KRL................ £6,500
4 KSG ............... £8,800
56 L................ £38,000
I000 L ............. £14,000
LEE 782............. £3,500
400 LH.............. £7,500
300 LH.............. £9,500
LLR 946 ............ £1,300
LOS I0............... £9,000
88 LOV.............. £5,500
I90 LR............... £6,000
LWO I.............. £15,000
LXS 40 .............. £2,000
LYN 554Y........... £4,500
I3 M................ £55,000
92 M ............... £43,000
MBA 80 ............. £5,800
II MCF............... £8,500
2I ME .............. £15,000
MEJ 2 ............. £12,500
AI0 MFC ............ £1,300
60 MG............. £25,000
5 MGL ............... £6,500
X7 MHB............... £950
MKE I.............. £75,000
MKS I.............. £35,000
S29 MLE.............. £450
WI MLW............. £1,995
866 MMB........... £2,800
79 N ............... £23,000
S330 NCK............ £700
T444 NDV............ £600
NFG 20.............. £2,800
II NMS............... £5,000
R6 NOW ............ £2,000
84 NT................ £7,500
70 NXN ............. £1,900
O 49 ............... £55,000
55 OFB.............. £4,500

I6 OG................ £8,800
6 OOO............. £45,000
E5 OOO............. £5,500
F2 OOO............. £5,500
OOO IX ............. £8,800
N5 OOO ............ £5,000
Y7 OSH ............. £1,800
I OTO.............. £25,000
III OTX .............. £1,500
I000 OW.......... £20,000
7 OZ ............... £80,000
P I00............... £65,000
PAM I32Y........... £1,200
450 PAT ............ £3,500
PAT 228 ............ £5,500
450 PB............ £15,000
PCY I............... £17,000
50 PE.............. £16,000
PHC 7 ............... £6,800
7584 PJ............. £1,800
EI0 PLA............... £900
507 PMY............ £2,800
X5 PNE ............. £1,600
PP II ............... £55,000
X6 PPD ............... £600
PRE 35E............ £2,000
73 PS.............. £18,000
I996 PS ............. £5,500
PSX 888 ............ £1,800
R777 LLY........... £3,000
BI RBW ............... £950
CI7 RDS ............ £2,300
J30 REP ............ £1,300
P99 REY .............. £600
RFW 9............... £9,800
I50 RG .............. £7,000
RGC 943............ £1,800
REJ 3.............. £10,800
69 RJ............... £8,800

I9 RMS.............. £6,800
P90 RNR ............. £700
ROO2 ERT ......... £2,400
I965 RR........... £20,000
RTL I............... £74,000
RTL 2.............. £54,000
I2 RTP............... £2,800
RVD I .............. £22,500
I0I SA................ £7,500
3 SAC.............. £14,000
MII SBB............... £700
T8 SCS .............. £1,500
J33 SEA ............ £1,000
SEJ I50 ............. £3,300
450 SG............ £10,500
VI2 SGL............. £1,800
SHII RLS.......... £15,000
40 SJX .............. £1,700
I3 SLK............... £5,500
2 SLR.............. £24,000
50 UND ......... £130,000
SOP 853............ £3,200
SPY 570X .......... £1,800
208 SR............ £10,000
SW 9320............ £5,000
6 T................ £270,000
THE 800T ........ £15,000
I828 TJ.............. £1,900
TKJ 46 .............. £3,500
78 TR................ £8,000
TRI3 MPH.......... £5,500
TRN I .............. £29,000
TUR80G .......... £18,500
G35I TVR........... £1,000
TVR 653X .......... £1,000
I UEE ................ £8,500
M66 UFC ........... £1,800
UNA 332............ £3,500
7 UNO............... £4,500

RI0 UNO............ £1,200
500 UOX............ £1,300
USA 3I8............. £5,500
L5 UST.............. £2,000
700 V .............. £20,000
P2I VGB ............ £1,200
VJI I50 ................ £950
VJV 306............. £1,800
7 VJX ................ £3,800
935 VPD............ £1,500
VSN I .............. £28,000
VVC 2.............. £10,000
WBK 598 ........... £2,100
WH05 TOY....... £13,000
WOF 700 ........... £2,000
52 WR............. £11,000
I7 WRF.............. £2,800
I WWW.......... £115,000
I0 WWW ............ £9,500
28 X................ £45,000
333 X .............. £15,000
I000 X ............. £32,000
I XAD ................ £9,500
I XB ................ £65,000
I XBC .............. £15,500
4 XCG................ £4,800
4 XFJ................. £4,500
40 XKY .............. £1,800
50 OXH ............. £1,500
4 XX................ £55,000
I XXG .............. £13,000
XXX 4.............. £28,000
I4 Y................. £35,500
II YPB ............... £3,000
YI0 YDS............. £2,300
II YLP................ £3,000
YSX 88 .. £2,000 £2,0001

1

REGISTRATION PLATES
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MOTORSPORT JOBS

Mercedes-Benz has been setting the standard in racing for over 100
years, and the Mercedes-AMG Petronas Formula One™ Team continues
the proud history of the legendary Silver Arrows. We have some exciting
opportunities at our Championship winning team within our Design
Office and Aero teams.

SENIOR MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER REF: SW1692

Reporting to the Head of Mechanical Design, the successful
candidate will take full ownership and responsibility for a variety of
complex high level suspension projects and designs. You will deliver
designs through from concept to assembly, managing planning,
testing, development and troubleshooting whilst working closely with
other departments to achieve the highest level of system integration.

COMPOSITE & MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER REF: SW1714

The role will be responsible for brake duct design along with a variety
of other mechanical and composite design projects taking them
from concept through to assembly, specifying tests and developing
designs, production techniques and quality improvements where
possible. The ideal candidate will have a suitable engineering degree
(or equivalent) together with a high level of motorsport design
experience, a good knowledge of composite components, tooling
systems, materials and current industry production techniques.

FULL STACK DEVELOPER REF: SW1536

Responsible for the development of a front-end to allow engineers to
easily interact with the large quantities of CFD data produced in the
design cycles of a formula one car. The successful candidate will be
degree-educated (engineering, maths, physics or computer science)
with proven competences in front-end development (JavaScript,
D3.Js, Node.Js, Electron, Angular2, Bootstrap, MongoDB, SQL and
Python).

We invest in our greatest asset: people. They embody our values:
Passion, Respect, Innovation, Determination and Excellence.

We succeed when everyone delivers their tenth of a second. No matter
which area of the team you work in, you will determine how we perform
on and off the track.

Every person here takes immense pride in playing their part to the
highest standards. Each and every day. Working here is fast. It demands
technical excellence and teamwork. And it calls for great reserves of
motivation and resilience.

Own your tenth of a second. Play your part. Join us.

To find out more, visit:
http://careers.mercedesamgf1.com/

AERODYNAMICS VACANCIES AT RED BULL RACING

HR25051702 – SENIOR AERODYNAMICS ENGINEER

HR25051703 – AERODYNAMICS ENGINEER

For many fans of Formula One the sport exists between lights and chequered flag on a Sunday afternoon, but
this is merely the final product of hundreds of team members’ skill and dedication. The reality of modern F1
is that of a complex and intertwined operation, every part of which needs to perform near its limit if success
is to be achieved. Formula One is a team sport in a very literal sense, we win and lose together – That’s why
We Love What We Do.

We have an exciting opportunity to be part of our highly skilled Aerodynamics team, focusing on the
development of our multi-championship winning Formula One cars. Our open, dynamic environment ensures
that everyone can make a valuable contribution to increasing our F1 car’s performance and we are looking
for experienced Aerodynamics Engineers to join us and ensure our future success on the race track.

Working from our Milton Keynes factory and Bedford wind tunnel facility you will be involved in the complete
development cycle from initial concepts through to deployment on the race car. This will include the design of
components, being responsible for wind tunnel and CFD programmes, analysing aerodynamic performance
data and contributing to the development of tools and methods.

To fulfil these positions you will need:

• A minimum of an Engineering Degree with a specialisation in Aerodynamics

• Detailed knowledge of aerodynamic principles, wind tunnel testing and CFD techniques

• A good understanding of data analysis tools and techniques and other multi-disciplinary engineering skills
including CAD and vehicle dynamics

• An organised and methodical approach to work

HR25051701 – AERODYNAMICS PERFORMANCE ENGINEER

We are looking for an experienced Engineer to join the Aerodynamics Performance Group in our highly
successful Formula One team.

This exciting opportunity will primarily involve supporting our Race Team through the analysis of track, wind
tunnel and CFD data as well as contributing to the development of new analysis tools and methodologies.
Other activities may include attendance at test events, advising on development directions, pre-event setup
optimisation and management of aerodynamic datasets.

We are looking for candidates with a thorough understanding of the principles of Aerodynamics and
their application to Formula One, supported by an excellent degree in either Aerodynamics or Aerospace
Engineering. A flexible approach and good communication skills are essential along with a desire to deliver
results under pressure to tight deadlines.

The ideal candidate will have had exposure to wind tunnel and CFD development and be able to demonstrate
experience of data analysis tools and techniques. Previous experience in an Aero Performance role and a
grasp on the fundamentals of Vehicle Dynamics will be a distinct advantage.

To apply for these vacancies please visit www.redbullracing.com

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATIONS – SUNDAY 11TH JUNE 2017

What can we offer you?

Not only is this a fantastic role, it is also a fantastic team to work for. A good salary is just the start, there are
many other benefits too such as health care, company contributed pension, on site gym, constructors’ bonus
scheme, child care vouchers, cycle to work and of course Red Bull to see you through those extended stints!



2017 FunCupUKChampionship

2016 FunCupUKChampionship

CHAMPION (3Wins)

2016 BritCar Dunlop Endurance

Championship (1 Round)

3rd in Class

2015 VWFunCup25Hr of SpaUK

CHAMPION

2015 FunCupUKChampionship

VICE- CHAMPION (2Wins)

2014 FunCupUKChampionship 10th

2011 Citroen 2CV 24Hr

2010 Citroen 2CV 24Hr

2016 FunCupUK

Charger Award

2015 FunCupUK

Driver of the Year Award

AGE 24

NATIONALITY British

OCCUPATION Mechanical Technician
for Bentley Motors

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

CONTACT DETAILS

AWARDS

PROFILE

RESULTS

www.grahamrobertsracing.com

@GRobertsRacing

www.facebook.com/grahamrobertsracing

AFTER PLENTY OF SOLID RESULTS IN CLUB
level karting, Graham Roberts made his car
racing debut in the 2CV 24 Hour race in 2010
and contested the annual event for a second
time in 2011, finishing 17th and 15th
respectively.
In 2014, Roberts embarked on his first full

campaign of car racing in the Fun Cup UK
Championship. Roberts instantly made an
impact, setting times rivalling the top three
teams from the start and running at the front
on several occasions to finish 10th in the
championship. A year later and partnered by a
new team-mate, Roberts finished the season
strongly to claim second overall in the Fun
Cup UK Championship.
Roberts also competed in the VW Fun Cup

25Hours of Spawhere he and his fellow team-

mates went on to claim first in the UK class
and 15th overall out of more than 100 cars on
his first visit to the famous Belgium circuit.
A third season in the Fun Cup UK followed

for Roberts in 2016. After a troubled start,
Roberts and his team-mate dominated the
second half of the season to become 2016 Fun
CupUKChampions.
Roberts also made a one-off appearance in

the Britcar Dunlop Endurance Championship,
finishingthird inclassdrivingaChevronGR8GT4.
Graham Roberts returns to the Fun Cup

UK Championship in 2017, whilst in parallel
seeking further opportunities to move his
racing career forward. Roberts’s natural speed
and consistency means he is definitely one to
watch as he aims to venture into GT racing in
the near future.

A D V E R T O R I A L

Graham Robe r t s
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United Autosports Ligier JSP3
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BRDC F3 rivals Ahmed
and Sowery (51) are
among finalists for
LMP3 prize
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C L U B A U T O S P O R T
NATIONAL RACING l HISTORICS l HILLCLIMB l TRACK TESTS l FEATURES

UNITED AUTOSPORTS HAS REVEALED
a list of 10 candidates for its LMP3 Cup
Young Driver Prize after there were over
100 applications for the scheme.

The Anglo-American outfit announced
it would offer a fully funded outing in
the new LMP3 Cup season finale at
Donington Park on September 16/17,
after the first round of the season
(Autosport, April 27), to one of
the shortlisted young drivers. The
winner will be selected by a public vote.

They will then share a third Ligier
JSP3 in the team’s stable with an
as-yet-unnamed celebrity driver.

The shortlist of selected drivers
includes those with backgrounds
and current racing programmes in
single-seaters, tin-tops and sportscars.

Standout names in the final selection
include BRDC British Formula 3 points
leader Enaam Ahmed and fellow
competitors Toby Sowery and Callan
O’Keeffe, Euroformula Open leader
Harrison Scott, and British GT4 drivers
Sandy Mitchell and Scott Malvern.

The original competition had stated
that a final shortlist of six drivers would
be announced, but that was increased to
10 by the judging panel – Chris Haynes,
head of series organiser Bute Motorsport,
United Autosports team principal Richard
Dean and Joe Henderson, chief executive
of series title sponsor Henderson

Insurance – following the number
of contenders vying for the seat.

All 10 finalists will now be put
to an online public vote, driven by
social media campaigns by each driver.
The winner will be announced at the
penultimate LMP3 Cup round at
Snetterton on August 12/13.

FinalistsforLMP3prizedriveannounced
LMP3CUP

THE FINAL 10

DRIVER SERIES/EVENT

EnaamAhmed BRDCBritishFormula3

StephaneKox EuropeanGT4Series

ScottMalvern BritishGT4

SandyMitchell BritishGT4

DanielO’Brien GTCup

CallanO’Keeffe BRDCBritishFormula3

HarrisonScott EuroformulaOpen

AlexSedgwick Dubai24Hour

BradleySmith Radical racer

TobySowery BRDCBritishFormula3
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Pattison is now
up to second in
the Clio points
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CLUB AUTOSPORT/NEWS

RENAULT UK CLIO CUP DRIVER LEE
Pattison has successfully appealed against the
decision to exclude him from the results of
the second race at Donington Park last month,
and has now been awarded the race victory.

WDE driver Pattison had been leading the
early part of the race until he was punted
out of the lead at Coppice by team-mate
Paul Rivett, who had made a mistake as
torrential rain began to fall.

The race was red-flagged with Pattison in the
gravel and Rivett was awarded the win as he was
able to make it back to the pits under his own
steam. But Pattison appealed the decision to
consider him as a retirement because he got out
of his car when told there was a red flag and had

no chance to attempt to get back to the pits. The
MSA National Court ruling means he has now
been awarded the victory and moves to second
in the points, 37 behind leader Mike Bushell.

Chair of the MSA panel Guy Spollon said in
his report: “There is no definition of the words
‘under one’s own power’ and there is certainly
nothing that we can find that dictates that
a vehicle should actually be moving at the
critical time. The evidence of the Appellant
was critical in that he indicated very clearly
that prior to having any chance to try and
drive out of the gravel, he had been told
‘red flag’ and turned his engine off.
“Although the Appellant in practice may have

had difficulty in extricating his car from the

gravel, it seems that he was on notice of a
red flag before he had the chance to try. The
Appellant had not abandoned his car nor had
he turned off the engine prior to the red flag.”

Pattison is the third different winner of the
Donington race as Max Coates was initially
deemed the victor before Rivett was reinstated.

l Michelin Clio Cup race winner Sam Randon
will join the Renault UK Clio Cup grid at
Croft next weekend, driving for Westbourne
Motorsport. The 22-year-old finished third in
the Michelin Clio standings last season with
Westbourne and will now graduate to the TOCA
category, but a limited budget meant he was
unable to compete in the first four rounds.

Court ruling hands back Pattisonwin

CENTURY MOTORSPORT
has begun its search for
drivers to return Ginetta
GT3 cars to the British
GT grid after both of its
American drivers opted
to quit the series.
Both Parker Chase

and Harry Gottsacker
chose to withdraw from
Ginetta’s factory-backed
GT3 programme ahead
of last weekend’s third
round of the campaign
at Snetterton.
Autosport understands

that a combination of the
logistics of commuting
from the USA for races

and a lack of initial
on-track results were
behind their withdrawal.
Century did not field

either of the G55 GT3s
in Norfolk, with team
head Nathan Freke,
who shared one car
with Gottsacker,
stepping back into GT4.
Freke said: “It just

didn’t work out with
Parker and Harry,
so they’ve decided
to pursue other
opportunities.
“They’re still going

to work with Ginetta,
just not in British GT.”

ChampEllis and
Barwick returnGinetta driverswithdraw fromBritish GT

OPTIMUM MOTORSPORT WILL RUN TWO
cars in British GT’s next round at Silverstone,
with series champion Bradley Ellis and Adrian
Barwick joining the team.
The team will enter a second GT4 machine

in the three-hour Silverstone 500 showpiece
on June 10/11, with Ellis and Barwick returning
in a Ginetta G55 to run alongside regulars
Graham Johnson and Mike Robinson, who
won last year’s GT4 title.
Ellis, who took the outright British GT title

in 2007 alongside Alex Mortimer in an RPM
Dodge Viper, and Barwick have contested
sporadic British GT rounds in recent seasons.

The pair made their most recent outing
with Twisted Team Parker at Snetterton
in August last year.

BRITISHGT
BRITISHGT

RENAULTUKCLIOCUP
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Pursuing Skelton
waited six decades
for Brands win

Spirit of the Race
Ferrari benefited
at Rockingham
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GRID SPLIT PLANNED FOR 7 SERIES IN ’18
Organisers of the 7 Series plan to split the 1600 andR300
classes into two separate fields in 2018 after a capacity
grid at Silverstone this year featured 47 cars. The start
of lastweekend’s races atOultonPark featured a split
procedure,with 1600 cars taking the start after the R300s.

KELLY F3 CUP REPORT CORRECTION
In theMay 18 issue of Autosport, our SnettertonMSVR
meeting report said that ShaneKelly’s F3 Cuppoints lead
had reduced. In fact, his advantage increased from12
points to 18.We apologise for the error. The next round
of the season takes place at Silverstone thisweekend.

FANNIN AND SIMS IN M25 RECORD BID
Jody Fannin andAlexander Simswill formpart of a team
piloting aBMW i8 thisweekend in an attempt to set the
record for the longestdistance travelled in24hourson the
M25, raisingmoney for charities. Teamswill aim to get as
close to the theoreticalmaximumdistance of 1680miles.

SIMPSON, 750 FORMULA BACK AT CROFT
750 Formula returned to Croft for the first time in almost
41 years at theweekend,with veteranBobSimpson
the only driver on the entry list for bothmeetings.
Unfortunately, he could notmatch his podium from
October 1976, securing a best result of sixth.

LANCIA 037 DEBUTS AFTER 18-YEAR BUILD
After an 18-year build, Richard Siffleet debuted his
Lancia 037 at the Classic Sports Car Club’s Silverstone
Spectacularmeeting. Running aGroupB rally-inspired
Martini Livery, the road-legal Lancia competed in the
Special Saloons andModsports series. Althoughnot an
original 037, Lancia has recognised the car as official.

HAYEK MISSES SNETT RACES AFTER CRASH
Double R’s HarryHayekmissed lastweekend’s BRDC
British F3 races at Snetterton after a crash in Friday
practice. The Australianwent off at Riches in the second
half-hour, bringing the session to an end, and sustained
a crackedT1vertebra.Hewas taken tohospital inNorwich
andwas expected to undergo surgery on Tuesday.

IN BRIEF

VETERANRACER TONY SKELTON
waited 60 years for his second
outright racewin on home
ground at Brands Hatch, six
decades to themonth from
the first –which he scored
in a Formula 3 Cooper.
Driving his potent Renault

Clio in a non-championship

Tin Tops race onMonday,
the 81-year-old from
Canterbury overcame an
off-circuitmoment and extra
time at a standstill during
his compulsory pitstop,
imposed to reflect the car’s
qualifying speed, towin.
The race alsomarked

Skelton’s first time in the car
on treaded tyres, whichwere
required by event regulations.
Skeltonwas a classwinner

and second overall behind Rod
Birley (leading below) on his
more familiar slicks in the day’s
qualifying round for BARC
Modified Saloons .

TeamBRITduo inBrandsone-off

Skeltongets first Brandswin in 60 years

Track limitspenaltychange forGTs

TEAM BRIT CONTINUED PREPARATIONS
for its entry in the Fun Cup 25 Hours at Spa
with a guest entry at Brands Hatch onMonday.
The Fun Cup car was driven by Andy Searle

and TonyWilliams, both armed service
personnel who suffered injuries while serving
in Afghanistan. They finished 12th in the Tin
Tops race and Searle drove to 11th in Allcomers
– the pair having gained outstanding
signatures on their licences in the process.
Williams said: “The main thing we had to

focus on is that Andy’s a double amputee and
I’m paralysed in one leg and getting the car in
its optimum seating position so he can jump
out and I can hop in. Communication and
encouraging each other is important for us.”

Searle added: “We’ve done quite a few
track days and we’re confident we’ve got
the pitstops sorted now.

“I can get in the car very easily as I don’t
have my legs, so I don’t have to get them over
the bars, or get comfortable or anything.”

A NEWTRACK LIMITS PENALTY SYSTEM
was trialled by British GT at Snetterton
last weekend.
In the second round at Rockingham in April,

the Spirit of Race Ferrari was waved past the
safety car and gifted a big lead, because a ‘live’
time penalty meant that it was not leading,
even though it was ahead on the road.
The issues stemmed from the way that

the MSA’s rules are written, stating that the
safety car must pick up the de facto race
leader and any cars between it and the leader

must be waved through (see Autosport,May 4).
At Snetterton, officials announced

that track limits penalties will now only
be applied at the chequered flag to avoid
confusion in the race order.

British GT Championship manager
Benjamin Franassovici said: “From now on,
cars and team managers will be notified
that they have any penalty, and that penalty
will be indicated on the timing screens,
but won’t be applied until the car reaches
the chequered flag.”

FUNCUP

MSCC

BRITISHGT



Carswill need to
be further apart
on rolling starts
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AhlersandParsonsshareMorganChallengespoilsatBrandsHatch
KEITH AHLERS AND FAR-
travelled Scot Tim Parsons won
a pair of Morgan Challenge
races at amuggy Brands Hatch
Bank Holidaymeeting.
Ahlers’ Plus 8 lappedmost

of the field, headed by Russell
Paterson – another long-
distance competitor.
Parsons, who had a

round-trip ofmore than 1000
miles from Fort William, was

rewardedwith a comfortable
win in his 4/4 Supersport in
the race for less potent cars.
He beat Phillip St Clair
Tisdall’s Plus 8.
All the Morgan classes

combined for a later race with a
sealed handicap. This was won
on the road by Philip Goddard,
who dropped to third behind
spinner Russell Paterson and
his son Elliot (ARV6), who both

finishedwithin Goddard’s
10s jump start penalty. Elliot
Patersonwon on handicap.
Elsewhere, Rod Birley (Ford

Escort) added to his long list
of wins with outright victories
in a Modified Saloons race
and an allcomers’ outing, plus
a class success with Jonathan
Bevan in the Honda Integra
they shared in the non-
championship Tin Tops race.

LEADING RGB
manufacturer Spire
Sports Cars unveiled its
first ever front-engined
car at Croft last weekend,
with RichardWebb giving
it two class wins on its
debut outings.
The GT-F had

done just a handful
of shakedown laps at
Rockingham a fortnight
earlier, and the pre-event
test at Croft. Webb
finished sixth overall in
both races in Yorkshire.
“All components

apart from the chassis
are identical,” said Spire
boss Paul Nightingale.
“Themain change is
that the engine is
where the driver is in
a rear-engined car, but
the weight distribution
is very similar.”
Nightingale intended

for the construction
to be a one-off to
demonstrate the
potential of a front-
engined design in the
championship, which is
dominated by rear-
engined cars, but has
already received interest
from drivers andmay
have to extend the run.
MNR also revealed a

new front-engined design
for DavidWatson, the
LMP F17, which took
second in class in the
first race after suffering
pushrod issues through
testing and qualifying.

FRONT-
ENG IN ED
SP I R E I N
RGB DEBUT

RGB

PORSCHECARRERACUPGB

A NUMBER OF TWEAKS TO THE PORSCHE CARRERA
Cup GB’s rolling start procedure will be made ahead of
the series’next British round at Snetterton following
the multi-car pile-up at Oulton Park last month.
Tom Oliphant and Tio Ellinas made contact at Old

Hall in the first race in Cheshire, which caused chaos
behind and forced nine drivers into retirement. The
incident led to some drivers questioning whether
rolling starts should be used at the venue.
Now, the organiser say that changes will be made to

starts, including a slower end to the green flag lap and
bigger gaps between the two columns of cars.

“We have looked at the whole rolling start procedure
and there are a few things we are going to introduce at
the next TOCA round at Snetterton [on July 29/30],” said
Porsche GB motorsport manager James MacNaughton.
“We will ask the safety car to reduce the speed to a set

speed for the very last part of the green flag lap. That will

help to control the speed of the cars as they come up
to the rolling start.
“Also, the two lead cars now have to pass over the

standing start grid slots. That means there will be a
much bigger gap between the inside wall and the cars,
and a bigger gap between cars as well and that will help.

“We will also remind drivers that in the regulations it
states cars must be five metres apart for a rolling start. It’s
difficult to judge but the clerk of the course can be talking
to the starter and abort the start [if the cars are too close].”
MacNaughton added that the series was fully committed

to keeping rolling starts and that it was the drivers and
teams that originally suggested they were introduced, to
help reduce the wear on the car’s clutch and driveshaft.
“We are not going to stop rolling starts – it’s a

very important skill for people if they are going into
sportscars,”he said.“This will hopefully go some
way to finding a solution.”

TweakstoCarreraCupstarts
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ByMarcus Pye, the voice of club racing
@autosport

HUMBLE PYE/CLUB AUTOSPORT

A DAY AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
Chelsea Flower Show in London brought relaxation in the
run-up to last weekend’s Masters Historic Festival at Brands
Hatch. There, the magical sound of Ford Cosworth DFV engines
was a magnet for fans – a very different kind of classical music
to the masterpieces I have enjoyed since I saw Jack Brymer
playing Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto in my teens and have
long found shrink the miles on journeys to and from events.
Ron Maydon’s Masters organisation and Jonathan Palmer’s

MSV team had clearly worked hard to attract enthusiasts to
the annual showpiece, which was buzzing. The car park was
filling fast at 0800 on Sunday and record numbers of classics
were assembled inside, from Alvis to Ultima via early Land
Rovers. This gave the event a special feel even before fans
enjoyed racing for cars of the 1950s to the ’80s on the Grand
Prix circuit, which Saturday’s GT race winner Michael Gans
described as “the best in the world”. Fifty years since the
DFV’s triumphant debut in the ’67 Dutch GP, a lunchtime
demo brought non-competing F1 cars on track, while Jim
Clark’s Zandvoort-winning Lotus 49 R2 was on static display
with Graham Hill’s ’68 and ’69 Monaco-winning 49B.

I have been going to Brands since 1964, the year its long
circuit opened, but Lola cars have been winning all my life.
Eric Broadley built the Mk1 prototype in ’58, when I was born,
thus news of his passing on Sunday, at the age of 88, saddened
me. That morning I’d witnessed the first Lola, 600 DKJ, bat
well above its weight in the Stirling Moss Trophy race, when
Keith Ahlers and Billy Bellinger raced the sleek aluminium-
bodied roller skate to third behind a Lister-Jaguar and a Lotus 15.

My love for Lolas accelerated in the 1970s when I saw
sports-prototypes in BARC clubbies – including Jeremy Lord’s
Minilite T280-DFV and the two-litre Group 6 cars of Martin
Raymond and Tony Birchenhough’s Dorset Racing team,
driven by (pseudonymmed Pole) Lee Kaye – and at Brands
Hatch’s European championship round. By then, quiet Bob
Marston and future legends John Barnard and Patrick Head
were evolving Broadley’s initiatives. I also followed Formula
5000 avidly, when Brian Redman landed three straight US
championships in T330 and T332 chassis.
I’ve driven 20-plus Lola types, including an FF2000 T580 I

bought for £1750 and the T332 co-owned with Simon Hadfield.
My racing experience spans Mk1 (John Clark’s car, shared
with him and Alasdair McCaig at Spa in 2002), ex-John
Surtees Mk4 (Duncan Dayton car, with shrieking Climax
V8 engine on Silverstone’s GP circuit in 1999), DonWood’s
stunning T294-BDG at Donington in ’90, F5000 T330, T332
and T400, Sports 2000 T492 and FF1600 T540, not forgetting
a 3.5-litre Cosworth DFZ-powered T91/50 in a BOSS Formula
event at Thruxton in ’96. I’ve never driven faster. Runs in
T70 Mk3 and Mk3B, T210-FVC, DFV-engined sportscars
and an F5000 T430 add so many more great memories.
In the open class era, serious manufacturers built cars for

everything considered viable, Lola was top of the tree. From
Formula Ford to Indycars, tiny sportscars to high-downforce
prototypes, the yellow-badged cars generally excelled.
Competitors and enthusiasts everywhere will join me in
thanking Eric Broadley for designing, building and overseeing
some iconic cars, and his outstanding contribution to racing.

Classical DFVmusic
and Lolamemories

CLARKE’S ROVER DEBUT THWARTED
Oil pressure problemsprecluded veteranTWR
engineer KenClarke from racing theRover Vitesse
hebuilt for Steve Soper in 1983 in lastweekend’s
Historic TouringCar races at BrandsHatch. The
beautifully presentedmachinewasoneof two
SD1debutants,MartinOverington/GuyStevens
bagging two top six finishes in their example.

HADFIELD’S HAWKE IMPRESSES
Stunningly restored in a radar-cheating matt
black livery, James Hadfield’s 1971 Hawke DL2
turned heads first time out at Brands Hatch last
Sunday. “It wasCanadian importer GaryMagwood’s
car andwe’ve talked,” saidHadfield,whoqualified
fourth for the Tony Brise Trophy Classic event
and salvaged 10th after a nightmare start.

JONES SECOND IN JAGUAR D-TYPE
Thirty-four years after he won the Champion of
Brands Formula Ford title, Karl Jones partnered
Jaguar D-type owner Ben Eastick to a thrilling
second place in Sunday’s RAC Woodcote Trophy
race at the Kent circuit where his career started.
The Welshman went on to race a Ford Sierra
Cosworth RS500 in the BTCC’s forerunner.



Keen/Minshaw stormed
to victory in R1, but
short stop penalty
cost them a double

Aston pair Adam/Johnston
trailed Lambo but inherited R2 win
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HISTORY HAS A FUNNY WAY OF
repeating itself. Last weekend’s British
GT at Snetterton was so nearly a repeat
of 2016 – almost down to the most
minute detail.

Phil Keen and Jon Minshaw just love
that place. They must do. Last year, they
won both single-hour British GT sprint
races against all odds, and this year they
came within a whisker of doing exactly
the same again. And by a whisker –
we’re talking about 0.3 seconds.

That was the defining margin that
ultimately wrecked their perfect run
when the Barwell team fractionally
mistimed their pitstop release and
earned the lead car a drivethrough
penalty that handed race two victory
to the TF Sport Aston Martin team
and reigning champions Jonathan
Adam and Derek Johnston.

TF should have won the race anyway,
had it not been for an almost spooky
recurrence of pitstop problems that
cost it time for a second year running.
Once again, history repeated itself,
but this time TF was let off the hook.

The story of the entire weekend
revolved around the two Barwell
Lamborghinis, and how close anybody
else could get to them. Keen and
Minshaw topped both practice sessions
by sizable margins, leading some rival
team bosses to declare the race results
before the racing had even started.

One said: “They’ve got the balance
of performance in the Lambo so wrong
it’s laughable. The car is running away
with races in Blancpain and it’s now
doing the same here.”

But speaking to the team directly
gave a different story. Barwell boss Mark
Lemmer explained that the performance
had come from hard work in testing to
get the most from the new-construction
Pirelli tyres for this year, and on

with warmer temperatures (above
30C on-track in most sessions)
over the weekend playing havoc with
the balance of its Vantages, to the extent
that the team was chasing set-up and
changing springs almost every session
to find a happy medium. Both Johnston/
Adam and Mark Farmer/Jon Barnes were
plagued by understeer in qualifying
and the first race. But it could have
been worse – they could have been in
Bentleys, which really dislike Snetterton.

“This track is graded in the BoP in
the same category as Silverstone. But
it’s nothing like Silverstone in that
there’s no fast, flowing stuff,”said
Stuart Parker, whose team runs two
Continentals for Rick Parfitt Jr/Seb
Morris and Ian Loggie/CallumMacLeod.

“We’re boost limited here, and the
warm weather hurts us in that area
anyway.We can’t get out of the slow
stuff fast enough.We’re racing for
third at best this weekend.”

Those troubles left only one car to
challenge Minshaw/Keen, and that was
the Macmillan Aston of Silver-Silver
pairing Jack Mitchell and James
Littlejohn. Mitchell shone in qualifying
to steal pole for race one and built a solid
lead of 14 seconds in the opening stint as
Minshaw held a comfortable second but,
with an extra five seconds to serve in the
pits, Macmillan was up against it. Then
there was the matter of Keen readying
to hop into a fresh-tyred Lambo.

Littlejohn took the car over with seven
seconds in hand, but it wasn’t to last, as

Pitstoppenaltybrings an
end toLambodoublebid

SNETTERTON
BRITISHGT MAY27-28

familiarising amateur driver Jon
Minshaw with the car more. British
GT success is often measured on the
strength of the amateur driver, and
Minshaw is comfortably at the top
of the pecking order this year.
Keen himself suggested the Huracan

and Snetterton were well paired, saying:
“This track is perfect for us. It’s
stop-start and being mid-engined
we have the grip and traction to get
out of the slow stuff well. That’s
where the difference is.”
While Barwell thrived, its rivals had

issues. TF endured a testing weekend,
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Middleton (l) and
Tregurtha were
GT4 victors
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Keen eroded the lead by 1.5 seconds per
lap before scything ahead at Williams.
Sam Tordoff also demoted Littlejohn
late on to secure a one-two for Barwell
and assert the Lambo’s dominance.

Having managed only fifth in race one,
Johnston/Adam were hoping for more
in the second. TF fitted stiffer springs
to the rear to calm the car down, and it
worked to an extent, but the pair still
couldn’t live with Keen and Minshaw.

Keen bolted away from pole knowing he
would have to serve an extra 10 seconds in
the pits for his race one win. He managed
to earn almost all of that back in the first
stint, so it would be close.

Keen and Adam pitted at the same
time, with the Lambo needing the longer
stop. But that penalty was negated when
Johnston was delayed leaving his pitbox
when a GT4 Ginetta stalled behind him.
It was torrid luck, and handed Minshaw
back the lead; the double was on – but
only briefly before Barwell was pinged
with a drivethrough for that short stop.
Advantage back to the Vantage.

The resulting win marked Johnston
and Adam’s first since Rockingham in
May last year and moves them into
third in the points.“We lucked into
that one,”admitted Adam.

Both races brought issues for the
Bentleys. Parfitt/Morris finished fourth
in race one but were put back to seventh
for cutting 0.1s off their pitstop – and
as the penalty was post-race, it had to
be 30 seconds. Morris then copped a
drivethrough at the start of race two

for contact with Matt Griffin’s Ferrari off
the start. They recovered to fourth, but it
was a disappointing weekend. A puncture
and a total loss of drive in race two ruined
Loggie/MacLeod’s weekend.

HHC came agonisingly close to doing
the double in two tight GT4 races, but
the team had its run ended by a rare
Will Tregurtha mistake.
Ginetta Junior graduates Tregurtha and

Middleton have been a revelation since
moving to endurance racing. They won
last time out at Rockingham and looked
unstoppable in race one. Tregurtha’s long
first stint earned back most of their pit
success penalty, allowing Middleton to
rejoin on fresh tyres and hunt down David
Pittard’s Lanan Ginetta to steal the win.
Joe Osborne was the star of race two,

leading the entire first stint from pole
to hand his McLaren over to David
Pattison with an 18-second buffer.With
typical Osborne luck, though, a brief
safety car eliminated that and Pattison
fell prey to Sandy Mitchell’s McLaren
and Tregurtha on the restart.
Tregurtha then tried a move for the

lead around the outside of Coram, only
to get crossed up under braking and slide
into the lapped G55 of SamWebster at
Murrays. The frontal damage then led
to Tregurtha skating off at Riches and
hitting the barriers.
Mitchell brought the car home to

secure his and Ciaran Haggerty’s first
win of the campaign, ahead of Alex
Reed/Pittard and Pattison/Osborne.
ROBLADBROOK

RACE1 (32 LAPS) 1 JonMinshaw/
Phil Keen (Lamborghini Huracan
GT3); 2 LiamGriffin/SamTordoff
(Lamborghini HuracanGT3) +3.860s;
3 JackMitchell/James Littlejohn
(AstonMartin VantageGT3); 4 Lee
Mowle/RyanRatcliffe (Mercedes-AMG
GT3); 5 Derek Johnston/Jonny Adam
(AstonMartin VantageGT3); 6 Duncan
Cameron/Matt Griffin (Ferrari 488
GT3). Fastest lapKeen 1m48.498s
(98.50mph).PoleMitchell.Starters 10.
RACE2 (31 LAPS) 1 Johnston/Adam;
2 L Griffin/Tordoff +9.143s; 3Mark
Farmer/JonBarnes (AstonMartin
VantageGT3); 4 Rick Parfitt Jr/Seb
Morris (Bentley Continental GT3);
5Mitchell/Littlejohn; 6Minshaw/Keen.
FLKeen 1m49.018s (98.03mph).
PKeen.S 10.POINTS 1Minshaw/
Keen101; 2 Parfitt/Morris 77.5;
3 Johnston/Adam74; 4 LGriffin/
Tordoff 69; 5 Cameron/MGriffin 61;
6Mitchell/Littlejohn 55.5.

GT4 (BOTH30LAPS)1Will Tregurtha/
StuartMiddleton (GinettaG55GT4);
2 Alex Reed/David Pittard (Ginetta G55
GT4) +1.483s; 3 SandyMitchell/Ciaran
Haggerty (McLaren 570SGT4); 4 Adam
Balon/AdamMackay (McLaren 570S
GT4); 5Will Moore/Matt Nicoll-Jones
(AstonMartin VantageGT4); 6 Graham
Johnson/Mike Robinson (Ginetta
G55GT4). FLMiddleton 1m58.914s
(89.88mph).PReed.S 17.
RACE2 1SMitchell/Haggerty;
2 Reed/Pittard +11.691s; 3 David
Pattison/JoeOsborne (McLaren 570S
GT4); 4 Balon/Mackay; 5 Johnson/
Robinson; 6Nick Jones/ScottMalvern
(Porsche CaymanClubsport GT4).
FLTregurtha 1m58.650s (90.08mph).
POsborne.S 17.POINTS
1Middleton/Tregurtha 92.5; 2 Reed/
Pittard 83; 3Mitchell/Haggerty 73;
4 Johnson/Robinson 70.5; 5 Balon/
Mackay 57; 6 Akhil Rabindra/Dean
Macdonald (McLaren 570SGT4) 38.

RESULTS



Ahmedwas in fine form
again at Snetterton,
adding twomore wins
to his 2017 tally

New boy Cane
withstood pressure to
win on second start
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ticked by on his way to yet another win
at the scene of his Autumn Trophy
triumph last October.
The weekend was undoubtedly

Sowery’s strongest of the year, with
runner-up spot in race three marking his
best result so far and backing up a podium
from a day earlier – but you wouldn’t
have known it looking at his face.
“Two people in front have extended

their lead [in the championship],”he
said after Saturday’s first race.“It’s a
good result, but [not] in terms of the
championship. I’m quite disappointed.”
Race one was his only real sniff of a

win, but that was another that ultimately
went Ahmed’s way. A strong launch from
third drew Sowery level with second-
place starter Ahmed, and a gutsy move
by the McLaren Autosport BRDC Award
finalist around the outside of Riches
was rewarded as he snatched second.

Satisfaction with that move was soon
extinguished, though, as Ahmed had
made his way back through before the
end of the first lap with a move through
Coram and into Murrays inspired by a
champion of British F3’s predecessor.
“I sawWill Palmer overtake there in

BRDC F4 two or three years ago – I
watched it on YouTube last night – and
I just thought I’ll go for it,” said Ahmed.

That still left Ahmed in second, and an
error from Pull – who understeered as he
got onto the power while heading for the

Bentley straight and lost momentum –
handed Ahmed too good an opportunity
to refuse as he swept past into the lead.
A safety car called to recover Chris
Dittmann Racing driver Omar Ismail’s car
negated an already handsome lead Ahmed
had managed to build, but the teenager
lost no focus on the restart and romped
to a secure win ahead of Pull and Sowery.

But while Ahmed moved into a
commanding lead overall with yet more
emphatic wins, he wasn’t the only driver
in the spotlight over the weekend.

Jordan Cane’s name generated hype in
announcing a deal to join the British F3
grid last September, but caught plenty out
when it was announced last week that he
would make his debut with Douglas
Motorsport instead of Hillspeed with
Cliff Dempsey Racing (Autosport,May 25).

But while emotions ran higher than
usual off-track, Cane did his talking
on it and shocked the paddock with a
sensational performance in race two.
Frustrated after qualifying ninth on
Saturday morning, Cane only advanced
one place in the first race – but that
crucially handed him pole for the
reversed-grid encounter.
He might have been forgiven for any

pre-race nerves, but Cane showed no
signs of them as he stuck his elbows out
at the start, fending of Cameron Das
through Riches and gamely hanging on
to the lead by running around the outside
through Turn 3, before sealing the lead at
Agostini. As big a test as that was, it was
the extent of the challenge to 16-year-old
Cane who held Das and team-mate
Callan O’Keeffe at bay to secure
a win in only his second F3 race.
Cane looked somewhat shell-shocked

as he waited to step onto the podium
afterwards, but on the evidence of his
performance across the weekend it’s
a situation he shouldn’t have too
much trouble getting used to.
JACKCOZENS

DOMINATION (NOUN). THE EXERCISE
of power or influence over someone
or something, or the state of being so
controlled. See also: control, command,
mastery, supremacy, Enaam Ahmed.
It’s true that in each of the three BRDC

British Formula 3 meetings so far this
season, Ahmed has fallen a per cent or
two shy of perfection. But judging the
rest of the field by those same strict
standards, it would be fair to say that
Ahmed has well and truly blitzed them.
Two victories – both taken comfortably

– at Snetterton take his tally for the
season to six wins (from a possible nine).
To put that into some context in the
second year since British F3’s rebirth,
the five wins achieved by Ricky Collard
and Toby Sowery respectively last year
were the best anyone could muster.
With that in mind, domination is about
the only word suitable to describe the
17-year-old’s start to 2017.
No more exhibitive of his attributes

was Ahmed than in the weekend’s final
race. Sixth place was the limit of his
advancement (two positions) in race two,
but he used a handy window between
fifth-placed Sowery and Jamie Chadwick
in seventh to drop back periodically and
blitz the fastest lap of either of the first
two races – the means by which he
secured pole for Sunday’s finale.

Ahmed would go unheaded in that
final race, although he was given his
sternest challenge of the weekend by
Lanan’s resurgent Sowery. Having
launched well from pole, Carlin man
Ahmed was stalked through the opening
half of the race by Sowery as Ahmed
bedded in new left-hand tyres on his first
few laps. To the naked eye, Sowery got
close, and indeed was able to move to
within six-tenths of the lead at the
mid-race distance, but after Ahmed had
brought his tyres up to temperature while
“managing the pace”, the gap between
him and Sowery only grew as the laps

AhmeddoublesupasCaneshines
SNETTERTON
BRDCBRITISHF3 MAY27-28



Smith Sr smiles
for the camera after
he and son Brett
share the podium

Crees scored
GRDC+ hat-trick

Walton took belated
first VAG Trophy
win in Audi TT
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RESULTS

BRDC BRITISH FORMULA 3
(ALL 10 LAPS) 1 Enaam Ahmed;
2 James Pull +2.960s; 3 Toby
Sowery; 4 Callan O’Keeffe;
5 Ben Hingeley; 6 Cameron Das.
Fastest lap Ahmed 1m44.903s
(101.88mph). Pole Pull. Starters 16.
RACE 2 1 Jordan Cane; 2 Das
+1.489s; 3 O’Keeffe; 4 Hingeley;
5 Sowery; 6 Ahmed. FL Ahmed
1m43.383s (103.38mph). P Cane.
S 16.RACE 3 1 Ahmed; 2 Sowery
+2.103s; 3 Pull; 4 Cane; 5 O’Keeffe;
6 Das. FL Ahmed 1m44.582s
(102.19mph). P Ahmed. S 16.
POINTS 1 Ahmed 241; 2 Das 197;

3 Hingeley 186; 4 Pull 179;
5 O’Keeffe 175; 6 Sowery 155.
MINI CHALLENGE (10 LAPS)
1 Jeff Smith; 2 Reece Barr +1.185s;
3 Brett Smith; 4 Max Bladon;
5 James Turkington; 6 David Grady.
FL B Smith 2m06.298s (84.62mph).
P Rob Smith. S 30. RACE 2 (8 LAPS)
1 B Smith; 2 J Smith +6.170s;
3 Grady; 4 Mark Wakefield;
5 Bladon; 6 Freddie Lee. FL B Smith
2m05.704s (85.02mph). P J Smith.
S 28.RACE 3 (10 LAPS) 1 B Smith;
2 Wakefield +7.873s; 3 R Smith;
4 Turkington; 5 Grady; 6 Stuart
Gough. FL Grady 2m06.278s
(84.63mph). P Lee. S 28.
GINETTA RACING DRIVERS CLUB +

(7 LAPS) 1Michael Crees; 2 Phil
Ingram +1.408s; 3 Jack Oliphant;
4 Rob Keogh; 5 Richard Tetlow;
6 David Holloway. FL Crees
2m18.207s (77.33mph). P Crees.
S 22. RACE 2 (5 LAPS) 1 Crees;
2 Ingram +0.846s; 3 Shawn Fleming;
4 Keogh; 5 Holloway; 6 Tetlow.
FL Ingram 2m17.171s (77.91mph).
P Crees. S 18.RACE 3 (7 LAPS)
1 Crees; 2 Ingram +0.541s; 3 Keogh;
4 Holloway; 5 Fleming; 6 Tetlow.
FL Ingram 2m17.171s (77.91mph).
P Gary Wager. S 19.
VWRACING CUP (BOTH 10 LAPS)
1 Bobby Thompson (Golf); 2 Philip
House (Scirocco) +2.516s; 3 Jamie
Bond (Golf); 4 Kieran Gordon

(Scirocco); 5 TomWitts (Scirocco);
6 Jack Walker-Tully (Scirocco).
FL Thompson 2m06.199s
(84.69mph). P Thompson. S 23.
RACE 2 1Witts; 2 Thompson
+1.566s; 3 Gordon; 4 Walker-Tully;
5 House; 6 Bond. FL Thompson
2m06.739s (84.33mph).
PWalker-Tully. S 22.
VAG TROPHY (BOTH 7 LAPS)
1 SimonWalton (Audi TT); 2 Owen
Walton (Audi TT) +1.781s; 3 Paul
Taylor (VW Golf); 4 Kenan Dole (VW
Golf); 5 Tim Docker (VW Scirocco);
6 Callum Jenkins (VW Golf).
Class winnerMartyn Culley
(SEAT Leon). FL Taylor 2m08.940s
(82.89mph). P SWalton. S 19.

RACE 2 1 BenWallace (VWGolf);
2 Taylor +0.620s; 3 Dole; 4 Docker;
5 OWalton; 6 Paul Ivens (VW
Scirocco). CW Richard Morgan
(VW Golf). FL Taylor 2m07.994s
(83.50mph). PWallace. S 18.
GINETTA RACING DRIVERS’ CLUB
(BOTH 6 LAPS) 1 TomGolding;
2 Tom Sibley +1.829s; 3 Graeme
Bishopp; 4 Dimitri Sedashev;
5 Jamie Hopkins; 6 Jimmy
Thompson. FL Golding 2m19.740s
(76.48mph). P Golding. S 17.
RACE 2 1 Golding; 2 Sibley
+0.961s; 3 Bishopp; 4 Sedashev;
5 Bill Forbes; 6 Mike West.
FL Golding 2m18.452s
(77.19mph). P Golding. S 17.

Smiths unite and take over
ITWAS A FAMILY DOMINATION AT
Snetterton as father and son Jeff and
Brett Smith shared three victories in
the Mini Challenge.

In the first race, BTCC racer Jeff
made a quick start from the second
row to sit behind polesitter Rob Smith
– unrelated – for a number of laps
until the latter suffered an alternator
failure in the first half of the race and
gifted Jeff a commanding victory.
Jeff didn’t have it his own way in the

second and third races as Brett dealt
with two starts after a lap one red flag,
caused byWill Neal and Steve King
colliding. Jeff let Brett through to
aid his championship bid as the
win gave Brett the points lead.
Starting sixth in race three, it took

Brett just two laps to power into the
lead and build up a sizeable gap over
MarkWakefield, Brett then had to
defend heavily from a recovering Rob
Smith in the closing stages – the
latter having charged from the back to
ninth in race two and pushed through
to third in the weekend’s final race.

Michael Crees carried on his good
form from the opening round of the
GRDC+ at Oulton Park to claim pole
position and a clean sweep of victories,
extending his lead at the top of
the championship. In race one, he
benefited from Phil Ingram defending
second place from both Rob Keogh
and Jack Oliphant to break the
tow and win by 1.4 seconds.

He also used Ingram as a buffer in
race two as Crees dealt with a second
race start following a three-car collision
and a red flag initiated by a spinning
Oliphant being hit by series debutant
Chloe Edwards and Karim Sekkat.
Crees was in fighting mood in race

three as he battled his way through
from eighth on the reversed-grid to
take the lead within three laps.
Bobby Thompson benefited from a

time penalty for erstwhile race leader
Jamie Bond to convert his pole position
to victory in the first VW Racing Cup
encounter, with Phil House also making
the most of track-limits penalties to
finish second, ahead of Bond. Tom

SUPPORTS MAY27-28

Witts dived up the inside of polesitter
JackWalker-Tully at Riches on the
opening lap of race two and took a
comfortable victory as Thompson,
Walker-Tully and Kieran Gordon
squabbled over second place.
Thompson ultimately claimed

the spot asWalker-Tully lost a
podium place – and his bonnet –
when Gordon squeezed his way
into third on the opening lap.
SimonWalton took his first race

victory as he claimed a breakthrough
win for the new Audi TT in the VAG
Trophy series, but an oil surge issue
that put the car into“limp home”mode
in race two denied him the opportunity
of a double. That left BenWallace to
claim his first victory of the season.

Tom Golding dominated the
Ginetta Racing Drivers’Club, taking
both victories from Tom Sibley, who
took a brace of second places.
JOEHUDSON



Lyons and Stretton
(r) were the class of
the Masters Historic
Formula 1 field
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MICHAEL LYONS ANDMARTIN
Stretton reminded a good crowd of
Brands Hatch’s glorious British Grand
Prix era as they howled 500bhp
Cosworth V8-engined cars to FIA
Formula 1 championship race victories
during last weekend’s annual Masters
Historic Festival, which celebrated 50
years of the immortal Ford-badged DFV.

Lyons, driving his Longhorn-derived
‘Williams FW07B’on a circuit he
adores, dominated Saturday’s race from
pole. After a contretemps at Druids
eliminated former champions Andy
Wolfe (Tyrrell 011) and Steve Hartley
(Arrows A4), Post-1978 title holder Nick
Padmore brought Max Smith-Hilliard’s
earlier Shadow DN5 up to second ahead
of Simon Fish’s Ensign N180.

Driveshaft failure thwarted Lyons in
Sunday’s sequel, advantaging Stretton
– in Martin Adams’Tyrrell 012, after
a grassy excursion inside Wolfe at
Paddock Hill the previous day – with
Hartley, Padmore and Fish leading the
chase. The scrap for fourth embroiled
Joaquin Folch (Brabham BT49C), Greg
Thornton (Lotus 77) and Christophe
d’Ansembourg (Williams FW07C) at its
height, while Smith-Hilliard pitted his
Fittipaldi F5A with a punctured rear tyre
after Mark Hazell’s lunge at Stirlings
resulted in his FW07 hitting the barrier,
forcing a safety car interlude.

Saturday’s 90-minute Gentlemen
Drivers Pre-’66 GT stampede lost
Martin O’Connell’s Jaguar E-type early
(off at Paddock) and polesitter Nigel
Greensall with diff failure in Karsten le
Blanc’s AC Cobra, whereupon Michael
Gans thundered to victory in his Cobra.

The American had a shock discovery
when AndyWolfe, who was to have
taken over at half-time, damaged
his thumb in the F1 incident, leaving
Gans to go it alone. A caution period
foreshortened Gans’margin of victory
over Mike Whitaker’s well-conserved
TVR Griffith and the Jag of Julian
Thomas/Calum Lockie, delayed in the
pits. Andrew Haddon overhauled Ed
Morris, anchoring John Davison’s Gold
Bug 26R clone, to win the ‘Elan’ class,
with chaser Michael Schryver’s
Shapecraft Coupe beached at Paddock.

Sunday afternoon’s FIA Masters
Sportscar race started with three laps
behind a pace car following a downpour
redolent of the venue’s 1970 BOAC
1000Km. Pit-stagger aside, Martin
O’Connell led throughout in Sandy
Watson’s Chevron B19. There were spins
aplenty on and off the drying surface,
but as Paul Gibson retired his Broadley
Lola T70, wet tyres cooked, Lincolnshire
onion farmer Robert Oldershaw (Lola
T212/c) bounced back to snatch a
splendid second from Gary Pearson

F1masteryasLyonsandStrettonwin
(who started his Lola T70 on dry-tyred
settings) and the fast-closing Michael
Gans (Lola T290).
Mike Whitaker (ex-John Surtees T70

Spyder) enjoyed passing Gibson’s coupe
en route to a class win, which came
slightly early as reds flew with Keith
Ahlers’Cooper ‘King Cobra’ backwards
in the Paddock gravel bed.

Henry Mann relayed Steve Soper
to Masters Pre-’66 Touring Car victory
in the Alan Mann Racing Mustang,
but Craig Davies’ twin was closing
when third gear stripped, forcing
abandonment. The New Zealanders
Roger Wills (Mercury Comet Cyclone)
andWarren Briggs (Mustang) squabbled
for second each side of a safety car, to
retrieve Nigel Greensall’s Cortina Lotus.

As Soper growled free, Mark Sumpter
and an overjoyed Geoff Letts (Cortinas)
joined the tin-top legend on the podium,
Wills having pulled-up with a worsening
misfire and Briggs penalised for making
a place before the green flag after the
mid-race hiatus.
Motor Racing Legends brought three

grids, its Historic Touring Car Challenge
engaging saloons of the 1970s and 1980s.
Saturday’s leg fell to Steve Dance’s
rasping Ford Capri RS2600 after Mark
Smith’s ex-Soper BMWM3 munched
its diff and a blown turbo halted Patrick
Watts’Computervision MGMetro.

BRANDSHATCH
MASTERS MAY27-28



Steve Dance bagged a
Historic Touring Car win

After Wolfe’s injury, Gans had
to race solo in Gentlemen

Drivers race – but he still won
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Soper andMannMustang
growled to Touring Carwin
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MASTERSHISTORICF1 (19 LAPS)
1Michael Lyons (‘Williams FW07B’);
2 Nick Padmore (ShadowDN5)
+9.227s; 3 Simon Fish (EnsignN180/
MN014); 4 Christophed’Ansembourg
(WilliamsFW07C); 5GregThornton
(Lotus77); 6 JoaquinFolch-Rusinol
(BrabhamBT49C).Classwinners
Padmore; IanSimmonds (Tyrrell
012-1); PaulGrant (DeTomaso505).
Fastest lapLyons1m21.080s
(108.03mph).PoleLyons.Starters24.
RACE2 (16LAPS)1MartinStretton
(Tyrrell 012); 2 SteveHartley
(ArrowsA4-4); 3Padmore; 4 Fish;
5d’Ansembourg; 6 Folch-Rusinol.
CWHartley; Padmore.FLHartley
1m22.609s (106.03mph).PLyons.S23.
MASTERSGENTLEMENDRIVERS
(44 LAPS) 1Michael Gans (AC
Cobra); 2MikeWhitaker (TVRGriffith)
+3.875s; 3 Julian Thomas/Calum
Lockie (Jaguar E-type); 4 RogerWills
(Bizzarrini 5300GT); 5 AndyWillis/Rob
Hall (Cobra); 6 CarlosMonteverde/
Gary Pearson (E-type).CWMark
Martin/AndrewHaddon (Lotus Elan
26R); Keith Ahlers/Billy Bellinger
(Morgan +4 SLR);Mark /JamesBates
(Porsche 911); Carl Richardson/Andy
Bentley (+4). FLHall 1m43.521s
(84.61mph).PNigel Greensall
(Cobra). S 36.
MASTERSHISTORICSPORTSCARS
(28 LAPS) 1MartinO’Connell
(Chevron-FVCB19); 2 Robert
Oldershaw (Lola-FVC T212) +36.986s;
3 Gary Pearson (Lola-Chevrolet T70
Mk3B); 4Michael Gans (Lola-FVC
T290); 5 JasonWright (T70Mk3B);
6Mark and JamesBates (Porsche 911
RS). Nick Pink/ScottMansell (T212).
CWPearson; Bates/Bates;Mike
Whitaker (T70Mk2 Spider); Mark/
AndrewOwen (Chevron-BMWB8).
FLGans 1m34.779s (92.42mph).
PNick Padmore (B19).S 25.
MASTERSPRE-’66 TOURINGCARS
(31 LAPS)1SteveSoper/Henry
Mann(FordMustang); 2MarkSumpter
(Ford LotusCortina) +3.398s; 3Geoff
Letts (Cortina); 4 JulianThomas/Calum
Lockie (Ford Falcon); 5WarrenBriggs
(Mustang); 6MarkHazell/Stretton
(Cortina).CWSumpter; RonMaydon/
Nick Swift (AustinCooper S).FLMann
1m48.229s (80.93mph).PMann.S 41.

HISTORICTOURINGCAR
CHALLENGE&TONYDRON
TROPHY (BOTH17LAPS) 1Steve
Dance (FordCapri); 2 AdamMorgan/
RicWood (Capri) +38.502s; 3 Charlie
Williams (Rover SD1); 4 Peter Hallford
(FordBossMustang); 5Mike Luck/
CalumLockie (BMW2002Ti); 6Martin
Overington/Guy Stevens (SD1).
CW JohnSpiers (Capri); TonyHart/
Will Nuthall (Renault 5 GT Turbo);
Steve Jones (BMWM3E30).
FLMark Smith (M3 E30) 1m41.113s
(86.63mph).P Smith.S 19.
RACE2 1Smith; 2 Dance +20.187s;
3Hallford; 4 Luck/Lockie;
5Overington/Stevens; 6 Roger and
Jack Stanford (M3 E30).CWDance;
Hall/Nuthall; Spiers. FLSmith
1m42.055s (85.83mph).PDance.S 16.
WOODCOTETROPHY (30 LAPS)
1CharlesGillett/PatrickBlakeney-
Edwards (Cooper-Jaguar T38);
2 Ben Eastick/Karl Jones (Jaguar
D-type) +1m28.065s; 3 JohnUre/
NickWigley (Cooper-Bristol T24/25);
4 Rick Bourne/MalcolmPaul
(Lotus-BristolMk10); 5 Jonathan
Abecassis (Austin-Healey 100/4);
6 Rudiger Friedrichs (Jaguar C-type).
CWUre/Wigley; Bourne/Paul;
Friedrichs;MartinMelling/RobHall
(AstonMartin DB3). FLBlakeney-
Edwards 1m48.825s (80.49mph).
PBlakeney-Edwards.S 24.
STIRLINGMOSSTROPHY (33 LAPS)
1ChrisWard (Lister-Jaguar Costin
BHL133); 2Michael Gans (Lotus 15)
+13.433s; 3 Billy Bellinger/Keith
Ahlers (LolaMk1Prototype);
4 Jurg Tobler (LolaMk1);
5 Philip Champion/SamStretton
(Lotus 11 LeMans); 6 Serge Kriknoff
(Lotus 11 S1).CWGans; Bellinger/
Ahlers; Champion/Stretton.
FLWard 1m44.234s (84.04mph).
PWard.S 15.
TONYBRISETROPHYCLASSIC
FORMULAFORD (8 LAPS)
1AdrianoMedeiros (VanDiemen
RF80); 2Michael O’Brien (Merlyn
Mk20) +11.520s; 3 TomBrown (Van
DiemenRF79); 4 RickMorris (Royale
RP26); 5Mark Armstrong (RF79);
6 Nigel Lingwood (RF80).CWO’Brien.
FLMedeiros 1m41.359s (86.42mph).
PMedeiros.S 28.

The day’s second turbo failure had
already eliminated Malcolm Harrison’s
sister car. AdamMorgan/Ric Wood
finished second in the latter’s Capri V6,
chased by CharlieWilliams in dad Chris’s
photogenic ex-Dennis Leech Rover SD1.

Amspeed’s crew repaired Smith’s M3
overnight, but even he did not expect
to be third, from the back, by Stirlings
on lap one, and leading within four.
Canadian Pete Hallford stopped his Boss
Mustang latest, thus led on“vintage
tyres”before the slick-shod Smith and
Dance reasserted their nimbler cars.
Hallford was rewarded with third when
the Rover of Chris Williams cut out
exiting the pits. John Spiers topped the
Tony Dron Trophy Group 1 division
both days in his Hermetite Capri.

Once pursuer Will Nuthall, soloing in
Barry Wood’s RGS Atalanta-Jaguar, had
been overtaken by its left front wheel at
Surtees and Carlos Monteverde’s ex-Jim
Clark Jaguar D-type conked out before
Gary Pearson could take over, guest
Charles Gillett relayed Patrick Blakeney-
Edwards to a straightforward RAC
Woodcote Trophy victory in Fred
Wakeman’s ex-Tommy Sopwith Equipe
Endeavour Cooper-Jaguar T38.

The battle behind it boiled to a photo
finish as former Brands Formula Ford
champion Karl Jones (in Ben Eastick’s
D-type) reeled in Nick Wigley (in Peter

Mann’s ex-Tony Crook Cooper-Bristol
started boldly by John Ure) and Malcolm
Paul, in whose Lotus-Bristol Mk10
Rick Bourne had led superbly for 10
laps. Jones had squeezed to the head
of the trio on Pilgrim’s Drop on the
penultimate lap, but Wigley snuck
back past, forcing Welshman Jones to
outsprint him for second over the final
200 metres, with Paul three tenths adrift.
In the later Stirling Moss Trophy set,

poleman Chris Ward (Lister-Jaguar
Costin) got more than he bargained
for in a depleted entry, Michael Gans
keeping him more than focused on his
Lotus 15 debut. The real stars, though,
were Billy Bellinger and Keith Ahlers.
Through higher corner apex speeds,

they jostled the latter’s diminutive Lola
Mk1 Prototype – built by Eric Broadley
in Bromley, just up the road towards
London in 1958 – to a brilliant third
on the day the marque founder died.

Adriano Medeiros pulverised Classic
FF1600 rivals in winning Sunday’s Tony
Brise Trophy finale on a drying track.
Only HSCC Historic championship
leader Michael O’Brien kept the Brazilian
in sight, with Tom Brown behind.
Rick Morris battled from row five to

fourth, while Simon Hadfield shot son
James’Titan from the back to seventh.
A red flag precluded further gains.
MARCUSPYE

RESULTS



Jackson (72) sealed the
win after points leader
Blackwell-Chambers
crashed out

Davidson won,
but Bearman

(behind) starred
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After starting 10th, Boston found
himself leading by the end of the third
lap and – aside from briefly slipping
behind Short – stayed there until the
finish, sealing a scintillating victory
to end an emotional week in perfect
fashion following the birth of his son.
“I did all the overtaking in the opening

two-and-a-half laps, really,”Boston said.
“Ben Short was behind me and he

suddenly thought, ‘I don’t want to follow
him, I want to overtake’.
“As soon as that happened it slowed

us up half a second and then we had a
great battle until the end of the race.
“My little Henry was here today. He

slept through the whole thing! So was my
wife – it was great that they were here.”

Boston’s performance was impressive,
but the ‘Drive of the Meeting’must be
awarded to Lochlan Bearman in the Fiesta
Junior Championship with a comeback
to second in just nine laps after starting

14th following retirement in the opener
when duelling for the lead.
He eventually finished behind Josh

Davidson, who opened up his lead at
the top of the drivers’ standings with
two untroubled victories.
Surprisingly, there was more drama

in the senior Fiesta Championship, the
red flag appearing on the first lap of
the opener after SamWatkins and Ian
Wilson collided at Brooklands, taking
out Ryan Faulconbridge in the process.

Lewis Kent went on to win ahead of
Danny Harrison before they swapped
positions in the next race, while Lee
Dendy-Sadler claimed a dominant
victory on Sunday afternoon.
While he had no trouble negotiating

traffic – impressively lapping five cars
– DuncanWilliams did in the season-
opening OSS Championship encounter.
Having built up a commanding lead in

the first half of the race,Williams found

THE BANK HOLIDAYWEATHERMAY
have disappointed, but BRSCC fans were
treated to another exciting meeting on
the Silverstone National circuit.
The sun certainly shone on Joshua

Jackson, who picked up his first ever
Group A wins in the Mazda MX-5
Championship after battling to third
in the 1A race as James Harris took
his first victory of the season.

However, as Harris and championship
leader Will Blackwell-Chambers
suffered incidents in the 2A race,
Jackson claimed a maiden victory
by just 0.101s fromMartin Tolley.

If he thought that was hard, it was
nothing compared to a frenetic 3A race
on Sunday that saw him snatch first
place from Samuel Smith on the final lap.
Harris made up for his poor run

on Saturday afternoon by winning a
gripping 3B race the next day, Patrick
Lay and Anthony Hutchins having
won the other Group B events.

The action was dramatic from the start
in the Mazda MX-5 SuperCup as four
cars retired on the first lap of their race
after a sickening collision, eliciting the
first ‘Code 60’of the meeting.
When racing resumed, Tom Roche

strolled to his second consecutive win
of the season, a streak he extended to
three later on after holding off Ben Short.

Championship leader Rob Boston had
a poor Saturday – excluded from the first
race after a collision – but hit back in
sensational style on Sunday to claim
yet another win in 2017.

MaidenMazdawin for Jackson
SILVERSTONE
BRSCC MAY27-28
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himself stuck behind traffic in the
closing stages, allowing 2015 champion
Mike Jenvey to dramatically close in.
On lap 15, Jenvey threw his car up

the inside of Brooklands to move
into the lead beforeWilliams spun
off at the same corner the following
lap, eventually finishing fifth.
Williams faced no problems in the

next two races, controlling them from
start to finish to head the drivers’ table
after the first meeting of the season.

Kevin Glover also suffered at the hands
of backmarkers in the GTi Mk5 Series as
he lost the lead of the first race to Dan
Rose, who also emerged victorious in
the final race on early Sunday evening.
They were racing in the same field as

the Mk2 Championship, George Haynes
and Chris Webb winning in the A Class
and Matthew Eccles andWilliam‘Rusty’
Laidler in the B Class.
There was also an outing for classic

cars as the HRDC ran their second
event of the year. Neil Brown’s 1958
Austin A35 Speedwell crossed the line
first in the Touring Greats and TC63
race, before Mark Halstead finished
over 40s clear in the Allstars/Academy
and A-Series Challenge.

Singer Chris Rhea was definitely not
stuck top to toe in tailbacks, making a
number of passes in the final race and
moving up that line to 10th while driving
his 1957 Morris Minor Police car.
WILLMOULTON

P84FULLRESULTS

TOM STOTEN TOOK THE LEAD OF THE
the Sports 2000 championship standings
after a thrilling battle with Michael Gibbins
in front of the spectators in the sun at
Oulton Park for the MSVR meeting.

Gibbins got the better start and led
most of the first race but Stoten remained
close to the back of his MCR, which was
suffering with oversteer.
The backmarkers didn’t help Gibbins’

cause, allowing Stoten to get alongside
him out of Knickerbrook up to Clay Hill,
before Gibbins shut the door into Druids.

When they started the final lap, Stoten got
a much better exit coming out of Old Hall,
which got him to the inside of Gibbins into
Cascades and allowed him to take the lead.

Gibbins made a late lunge into Hislops,
which caused him to bang wheels with
Stoten’s Gunn TS11, before they settled
their dispute on the exit of Knickerbrook.
Stoten then pulled out a gap into the final
corners to take the chequered flag.
In the second outing, it was more of the

same, with Stoten trailing Gibbins after
the latter got a better start into Old Hall.
Much of the race was spent behind the
safety car, however, due to a crash at
the back of the field between Alaric Gordon
and Rob Lacy in the Pinto class at the start.
When the race restarted, Stoten didn’t

waste time in putting pressure on Gibbins
and was able to pull a similar manoeuvre
through Cascades for the lead. Stoten again
built a gap to Gibbins after the latter lost his
dashboard display, hindering his gearshifts.
As ever, the Toyo Tires 7 Race Series

Stoten seizes
championship
lead at Oulton

featured action throughout both classes,
as Paul Thacker and local driver Richard
Ainscough shared victories in the R300
class, while Oscar Lawry and Lucy Redding
won in the 1600 class.
Ainscough led the opening laps after

starting from pole, but Thacker pulled off
a superb overtake into Cascades to take
the lead midway through.
From there, Thacker had to make use of

the backmarkers to fend off Ainscough, the
pair briefly going side-by-side in the closing
stages. But Thacker held on and took the
win ahead of Ainscough and Clive Richards,
who was also close throughout.
In the second race, Thacker started from

fifth on the grid and made his way up the
field, while Richards led in the opening
laps and Ainscough soon made a move
on Steve Day into Cascades.
Ainscough then set his sights on Richards

for the lead, eventually making a successful
move into Shell Oils for the win.

Richards meanwhile dropped to fourth
after being overtaken by Thacker, meaning
Day rounded out the top three after
Richards made a mistake on the final lap
that cost him the final podium place.

Lee Gillard took dominant double
victories in the Nippon Challenge race,
while Don Hughes won both races in the
Tricolore Trophy class. Rich Hockley was
the winner in the Multimarqes class on
both occasions. Brian Murphy rounded out
the day with both race wins in the MSVR
Allcomers championship.
RORYMITCHELL

RESULTS

SPORTS 2000 (15 LAPS) 1Tom
Stoten(GunnTS11); 2MichaelGibbins
(MCR)+0.430s; 3PaulTrayhurn (Gunn
TS11); 4DavidHoughton (MCR); 5Tim
Tudor (MCR); 6SteveWatkins (MCR).
ClasswinnersTrayhurn;Watkins;
PaulStreat (LolaT87/90); Joshua
Law(ShrikeP15).Fastest lapStoten
1m42.358s (94.68mph).PoleStoten.
Starters29.RACE2(17LAPS)
1Stoten; 2Gibbins+0.430s;
3Houghton;4GilesBillingsley (MCR);
5Tudor; 6PeterWilliams (MCR).CW
Billingsley;Watkins;Streat;MikeFry
(LolaT86/90).PStoten.FLStoten
1m42.837s (94.23mph).S24.
TOYOTIRES 7RACESERIES
(BOTH17 LAPS) 1 Paul Thacker;
2 Richard Ainscough +0.108s;
3 Clive Richards; 4 Steve Day;

5 Paul Browes; 6 Luke Browes.
CW Thacker; Oscar Lawry.
FL Ainscough 1m50.139s
(87.99mph).P Thacker. S 35.
RACE 2 1Ainscough; 2Thacker
+2.405s;3Day;4Richards;5LBrowes;
6ChrisLay.CWAinscough;Lucy
Redding.FLAinscough1m49.712s
(88.33mph).PRichards.S35.
NIPPONCHALLENGE/TRICOLORE
TROPHY/MULTIMARQUES (8 LAPS)
1LeeGillard (Subaru Impreza);
2 RichHockley (HondaCivic) +22.586s;
3DonHughes (Peugeot 306 XSI);
4 AndrewMitchell (Peugeot 205GTI);
5 TonyHunter (Renault Clio);
6NickGwinnett (Renault Clio).
CWHockley; Hughes;Mitchell; James
Breeze (Renault Clio); Kelly Brabbin
(ToyotaCelica); JonMorre (Citroen
Saxo); Carl Powell (Peugeot 206GTI);
DavidMustarde (ToyotaMR2Mk3).

FLGillard 1m56.153s (83.43mph).
PGillard.S 28.
RACE 2 (17 LAPS) 1Gillard;
2Hockley +15.401s; 3Hughes;
4 RobertWilliams (HondaCivic);
5Hunter; 6 Kevin Jones (Renault Clio).
CWHockley;Hughes;Williams;
Mitchell; Breeze; Brabbin;Mustarde;
Powell.FLGillard 1m55.972s
(83.56mph).PGillard.S26.
MSVRALLCOMERS (BOTH12 LAPS)
1 BrianMurphy (Radical SR3);
2 Bill Henderson (Radical PR6)
+1m33.736s; 3 IanMcDonald (Radical
SR1); 4 Karl Mason (Ginetta G20);
5 Peter Bramble (MGB); 6 PeterMalan
(MazdaMX-5). FLMurphy 1m39.880s
(97.02mph).PMurphy. S 6.
RACE 2 1Murphy; 2Henderson
+1m28.698s; 3McDonald; 4Mason;
5Bramble; 6Malan.FLMurphy
1m40.066s (96.84mph).PMurphy. S 6.

OULTONPARK
MSVR MAY27



Allee passed Batten
for Locost victory and
has title momentum
after two Croft wins

Cowley (r) beat Gearing
in wet 750 Formula opener
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and a reversed-grid contest – the first
man to do so in Clio 182s. Fletcher led
race one throughout, and Don de Graaff
salvaged second after suffering excessive
wheelspin from pole. Mark Balmer was
pinged three places for track limits
infringements, so Nick Garner was third.
The second race was a two-parter, with

Fletcher having made six places from
10th before a red flag. Garner led the
restart, but Fletcher capitalised on a
mistake at the hairpin to win, while
Scott Sharp had to be content with
third, having comfortably led part one.

Tom Bell (Ford Fiesta) recovered from
brake failure in qualifying to lead every
lap of the two Hot Hatch races. Debutant
Steven Sawley (Civic) applied pressure
in the first, with Phil Wright (Renault
Clio) taking up the mantle in the second.

Will Hunt (Citroen Saxo) won Class B in
the opener before dumping his car in a
field in race two and handing the honours
to Neil Stringfellow (Peugeot 205).
As reigning champion Matt Rozier

struggled to seventh and eighth with the
success ballast aboard his Classic Stock
Hatch Peugeot 205, Lee Scott’s double
propelled him into the points lead.
Martin Cayzer (Fiesta XR2i) was his main
threat but, hampered by gearbox issues,
finished second in neither contest. Steve
Groom (XR2) snatched second on the
drag to the line in race one, while Pete
Morgan (XR2) overtook Cayzer at Sunny
mid-way through the second race.

The list of two-time winners was
completed by Russell McCarthy in
the BCV8s, once he had seen off the
fast-starting Ian Prior and Neil Fowler.
RGB honours were even as Billy

Albone (Spire GT3) and Scott Mittell
(Mittell MC53) took a win each. Matt
Higginson (Spire) had the wet first race
under control before beaching his car at
Clervaux, handing Albone the initiative.
Albone had led race two until Mittell –
happier with his dry set-up – seized his
chance at the Esses. Higginson trailed,
but fared better than Snetterton winner
Paul Smith, who crashed in qualifying.

The treacherous conditions on
Saturday levelled the Sport Specials
playing field and allowed the less
powerful Class B Caterham-bodied
Locost of Charles Hall to take the
outright win, after a last-lap skirmish
with Matthew Booth. A day later, Booth

DEFENDING CHAMPION IAN ALLEE
took control of the Locost title fight with
two victories from three races at Croft.
Jack Coveney won the opener from

first-time podium finisher Oliver Batten.
Allee and closest points rival Steve
Paddock had been taking it in turns to
hassle Coveney before clashing at Sunny,
ruling Paddock out. Allee held fourth,
behind recovering poleman Ben Powney.

With no front-left brake, Coveney
finished eighth in race two, with Batten
briefly leading twice before Allee took
the lead at the hairpin on the penultimate
lap. Swapping places with Powney twice
on the final lap, Batten took second but
his car refused to fire up for race three.

Coveney climbed from row four to
head Allee at Sunny on lap two, then
scrapped with the ex-motorcycle racer.
Allee used the tow into Tower to his
advantage on the final lap, before
repelling Coveney’s advances at Sunny.
Paddock emerged to take third.

Bouncing back from engine and
gearbox issues at Snetterton, Lee Deegan
climbed from fourth to lead the first Honda
Civic Cup race by passing on the outside
of polemanMartin James at Clervaux. An
oil slick led to a red flag, with Deegan
classified first fromMark Grice and Jason
Ballantyne after points leader James was
excluded for an illegal steering column.
Grice made the most rapid progress

from row five in the reversed-grid second
race, grabbing third by the chicane. A big
moment at Sunny on lap three stymied
his hopes and elevated Deegan. Deegan
locked up into Tower and inadvertently
put Dan Reason into a half-spin, grabbing
the lead from him.Mark Higginson, who
took the points lead, followed to second.

Patrick Fletcher also won a conventional

CROFT
750MCMAY27-28

Alleegoes
clear inLocost
titlebattle



Steve Owen’s
race ended
in the field
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(MK Indy) won the dry race, with the
MEVMX150R of Stewart Mutch second.

A third place and a win was sufficient
for Ben Miloudi (Storm) to remain in
firm control of the Formula Vee title
race, but it was a familiar story for
Craig Pollard (GAC) who let a winning
opportunity slip on Saturday.“I was
pushing too hard when I didn’t need to,”
he said, after locking up at Sunny to hand
the win to AdamMacaulay. Miloudi
clung on fromMacaulay in a three-lap
dash on Sunday, after a stoppage.

Bill Cowley (Cowley MkIV) won
the wet 750 Formula race, with Robin
Gearing (Darvi P88) turning the tables
in the dry to maintain his points gap.
Mark Glover charged to third in race one
having arrived late to the back of the grid
– ironically, he had forgotten his gloves.
IAN SOWMAN

TRACK LIMITS AND THE EXCEEDING
thereof was the hottest topic at
Kirkistown last weekend, and a rash of
time penalties resulted in several races
that appeared nail-bitingly close ‘on the
road’ turning into apparent processions
when the penalties were then applied
to the final results.

Nonetheless, it proved to be an exciting
day – particularly so in the case of the
second Formula Ford 1600 race, in which
flags added a further dash of colour to
the scene on far more than one occasion.

The first encounter quickly turned into
a head-to-head between Kevin O’Hara and
Niall Murray, with O’Hara withstanding
enormous pressure to keep his nose in
front for 16 laps to cross the line just
0.38 seconds ahead of his rival.

And then the penalties for track limits
came in and the pair found themselves in
second and third places with a 15-second
penalty apiece for multiple infringements,
putting them behind Noel Robinson –
who had a mere five-second penalty to
overcome. Keith Donegan, also penalised
five seconds, placed fourth ahead of the
Pre-90 cars of Mike Todd and Alan
Davidson, the latter also suffering
as a result of a five-second penalty.

O’Hara and Murray were in battle mode
again in race two, this time with Murray
in front and Davidson in the mix, but
there was excitement behind them. The
red flags came out after three laps when
Robinson found himself on the receiving
end of a torpedo attack at Colonial,
which left him parked upside down
and in a very bad mood…

At the restart, Murray again got the
drop on O’Hara, but the pair had hardly

Murray and Robinson sharewins
as track limit penalties define races

got going before red flags came out again,
this time at the Chicane where Nicky
Gibson and Arnie Black had a tangle in
their Crossles, which left Black viewing
the world from an unfamiliar angle.
The race did run at the third attempt,

and Murray and O’Hara finally enjoyed
a penalty-free scrap which ended with
Murray scoring his second win of the
year, but only by 0.482s. Davidson’s
Pre-1990 Mondiale was third.

Formula Vee always entertains at
Kirkistown, and once again they excelled
themselves. Gavin Buckley eventually
defeated Jack Byrne in the ‘B’ class race
after they spent more than 10 laps of
the event side-by-side.
In the ‘A’ race, it was Colm Blackburn

who reached the chequered flag first
but not before some very hot and heavy
stuff involving Kevin Grogan, Dan Polley
and Stephen Morrin, which featured
the leaders arriving five-wide into
the Hairpin on several occasions.

It was tight and, after 15 hard-fought
laps, regular winner Polley had to settle for
an unfamiliar fourth-place finish, while
Grogan and Morrin completed the podium.
Jonny Forsythe scored back-to-back

victories among the Ford Fiestas, helped
by a few more track limits penalties
pushing some of his opposition back in the
results. Paul Stewart and Daniel Conlon
were the placemen in race one, while the
Agnew brothers, Stuart and Thomas,
completed the race two podium.
Once again, Jim Larkham and his Radical

blitzed a small Roadsports field, scoring
double victories ahead of the Crossles
of Paul Conn and John Benson.
RICHARD YOUNG
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RESULTS

FORMULA FORD 1600 (16 LAPS)
1 Noel Robinson (Van Diemen
J012K); 2 Kevin O’Hara (Van
Diemen RF01) +8.032s; 3 Niall
Murray (Van Diemen LA10);
4 Keith Donegan (Van Diemen
JL013K); 5 Mike Todd (Reynard
FF89); 6 Alan Davidson (Mondiale
M89S). Fastest lapMurray
1m01.696s (88.22mph).
Pole O’Hara. Starters 17.
RACE 2 (13 LAPS) 1 Murray;
2 O’Hara +0.482s; 3 Davidson;
4 James Roe (Van Diemen RF99);
5 Stephen O’Connor (Van Diemen
RF90); 6 David McCullough (Van
Diemen RF01) FLMurray 1m01.782s
(88.10mph). P O’Hara. S 17.
FORMULA VEE CLASSES B/C

(14 LAPS) 1 Gavin Buckley
(Sheane FV92); 2 Jack Byrne
(Sheane FV96) +2.046s;
3 JR Delahunt (Leastone JH002);
4 Tadgh Sharkey (Leastone JH002);
5 Brandon Polley (Sheane FV01).
FL Buckley 1m08.206s (79.80mph).
P Buckley. S 7.
FORMULA VEE CLASS A (15 LAPS)
1 Colm Blackburn (Leastone
JH002); 2 Kevin Grogan (Sheane
FV97) +0.240s; 3 Stephen Morrin
(Leastone JH004); 4 Dan Polley
(LOH Sheane); 5 Anthony Cross
(Sheane FV94); 6 Buckley.
FL Polley 1m06.914s (81.34mph).
P Blackburn. S 11.
FORD FIESTA ZETEC (BOTH
13 LAPS) 1 Jonny Forsythe;
2 Paul Stewart +8.839s; 3 Daniel
Conlon; 4 Thomas Agnew;

5 Eorann O’Neill; 6 Desi McGlade.
FL Forsythe 1m17.510s
(70.22mph). P Forsythe. S 10.
RACE 2 1 Forsythe; 2 Stuart Agnew
+2.529s; 3 T Agnew; 4 Stewart;
5 Conlon; 6 O’Neill. FL O’Neill
1m17.700s (70.05mph).
P Forsythe. S 10.
ROADSPORTS (BOTH 16 LAPS)
1 Jim Larkham (Radical
PR06); 2 Paul Conn (Crossle
47S) +3.581s; 3 John Benson
(Crossle 37S); 4 Brendan
Cunning (GMS Ford); 5 Steve
Morris (Van Dieen MS); no other
starters. FL Conn 1m01.526s
(88.47mph). P Conn. S 5.
RACE 2 1 Larkham; 2 Conn
+10.532s; 3 Benson; 4 Cunning;
no other starters. FL Larkham
1m02.599s (86.95mph). P Conn. S 4.



Two sheered wheel
studs weren’t enough
to stop Addison from
winning in Tin Tops
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Philpott (l) took two
Jaguar wins in his XJS,
while Doyle (r) battled
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starting 20th, he charged his way through
and even briefly took the lead on the last
lap – only for Philpott to brake later into
Stowe to reclaim bragging rights.

“I’d better not retire after that one,”
beamed Swinging Sixties Group 2
winner Mark Campbell. The former
Lotus Elan Modsports racer rose to
victory from sixth on the grid in his
Triumph TR5. A safety car was deployed
on lap three when Raymond Barrow spun
the Chevrolet Camaro out of second. His
Camaro lost a radiator cap after it rubbed
on the bonnet, duly coating the tyres of
the Ben Gough/Iain Daniels Marcos in
coolant – allowing Campbell to progress.

Needing to serve a 30-second winner’s
penalty, Richard Belcher (Ford Lotus
Cortina) “was driving at ten tenths for
the entire race” to close within just 3s
of Group 1 victor Tim Cairns who had
qualified his Austin-Healey Frogeye
Sprite down in 11th.

An elated Bill Lancashire was
victorious in Future Classics. The TVR
Tuscan Challenge racer left it late to pass
the sonorous Aston and Tony Blake 1979
Porsche 911 RSR, with Lancashire getting
passed down the inside through Vale.

Had it not been for a 5s penalty for
exceeding track limits, newcomer Mark

Chilton would have been classified
second in the five-litre Porsche 928.
Having extracted 100% from both car
and track, blue smoke billowed as he
returned to the pitlane.With the
reprimand, Chilton was fourth.
Mark Halstead’s impressive opening

laps in the yellow Lotus Elan S2 left
Stuart McPherson with little to do after
the driver change. A 1m16s lead after an
hour’s racing reflected their domination
of a tame Classic K race.
After an 18-year build, Richard Siffleet

debuted the Martini-liveried Lancia 037
in the Special Saloons andModsports.
Chris Southcott and his MG took both
race wins, with Ricky Parker-Morris and
Danny Morris taking it in turns to finish
the Peugeot 309 GTI in second.
Stuart Daburn (TVR Tuscan

Challenge) romped toModern Classics
success ahead of Michael Russell in a
BMW E36M3 Evo. Nick Olson made
for a fine Roger Moore tribute, bringing
the white Lotus Esprit home in third.
Hamish Brandon was flying also, the
former Mini Challenge racer won
the Puma Cup class and secured Panda
Racing’s first victory of the season.

Consistently clocking 1m11s lap times
ensured theMagnificent Sevens set
some of the weekend’s fastest lap times.
Eventual winner Gary Bate (Caterham
CSR 2300) was not one of the seven
of 24 entries attracting the stewards’
attention for exceeding track limits.

Having hit a cat in testing, which
destroyed the radiator of the Ginetta
G50 Cup, Connaire Finn battled to keep
temperatures under control during the
NewMillennium race.With water
registering 107C, the Irishman was forced
to ease the pressure on ColinWells,
allowing the #141 BMWM3 E46 to win.

Jonathan Pittard (Caterham Superlight
R) cruised to victory in theOpen Series
sprint race, extracting a comfortable lead
in just 15 minutes of running. Early on,
Finn looked a threat but cooling issues
allowed Pittard to disappear up the road.
MATTKEW

MARTINADDISONSECUREDTINTOPS
victory having given“absolutely
everything”during the Classic Sports
Car Club’s first running on the
Silverstone International circuit.

Such was the intensity that the
Peugeot 106 GTI driver was forced to pull
off as soon as he crossed the finish line,
having sheered two wheel studs. Bill
Hardy also felt the strain and was on the
brink of collapse upon stumbling out of
Britain’s fastest Vauxhall Corsa. Starting
way down in 36th, the Autotech driver
charged through the field to finish a
scarcely believable second.

That came after a red flag due to a
huge startline shunt between Richard
Wheeler, Nigel Ainge and Carl Chambers.
Wheeler and Ainge both got off to a poor
start and dropped from the front row.
The pursuing pack did well to avoid the
moving roadblock but Chambers was
pushed wide onto the grass and his
Peugeot 306 Rallye came careering across
the circuit collecting Ainge (Honda
Integra Type R) and subsequently ended
Wheeler’s day with the #53 Ford Fiesta
ST sideswiped. Adjudged a racing
incident, fortunately all three were okay.

Colin Philpott (XJS) defended valiantly
to secure both Jaguar Saloons and GT
wins. Just half-a-car’s length kept Rodney
Frost (XJS) at bay in race one, during
which Adam Powderham (XJR) secured
third after an intensely fought race-long
duel with Guy Connew in his XJ6 S2.

Race two was another thriller. Patrick
Doyle worked through the night to
repair the damage to his six-litre XJS,
and it was worth the work as he devoured
the pack on his way to second. Despite

SILVERSTONE
CSCC MAY27-28

IntenseTin
Topracegoes
toAddison
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Fisher won ahead
of Moyers, as
Orgee limped out
with damage

Prebble (l) inherited
the win from the blue
Focus of Webb
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A DEPLETED GRID OF FIFTEEN CARS
did not preclude the Castle Combe
Formula Ford Championship
producing an enthralling contest
in appalling, wet conditions.

The initial phase of the race had to
be red-flagged after both Luke Cooper
and Michael Eastwell deposited their
Swift and Ray chassis at Tower corner
on consecutive laps, aquaplaning on
standing water.

Following a short red-flag period for
barrier repairs, the race resumed with
polesitter Josh Fisher leading the early
charge. Soon a three-car train formed for
the lead, with Fisher heading Kevin Mills
Racing team-mates and championship
pretenders Michael Moyers and Roger
Orgee. A clash between the team-mates
at Bobbies damaged Orgee’s suspension
and forced him to the pits for repairs.
This left Fisher to claim his second
success of the season, with Moyers
and Rob Hall (Ray GR16) rounding
out the podium.

In GTs, Tony Bennett prevailed during
the damp qualifying session and his
freshly rebuilt Caterham R300 enjoyed
a clear run into Folly for the first time.
However, the conditions ultimately
favoured Bradley John’s four-wheel-drive
Mitsubishi Lancer, which had gained
track position before the cars reached

Fisher gets catchof thedaywithnarrowvictoryoverMoyers
Quarry. John backed off significantly in
the closing laps, but still held a seven-
second advantage at the flag from Class D
winner Tony Hutchings (Audi TT). Adam
Prebble completed the podium after a
tremendous comeback drive in his Rover
Tomcat, having been summoned to the
pits mid-race to secure a loose bonnet.

Bennett found himself a respectable
fourth in conditions that didn’t favour
his lightweight Caterham.

Will Di Claudio made an excellent
start in his Peugeot 106 GTI in the
Saloons contest, and after some early
dicing pulled a gap to Gary Prebble
(SEAT Leon Cupra). Despite closing in
the later stages, a spectacular slide at
Camp all but derailed Prebble’s charge
for victory, allowing Di Claudio to
claim the first outright success for
his newly built Class C machine.

James Keepin was another Class C
star in his MG ZR, hobbled in qualifying

CASTLECOMBE
CCRC MAY29

RESULTS

FORMULAFORD (10LAPS)1Josh
Fisher (VanDiemenJL14); 2Michael
Moyers (Spectrum011c) +0.160s;
3 RobertHall (RayGR16); 4Matt Cox
(Spectrum011B); 5 ArchieHine (Van
DiemenJL12); 6AndrewHigginbottom
(VanDiemenRF88) .Classwinners
Higginbottom;RichardMorris (Swift
SC92).Fastest lapMoyers 1m25.666s
(77.74mph).Pole Fisher.Starters 13.
GTs (15LAPS)1Bradley John

(Mitsubishi Lancer); 2 Tony
Hutchings (Audi TT) +7.254s;
3 AdamPrebble (Rover Tomcat);
4 TonyBennett (CaterhamR300);
5 BobHiggins (GinettaG55); 6 Ilsa Cox
(SEATLeonCupra).CWHutchings;
DavidHathaway (Ferrari 360).
FLPrebble 1m22.739s (80.49mph).
PBennett.S 14.
SALOONS (14LAPS)1Will Di
Claudio (Peugeot 106GTI); 2 Gary
Prebble (SEATLeonCupra) +2.225s;
3 SimonThornton-Norris (Mitsubishi

Colt); 4GeoffreyRyall (Peugeot 106
GTI); 5 TonyHutchings (Audi TT);
6 JamesKeepin (MGZR).CWPrebble;
Thornton-Norris;Michael Good
(Vauxhall Corsa).FLPrebble1m25.403s
(77.98mph).PPrebble.S 31.
HOTHATCH (10LAPS)1Gary
Prebble (Peugeot 205GTI); 2Mark
Wyatt (Vauxhall Astra) +7.997s;
3Craig Tomkinson (Vauxhall Nova);
4MatthewBawtree (Honda Integra
DC2); 5Nick Adams (HondaCivic);
6 JohnHarvey (Civic).CWBawtree;

JoshHarvey (Civic); ArthurMarks
(Suzuki SwiftGTi).FLWebb
1m23.792s (79.48mph).PWyatt.S31.
750MCMR2 (10LAPS)1Shaun
Traynor; 2 KristianWhite +4.454s;
3 LewisWard; 4Chris Thomas;
5 TimothyHeron; 6BenRowe.
CWAnthonyDay.FLWhite 1m28.670s
(75.11mph).PTraynor.S 26.
RACE2 (8LAPS)1Ward; 2 Rowe
+4.892s; 3White; 4 Traynor;
5 Thomas; 6 JoshBrooks.
CWAnthonyDay.FLTraynor

1m27.182s (76.39mph).PWhite.S 24.
BARCMAX5 (12LAPS)1 Ian
Loversidge; 2 JeremyShipley
+1.213s; 3 JonHalliwell; 4 Andrew
Pretorius; 5 JoshMalin; 6Daniel Grist.
CWPretorius;Malin.FLHalliwell
1m29.776s (74.18mph).PHalliwell.
S 15.RACE2 (10LAPS)1Halliwell;
2 Loversidge +1.841s; 3 Shipley;
4 Pretorius; 5MatthewTidmarsh;
6 LeeHollin.CWPretorius;Malin.
FLHalliwell 1m20.095s (83.15mph).
P Loversidge.S15.

by an alternator bracket breaking and
an oil cooler splitting. Mired in 18th,
Keepin charged to sixth in a drive
reminiscent of his performance at the
2016 Motors TV race day meeting
where he claimed outright victory.
The Hot Hatch encounter appeared to

be a dominant victory for the Ford Focus
of MikeWebb. However, post-race,
Webb was thrown out of the results for
allegedly running with illegal cut-slicks.
This amendment thus gave Gary Prebble
his first Hot Hatch success of the year,
making up for his narrow defeat in
the earlier Saloons race.
The 750 Motor Club MR2

championship featured a win apiece
for Shaun Traynor and Lewis Ward,
mirroring their respective successes at
the Silverstone National event. Kristian
White held on to the championship lead,
thanks to another two podium finishes.

Ian Loversidge and Jon Halliwell split
the BARCMaX5 successes.

The Dave Allan Trophy was red-
flagged on two occasions and the
second stoppage ultimately led to
the race being voided completely, as
officials were unable to decode the
result with the lead cars split between
the pitlane and the circuit at the time
of the race being concluded.
LEEBONHAM



Points leader Willis
set another best time
on Gurston hillclimb
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expense of the still absent Dave
Uren, who is yet to recover from
a recent unpleasant ankle injury.

Richard Spedding slid down the
championship top 10 order from
second to fifth. His own GWR
continues to suffer a persistent
electronic glitch that cuts the
engine when shifting up from
second to third gear, so he again
took a guest drive in defending
Scottish Hillclimb champion
Les Mutch’s very similar Raptor.
Spedding finished out of the points
in round seven and failed to qualify
later, being the worst affected by
a light fall of rain that occurred
around the time of his Q2 start.

Jason Mourant and Ed Hollier
continued their recent good form,
with Mourant grabbing sixth each
time, while Hollier finished ninth
then seventh. Paul Haimes might
have won the forced induction
two-litre class but his turbo
Gould’s engine continues to be
troublesome, stopping with a
persistent oil-pressure alarm
in his single run-off shot.

Recently retired from his day
job, Kelvin Broad has promised
himself to visit more hills away
from his south-west base and,
in addition to his pair of run-off
slots at Gurston, he recently won
a pair of Midland Championship
run-offs at ShelsleyWalsh. Broad
isn’t the only one flying the flag
for the once-dominant Pilbeam
marque, with Oli Tomlin making
one of his appearances in a
championship run-off to
score a solid four points.

Harry Pick could not repeat his
Harewood run-off qualification but
he won the burgeoning 1100cc class
of 27 entrants to be nominated as
driver of the meeting for his efforts
against the carbon-tubbed exotica
in his spaceframe OMS.
EDDIEWALDER

SCOTTMORAN ENDED A
winless drought dating back to
September 2016 by taking round
eight with the last shot of the day,
after TrevorWillis had earlier
pipped Moran to win round seven
at the end of the morning runs.

That Moran victory also
ended a run of seven shootouts
without a Gould win – which last
occurred in the 2000 season with
a sequence of seven consecutive
Pilbeam wins, and as good an
indication as any of just what a
force Newbury marque Gould
has been over the last 16 seasons.

After his victory in the opening
encounter,Willis said: “What
might have looked straightforward
was anything but.With the
performance that Wallace
[Menzies] is now getting from
his new car I had to work extra
hard for the win, and I know
that Scott did, too.”

Moran was pleased to break his
2017 duck.“That was about time
as it’s taken until late May. I was
12mph down onWallace through
the finish line,”he said, referring
to Menzies’ astonishing 158.6mph
finish trap speed, the highest yet
seen on theWiltshire hill.

Despite his two third places,
Menzies himself is still waiting
for a maiden win for his Gould
GR59M and, despite the speeds
he is achieving, he is still learning
about the car’s low-speed
behaviour in the tighter bends.
Fourth place behind Menzies each
time wasWill Hall, who is finally
achieving consistency from the
complex turbocharged AER engine,
based on aWEC LMP2 unit but
with the wick turned up to achieve
some 600bhp with the potential
for much more.

Champion in 2015, Alex
Summers continued to develop the
potential of his new DJ Firestorm
with a pair of fifth places to elevate
himself to sixth overall at the

Moran brings end to dry spell
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MAZDAMX-5RACE1A(17LAPS)
1JamesHarris; 2OliverAllwood
+0.094s; 3JoshuaJackson;4Samuel
Smith; 5PaulTucker; 6JackSycamore.
Fastest lapAllwood1m11.918s
(82.11mph).PoleHarris.Starters28.
RACE1B(17LAPS)1PatrickLay;
2 IvanLeary+5.911s; 3MichaelClose;
4NickLeDoyen;5AdamCraig;
6CourtneyMilnes.FLLay1m13.007s
(80.89mph).PMilnes.S28.RACE2A
(17LAPS)1Jackson; 2MartinTolley
+0.101s; 3Smith; 4JasonGreatrex;
5SamBailey; 6JohnLangridge.
FLHarris1m11.792s (82.26mph).
PHarris.S28.RACE2B(16LAPS)
1AnthonyHutchins; 2MattPickford
+0.760s; 3OliverRobinson;4Clive
Powles; 5RussLindsay; 6MaxNorfolk.
FLNorfolk1m12.805s (81.11mph).
PPickford.S28.RACE3A(17LAPS)
1Jackson; 2CharlieBurge+0.096s;
3Smith; 4Tolley; 5Langridge; 6Brian
Trott.FLTolley1m12.342s (81.63mph).
PJackson.S28.RACE3B(17LAPS)
1Harris; 2Allwood+0.099s; 3Will
Blackwell-Chambers; 4LeDoyen;
5Milnes; 6BenHancy.FLHarris
1m12.401s (82.26mph).PLeary.S25.
MAZDAMX-5SUPERCUP(11LAPS)
1TomRoche; 2 JackHarding+0.170s;
3BenShort; 4BrianChandler; 5Carl
Garnett; 6LiamMurphy.FLShort
1m09.178s (85.36mph).PRoche.S38.
RACE2(17LAPS)1Roche; 2Short
+0.218s; 3Harding;4Murphy;
5Jonathan ‘JJ’Clements; 6Richard
Wicklen.FLClements1m08.999s
(85.59mph).PRoche.S35.RACE3
(14LAPS)1RobBoston; 2Luke
Herbert+0.575s; 3Murphy; 4Wicklen;
5Short; 6Clements.FLHerbert
1m08.950s (85.65mph).PRoche.S35.
FIESTAJUNIOR(BOTH17LAPS)
1JackDavidson; 2ScottCansdale
+5.236s; 3NicholasReeve;4James
Hillery; 5JamesWaite; 6Harry
Gooding.FLLochlanBearman
1m10.631s (83.61mph).PDavidson.
S16.RACE21Davidson;
2Bearman+8.274s; 3Reeve;
4GustavBurton;5Waite; 6Bradley
Kent.FLDavidson1m10.975s
(83.20mph).PDavidson.S16.
FIESTA(9LAPS)1LewisKent (ST);
2DannyHarrison (ST)+3.680s;
3NathanEdwards (ST); 4Lee
Dendy-Sadler (ST); 5SimonHorrobin

(ST); 6DavidNye (ST).Classwinners
JohnCooper (ZetecS);ColinNewbold
(Si);DerekRobinson (Zetec).FLKent
1m09.847s (84.55mph).PDendy-
Sadler.S32.RACE2(17LAPS)
1Harrison; 2Kent+0.221s; 3Edwards;
4Dendy-Sadler; 5Nye;6Horrobin.
CWCooper;TimBennett (Si); Sean
Banks (Zetec).FLHarrison1m09.871s
(84.52mph).PKent.S31.
RACE3(17LAPS)1Dendy-Sadler;
2 JoshGollin (ST)+4.339s; 3Nye;
4RyanFaulconbridge (ST); 5Kent;
6RyanBeck (ST).CWStuartRobbins
(ZetecS);Bennett;Banks.
FLFaulconbridge1m10.449s
(83.82mph).PHarrison.S31.
OSS(22LAPS)1MikeJenvey
(Jenvey-GunnTS6); 2CraigFleming
(JunoTR250)+10.310s; 3RichardWise
(ChironLMP); 4JohnSmith (Radical
PR6); 5DuncanWilliams (Juno
Sportscar); 6MarkAbbott (Radical
PR6).CWSmith;PaulSpencer (Radical
SR8);NeilHarris (RadicalClubsport).
FLWilliams53.402s (110.58mph).
PWilliams.S27.RACE2(15LAPS)
1Williams; 2 Jenvey+14.482s;
3Fleming; 4Smith; 5Abbott; 6Graham
Hill (RadicalPR6).CWSmith;Spencer.
FLWilliams53.225s (110.95mph).
PWilliams.S27.RACE3(17LAPS)
1Williams; 2 Jenvey+0.225s;
3Fleming; 4Smith; 5Wise; 6Abbott.
CWSmith;Spencer.FLJenvey53.847s
(109.67mph).PWilliams.S28.
Mk2PRODUCTIONGTI&Mk5
(18LAPS)1DanRose (Mk5); 2Kevin
Glover (Mk5)+2.504s; 3SimonHill
(Mk5); 4MartynWalsh (Mk5); 5AltayAli
(Mk5); 6PaulBlackburn (Mk5).CW
GeorgeHaynes (Mk2);MatthewEccles
(Mk2).FLWalsh1m08.222s (86.56mph).
PGlover.S21.RACE2(13LAPS)
1Rose; 2Hill +2.099s; 3Glover; 4Walsh;
5Ali; 6Blackburn.CWChrisWebb
(Mk2);WilliamLaidler (Mk2).FLRose
1m08.098s (86.72mph).PRose.S21.
HRDCTOURINGGREATS&TC63
(35LAPS)1NeilBrown(AustinA35
Speedwell); 2NigelWebb/JohnYoung
(JaguarMk2)+6.142s; 3DavidDevine
(Riley1.5); 4AlistairDyson (FordZephyr
Mk2); 5GavinWatson (AlfaRomeo
GiuliettaTi); 6DingBoston (Riley1.5).
CWWebb/Young;Devine;Watson;
GrahamLove/Alastair Love (Jaguar
Mk7);BarryLouvel (TriumphHerald
Coupe).FLRichardButterfield/
ThomasButterfield (JaguarMk1)



Halstead’s Elan dominated
a tame Classic K race
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ROUND-UP
1m13.989s (79.81mph).PButterfield/
Butterfield.S31.
HRDCALLSTARS/ACADEMY&
A-SERIESCHALLENGE(21LAPS)
1MarkHalstead(LotusElanS2);
2AlexThistlethwayte (FordMustang)
+41.006s; 3JamesColburn (Lenham
GT); 4ChrissyPalmer (AustinA40
Speedwell); 5JulianCrossley (Morris
Mini); 6GeorgeFrankel/LouisFrankel
(AlfaRomeoGiuliaSuper).CWColburn;
Palmer; Frankel/Frankel; Tony
Shirtcliffe (AustinA35Academy).
FLHalstead1m09.277s (85.24mph).
PHalstead.S32.

0. CROFT 750MC

LOCOST(9LAPS)1JackCoveney;
2OliverBatten+3.02s; 3BenPowney;
4 IanAllee; 5LouisWall; 6TimNeat.
FLAllee1m44.37s (72.43mph).
PPowney.S34.RACE2(9LAPS)
1Allee; 2Batten+0.89s; 3Powney;
4StevePaddock;5MartinWest; 6Matt
Graux.FLAllee1m43.78s (72.85mph).
PPowney.S32.RACE3(8LAPS)
1Allee; 2Coveney+0.24s; 3Paddock;
4West; 5Powney; 6Neat.FLCoveney
1m43.48s (73.06mph).PAllee.S28.
CIVICCUP(4LAPS)1LeeDeegan;
2MarkGrice+6.94s; 3Jason
Ballantyne;4MarkHigginson;5Mark
Gibbons; 6DavidBuky.FLDeegan
1m36.44s (78.39mph).PMartinJames.
S22.RACE2(11LAPS)1Deegan;
2Higginson+0.71s; 3DanielReason;
4Buky;5TimEvans; 6Grice.
FLDeegan1m46.61s (70.91mph).
PJonPeerless.S21.
CLIO182(9LAPS)1PatrickFletcher;
2DondeGraaff+0.60s; 3NickGarner;
4RyanPolley; 5MattDigby;6Mark
Balmer.FLdeGraaff1m40.15s
(75.49mph).PdeGraaff.S25.
RACE2(4LAPS)1Fletcher; 2Garner
+0.65s; 3ScottSharp; 4RyanGillespie;
5Digby;6MattHoltom.FLFletcher
1m39.34s (76.10mph).PHoltom.S25.
HOTHATCH(9LAPS)1TomBell (Ford
FiestaST); 2StephenSawley (Honda
Civic) +0.63s; 3AlistairCamp(Ford
FiestaST); 4NealMartin (HondaCivic);
5MartinWard (RenaultClio); 6Philip
Wright (RenaultClio).CWWilliam
Hunt (CitroenSaxoVTR);Paul Jarvis
(CitroenSaxoVTR).FLCamp1m35.20s
(79.41mph).PSawley.S20.
RACE2(8LAPS)1Bell; 2Wright
+2.51s; 3Camp;4Sawley; 5Neil
Stringfellow(Peugeot205GTi); 6Ward.
CWStringfellow;Jarvis.FLCamp
1m45.55s (71.62mph).PBell.S20.
CLASSICSTOCKHATCH(BOTH9
LAPS)1LeeScott (FordFiestaXR2i);
2SteveGroom(FordFiestaXR2)+0.97s;
3MartinCayzer (FordFiestaXR2i);
4MatthewStubington (Peugeot205
GTI); 5PeteMorgan (FordFiestaXR2);
6AndrewThorpe (CitroenAXGTi).
FLMorgan1m44.80s (72.14mph).
PScott.S19.RACE21Scott; 2Morgan
+0.44s; 3Groom;4Cayzer; 5Edward

Cooper (VauxhallNovaGSi); 6Thorpe.
FLMorgan1m44.92s (72.05mph).
PScott.S19.
BCV8(BOTH9LAPS)1Russell
McCarthy; 2Neil Fowler+5.38s;
3JonnieWheeler; 4JamesWheeler;
5AndrewYoung; 6MarkScott.
CWJamesWheeler;SteveMcKie;
JohnWreghitt.FLMcCarthy1m34.83s
(79.72mph).PJamesWheeler.S13.
RACE21McCarthy; 2Fowler+0.61s;
3 IanPrior; 4JonnieWheeler; 5James
Wheeler; 6Young.CWJamesWheeler;
HowardGrundon;Wreghitt.
FLMcCarthy1m34.47s (80.03mph).
PJonnieWheeler.S12.
RGB(8LAPS)1BillyAlbone(Spire
GT3); 2ScottMittell (MittellMC53)
+14.78s; 3JohnCutmore (SpireGT3S);
4DannyAndrew(MittellMC53);
5DuncanHorlor (SpireGT3); 6Richard
Webb(SpireGT-F).CWWebb.FLMatt
Higginson (SpireGT3)1m37.68s
(77.40mph).PHigginson.S20.
RACE2(10LAPS)1Mittell; 2Albone
+2.28s; 3Higginson;4Andrew;
5Cutmore; 6Webb.CWWebb.
FLMittell 1m25.34s (88.59mph).
PMittell.S19.
SPORTSPECIALS(8LAPS)1Charles
Hall (Locost); 2MatthewBooth (MK
IndyRR)+1.30s; 3ColinBenham(STM
Phoenix); 4MartinFarrelly (Rogue
Xenon); 5StewartMutch (MEV
MX150R); 6AntonLandon (CyanaMk2).
CWBooth;Mutch.FLHall 1m51.15s
(68.02mph).PBooth.S18.
RACE2(10LAPS)1Booth; 2Mutch
+17.22s; 3Hall; 4 Landon;5Brian
Dean (Westfield); 6NigelBrown(Sylva
Phaser).CWMutch;Hall.FLBooth
1m33.42s (80.92mph).PBooth.S19.
FORMULAVEE(9LAPS)1Adam
Macaulay (Sheane); 2CraigPollard
(BearsGAC)+10.10s; 3BenMiloudi
(StormGKBM2015); 4JamesClennell
(AHSChallenger); 5PaulTaylor (Bears
GAC); 6TimProbert (Storm).CWJamie
Harrison (Sheane).FLPollard1m27.59s
(77.47mph).PMiloudi.S25.RACE2
(3LAPS)1Miloudi; 2Macaulay+0.40s;
3Pollard; 4JimmyFurlong (Sheane);
5Taylor; 6CraigBell (AHSDominator).
CWHarrison.FLMacaulay1m34.99s
(79.59mph).PMacaulay.S25.
750FORMULA(9LAPS)1BillCowley
(CowleyMkIV); 2RobinGearing (Darvi
P88)+22.72s; 3MarkGlover (Racekits
Falcon); 4 IanBarley (RacekitsFalcon);
5EdPither (PRS1B); 6MartinKemp
(RacekitsFalcon).CWPaulMorris (Diet
17).FLCowley1m42.72s (73.60mph).
PGearing.S16.RACE2(10LAPS)
1Gearing; 2Cowley+15.70s; 3Pither;
4Glover; 5PeterBove (DarviMk4/5);
6BobSimpson (SS/F).CWChristopher
Johnson (RacekitsFalcon).FLGearing
1m33.41s (80.93mph).PGearing.S15.

0. SILVERSTONE CSCC

TINTOPSANDENDUROFORFORD
CARS(30LAPS)1MartinAddison

2ConnaireFinn (GinettaG50)+14.546s;
3PiersReid (BMWE46); 4LeeFrost
(E36M3); 5MatthewEvans (BMWE46
M3); 6JamieSturges (SEATLeon
Eurocup).CWFinn;Matthew
Chamberlain (LotusElise); TBlake;
AndrewGreenwood(Caterham
Supersport); StephenRiley
(MK IndyR);CharanjivKhera (Mini
CooperS).FLJPittard1m13.470s
(90.69mph).PCPittard.S23.

0. GURSTONDOWN BARC

BRITISHHILLCLIMBROUND7
1TrevorWillis (3.2OMS-RPE28)
26.22sBTD; 2ScottMoran (3.5
Gould-NMEGR61X)26.31s, 3Wallace
Menzies (3.3Gould-CosworthGR59M)
26.48s; 4WillHall (2.0Force-AER/XTec
WH)26.72s; 5AlexSummers (2.5
DJ-CosworthFirestorm)26.74s;
6JasonMourant (3.5Gould-Judd
GR55)26.88s; 7OliverTomlin (4.0
Pilbeam-JuddMP97)27.80s; 8Graham
Wynn(3.5Gould-CosworthGR55)
28.03s; 9EdHollier (1.6Empire-Suzuki
00Evo)28.22s; 10KelvinBroad (1.3s
Pilbeam-SuzukiMP101)28.38s;
11RichardSpedding (1.6GWR-Suzuki
Raptor) 28.52s;DNFPaulHaimes
(1.3tGould-SuzukiGR59).
ROUND81Moran26.42s; 2Willis
26.84s;3Menzies27.03s;4Hall27.19s;
5Summers27.54s; 6Mourant27.81s;
7Hollier 28.59s; 8Broad28.84s; 9Sean
Gould (1.6Gould-SuzukiGR59)29.12s;
10EynonPrice (1.6Gould-Suzuki
GR59)29.15s; 11TinaHawkes
(1.6Force-SuzukiPC)29.58s;
12LesMutch (1.6GWR-SuzukiRaptor)
29.91s. CWTimForster (1.7LotusElan)
38.42s;ShaunFudge (2.1tSubaru
Impreza)37.09s;AdrianLewis
(11.3sWestfieldMegabusa)34.63s;
Neil Turner (1.4MiniCooperS)35.27s;
RichardWood (1.0Rover-YamahaMini)
40.47s;SimonPurcell (1.8sLotusExige)
34.48s;MikeRudge (2.3WestfieldSei)
31.97s; FyrthCrosse (1.6Ensign-Ford
LNF3)33.77s;PeteSexton
(1.3Force-SuzukiLM)30.26s;
AllanMcDonald (2.4tMorris-Mitsubishi
Mini-Evo)32.31s;HarryPick
(1.0OMS-Suzuki2000M)30.02s;
Hollier28.46s; SimonMcBeath
(1.6SwiftSC92FF)36.51s; TimElmer
(2.0Dallara-TKDF303)29.98s;
Haimes28.24s;Menzies26.49s.
POINTS1Willis69; 2Moran52;
3Hall 50; 4Menzies49; 5Spedding37;
6Summers36; 7DaveUren32;
8Mourant28; 9Hollier24; 10Gould18.

Wolfe/Thompson;RichardLongdon/
ChrisSnowdon (AustinMiniCooperS);
SteveChapman(TriumphTR4);Steven
Byrne (AlfaRomeoGiuliaSprint);Peter
Bower (MGB).FLHalstead/McPherson
1m19.936s (83.35mph).PRandall/
Randaccio.S27.
SPECIALSALOONSAND
MODSPORTS(BOTH13LAPS)
1ChrisSouthcott (MGModsport);
2RickyParker-Morris (Peugeot309GTi)
+11.324s; 3PaulSibley (LotusElan);
4 IanStapleton (AlfaRomeoAlfetta
GTV6); 5JamesPlant (AllardJ2);
6DavidBeatty (HondaPrelude).
CWParker-Morris; Sibley;Plant;Cairns
(MGHexagonMidget).FL IanHall
1m10.627s (94.34mph).PParker-
Morris/DannyMorris.S16.
RACE21Southcott; 2Morris +3.708s;
3Stapleton; 4Sibley; 5Plant;
6Beatty.CWMorris; Sibley;Plant;
Cairns.FLSouthcott 1m11.253s
(93.51mph).PMorris.S13.
MODERNCLASSICSANDPUMACUP
(30LAPS)1StuartDaburn(TVR
TuscanChallenge); 2MichaelRussell
(BMWE36M3Evo)+29.477s; 3Nicholas
Olson (LotusEsprit S3); 4AlanBroad/
JamesBroad (PorscheBoxsterS);
5LuckyKhera/LeeFrost (BMWM3E36);
6RichardHayes (ToyotaCelicaGT4).
CWOlson;ABroad/JBroad;Matt
Nossiter (BMWE36328i); Ashley
Woodman/KeithHemsworth (Lotus
EliseS1);HamishBrandon(FordPuma).
FLDaburn1m16.531s (87.06mph).
PEdwardLeigh/DavidMarcussen
(M3E36Evo).S35.
MAGNIFICENTSEVENS(32LAPS)
1GaryBate; 2RichardCarter+7.071;
3ChristianPittard; 4JonathanPittard;
5JonathanMitchell; 6TimDavis.CW
Carter; JustinArmstrong;CarlNairn;
HughCoulter; StephenStorey/Andrew
Tidy;EddiePowell/NickPowell; Alex
Harbour;MichaelMoss (Westfield
SEiW);MartynDolan.FLCPittard
1m11.373s (93.35mph).PBate.S29.
NEWMILLENNIUM(32LAPS)
1ColinWells (BMWM3E46);
2PiersReid (BMWM3E46)+13.200s;
3ConnaireFinn (GinettaG50Cup);
4DominicMalone (BMWM336Evo);
5MatthewEvans (BMWM3E46);
6PeterChallis (Porsche911Cup).
CWFinn;Challis; SimonHands (Lotus
ExigeS1);Keith Issatt (MiniCooperS);
DennisHays (FordMondeoST);Robert
Foster (SEATLeon).FLFinn1m13.350s
(90.84mph).PWells.S22.
OPENSERIES(13LAPS)1Jonathan
Pittard (CaterhamSuperlight);

(Peugeot106GTI); 2WilliamHardy
(VauxhallCorsaSRi) +17.223s;
3TomMensley (RenaultClio172);
4AndrewWindmill (HondaCivicType
R); 5KennyColman/ReeceJones (Civic
TypeR); 6RyanColvey/DavidBanks
(Clio172).CWHardy;TMensley;
Windmill; PaulMensley (FordFiestaST);
NickMellor/JohnWhite(Peugeot205GTI).
FLPMensley1m17.474s (86.00mph).
P RichardWheeler/JakeHill.S37.
JAGUARSALOON&GT(BOTH
15LAPS)1ColinPhilpott (XJS);
2RodneyFrost (XJS)+0.191s; 3Adam
Powderham(XJR); 4GuyConnew
(XJ6S2); 5DavidHoward (XJ12); 6Tom
Lenthall (XJS).CWFrost;Powderham;
NickWade (XJS); LawrenceBall (XJS).
FLPhilpott1m21.832s (81.42mph).
PPhilpott.S22.RACE21Philpott;
2PatrickDoyle (XJS)+0.414s; 3Frost;
4Powderham;5Lenthall; 6Connew.
CWDoyle; Frost; SimonBlunt (XJS).
FLDoyle1m19.435s (83.86mph).
PPhilpott.S16.
SWINGINGSIXTIESGROUP2
(27LAPS)1MarkCampbell (Triumph
TR5); 2 JohnMuirhead (LotusSuper
SevenS3)+7.409s; 3RichardPlant
(MorganPlus8); 4MalcolmJohnson
(LotusEuropa); 5JonWolfe/David
Thompson (TVRTuscanV8); 6Nicholas
Randall/FabioRandaccio (LotusElan
26R).CWMuirhead;Plant; Jonathan
Navon/ThomasRassmuson (Jaguar
E-type).FLMarkHalstead/Stuart
McPherson1m17.403s (86.08mph).
PRandall/Randaccio.S31.
GROUP1(28LAPS)1TimCairns
(Austin-HealeyFrogeyeSprite);
2RichardBelcher (FordLotusCortina)
+3.113s; 3CharlesTippet (BMW2002ti);
4SimonDawson (MiniCooperS);
5 IanEverett (BMW1502); 6Charles
Marriott (TurnerMk2BMC).CWBelcher;
PaulWybrow(MGBRoadster);Glenn
Canning (NSUTTS).FLBelcher
1m21.909s (81.34mph).PBelcher.S39.
FUTURECLASSICS(30LAPS)1Bill
Lancashire (TVRTuscanChallenge);
2AstonBlake/TonyBlake (Porsche911
RSR)+11.157s; 3StuartDaburn
(TuscanChallenge); 4MarkChilton
(Porsche928S4); 5PerryWaddams
(Tuscan); 6AlexTaylor (MazdaRX-7).
CWABlake/TBlake;MilesMasarati
(911Turbo);DavidBryant (Toyota
MR2);GeoffHanson/RupertBullock
(Porsche944S2);MarkLucock (Ford
EscortMk1);PhilipDanby (Toyota
Corolla).FLDaburn1m16.433s
(87.17mph).PLancashire.S37.
CLASSICK(43LAPS)1Mark
Halstead/StuartMcPherson(Lotus
ElanS2); 2AllenTice/ChrisConoley
(Marcos1800GT)+1m16.286s;
3MichaelGray/KallumGray (Jaguar
E-type); 4DavidHolroyd (Elan);
5NicholasRandall/FabioRandaccio
(Elan26R); 6AndyEdwards/Stewert
Lydall (FordFalcon).CWMGray/KGray;
Edwards/Lydall; JonathanLoader/
BruceChambers (MGBRoadster);



More viewers in Spain
watched Alonso’s
Indy 500 attempt
than tuned in for the
Monaco Grand Prix
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within the UK, and by halfway ‘Fernando
Alonso’was within the top eight
trending topics in the UK and the US.
Alonso received support from many

figures in the motorsport world on
social media, including Sebastian
Buemi, Damon Hill and Daniel
Juncadella, who all tweeted messages of
encouragement, while NASCAR legend
Dale Earndardt Jr tweeted “Good on ya
Alonso”. When Alonso’s Honda engine
expired, Formula E driver Nico Prost
left his followers in no doubt about his
feelings as he tweeted 110 angry emojis.

Judging by the many tweets and posts
put up by fans during the action, many
of the new IndyCar viewers appear to
have fallen hard for the oval racing
action. Plenty of people were impressed
by the visor cam worn by Josef
Newgarden, although there was perhaps
a missed opportunity by leaving it off
Alonso’s car helmet given the attention
he received on both sides of the pond.
The intensely close racing, especially
when the drivers went five wide, also
seemed to have left European fans in

FERNANDO ALONSO’S AMERICAN
adventure has been one of the stories
of the season so far, diverting the
attention of many extra Formula 1
fans towards the Indianapolis 500.

When the news was first announced,
social media lit up with fans and
drivers expressing their shock that
Alonso could miss the Monaco Grand
Prix for another championship. Fellow
F1 drivers mainly wished the Spaniard
well with his Indy 500 journey, but
Nico Hulkenberg, who won the Le
Mans 24 Hours in 2015, said: “I would
never have done it if I had to miss a
race for it, especially Monaco.”

When he stepped into his McLaren-
Honda-Andretti car for the first time,
Alonso immediately attracted a huge
amount of attention – his IndyCar
orientation test reportedly drew a
cumulative audience of around two
million viewers. Arguably, IndyCar has
not generated such global buzz since
‘Mansell Mania’ in 1993 when the
extra coverage of the event meant that
the media centre at the Indianapolis

Motor Speedway had to be expanded.
For qualifying, 44,000 tuned in to

BT Sport in the UK, while race day
pulled in an average of 129,000, and
the British audience level peaked at
203,000 according to figures published
on the F1 Broadcasting blog. In Spain,
an average of 443,000 viewers watched
the action, more than the average for
Monaco earlier in the day.

As the race began, the hashtag
#Indy500 began to trend on Twitter

Alonso’s Indy 500 – how theworld
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ick Tandy is going to the Le
Mans 24 Hours this year to
defend his 2015 crown.
That’s theBriton’s takeon
his return to the French

enduro in an LMP1 car as part of Porsche’s
full-seasonWorld Endurance
Championship line-up. Last year, he says,
didn’t count because hewas back at the
wheel of a factory GTE car competing for
class honours only.
Boardroomdecision-making deprived

Tandy of the chance to followup on the
2015 LeMans success with Nico Hulkenberg
and Earl Bamber. The additional – or third
– car fielded by Porsche in the 24 Hours
fell to the swingeing round of cuts that
followed the diesel emissions row. Andwith
it went Tandy’s and Bamber’s chance of
making it two in a row. (Formula 1 driver
Hulkenberg, remember, was never likely
to defend, courtesy of a clash of dates with
the AzerbaijanGrand Prix.)
“This is our true defence; it feelsmore

like that than going back in aGT car last
year,” reckons Tandy, who lines up in the
#1 Porsche 919Hybrid alongside Andre
Lotterer and Neel Jani. “Or rather I havemy
defence and Earl has his in the other car.
We’re sort of defending against each other,
which feels a bit odd.”
It does rankle that he didn’t get to go

back to LeMans in a P1 car last year, and
was instead racing a Porsche 911RSR for
the factory in the GTE Pro class. “It was a
big thing not being able to go back to
defend the overall victory, but itwas just
theway it was,” says the 32-year-old.
“The good thing is that I’ve got the chance
to go back this year.”
That wasn’t a foregone conclusion for

much of last season. Porschewas insistent
there would be no reversal of its decision
against fielding a third car at LeMans, nor
was it clear whether there would be anyPO
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Porsche aims to
improve in time

for Le Mans
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LE MANS 2017 NICK TANDY

N

“You can tear up
the form book
for Le Mans...
it’s a fresh start”

The 2015 LeManswinner’s attack last year in aGT car didn’t really count.
This, he says, is his chance tomake it two in a row for Porsche

ByGaryWatkins, Special Contributor
@gazzasportscars

Tandy’s delayed
defence

Tandy. “All of a suddenpeople I’d got to
knowwere not in charge of the programme.
Youhave doubts, of course; I wasworried
about being forgotten about.”
Tandy knew in the late summer that

there would be a place for himon the full
WEC squad, but he doesn’t regard his
promotion to the full-seasonWEC line-up
in 2017 fromPorsche’s IMSA SportsCar
Championship squad as the start of his
LMP1 career proper. That point, for him,
camewhen hewas told that he was “going
to LeMans to try towin the race in 2015”.
“I see this season as a continuation of

what I started in 2015,” he explains. “We
were as prepared as a team, the drivers and
the crew, as the other two cars; therewas
asmuch focus on our car as the regular
WEC entries. Porsche always does its
endurance testing with one car and itwas
split threeways in 2015. Thatmeans it’s a
lot harder now there are only six drivers!”
Racing for aworld championship title

as well as LeMans glory is at least part of
the embodiment of the dreamwithwhich
Tandy set out whenhemade the switch

openings in its regular pair ofWEC entries.
The samepolitical backdrop that

resulted in the axeing of a third car for Le
Mans also led to changes at the top of
Porsche’smanagement. Research and
development directorWolfgangHatz, the
architect of theGermanmanufacturer’s
return to top-flight sportscar racing in 2014,
departed and big Porsche boss Matthias
Muller moved over to the top job at
Volkswagen. It inevitably created doubts in
themind of Britain’s 2015 LeManswinner.
“I had been quite confident of going back

to LeMans in 2016 andbeing part of the
team in the future, but thenmotorsport
changedwithin the VWGroup,” recalls
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MOVE Search for: Alonso’s 2017 Indy 500 in under 100 seconds

Youdon’t have five hours towatch a full rerun of the 2017
Indy 500 TV offerings butwant to knowhowFernando
Alonso performed? Check out this handy 100-second video
of the double Formula 1world champion’s first attempt
towinUS single-seater racing’smost prestigious event.

FERNANDO ALONSO’S INDY 500

I NTERNAT IONAL MOTORSPORT

UK MOTORSPORT
THRUXTONBARC
June 3-4
Trucks, MGOC, Hyundai
Coupe, KumhoBMW,
MightyMini

DONINGTONPARK
BARC
June 3-4
Karts, CaterhamAcademy,
Mini Miglia, Mini Seven,
CaterhamEndurance

KNOCKHILL SMRC
June 3-4

FF1600, Junior Saloons,
Super Touring, Mini
Cooper, Fiesta, FF1600,
Classic Sports and
Saloons, Legends Cars,
Sports and Saloons, BMW

SILVERSTONEMSVR
June 3-4
F3 Cup, Lotus Elise Trophy,
Lotus Cup, Trackday
Trophy, Trackday
Championship, Mini
Challenge, Racing Saloons,
VAG Trophy, SsangYongs

INDYCARSERIES
Rd 7/16
Detroit Belle Isle,
Michigan, USA
June 3-4
WATCHON TV
LiveBT Sport 2,
Sunday 2030
Delayed BT Sport ESPN,
Monday 1100

IMSASPORTSCAR
Rd 5/12
Detroit Belle Isle,
Michigan, USA
June 3

NASCARCUP
Rd 13/36
Dover, Delaware, USA
June 4

WATCHON TV
LivePremier Sports,
Sunday 1730

EUROPEANRALLY
CHAMPIONSHIP
Rd 3/8
Acropolis Rally,
Lamia, Greece
June 2-4

MOTOGP
Rd 6/18
Mugello, Italy
June 4
WATCHON TV
LiveBT Sport 2,
Sunday 1245

MOTOGP MUGE L LO
BTSport 2
Sunday 1245
MotoGPheads to theMugello circuit in Tuscany,
which is guaranteed to be packedwith fans of
local hero Valentino Rossi. The Italian had a
frenetic battlewith his then Yamaha team-mate
Jorge Lorenzo here last year, before engine
failure cut short his challenge.

an excitable head spin.
After the race had finished,

thousands of fans took to their
keyboards and phones to leave positive
messages regarding the Indy action.
Many expressed their desire to watch
the rest of the IndyCar season, while
most seemed to want Alonso to
return to the Indy 500 in 2018.

The US commentary team had been
in awe of Alonso all day, but it was the
Japanese commentators who stole
the show with their joy and excitement
when Takuma Sato emerged victorious.

Alonso’s unfortunate exit meant
the US and UK newspaper headlines
were drawn elsewhere, mainly on the
horrifying crash suffered by Scott Dixon
and Jay Howard, and Sato’s shock win.
In the UK, the F1 media focused on
Alonso’s late-race heartbreak.
Overall, Alonso’s Indy 500 adventure

made a big impression. He helped bring
IndyCar to the attention of thousands
of new fans, and possibly attracted a
few IndyCar diehards back to F1.
LAURALESLIE

reacted
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BRANDSHATCH
BRSCC
June 3-4
Caterham420R, Caterham
310R, Caterham270R,
CaterhamSupersport,
CaterhamRoadsport, TVR,
Fun Cup, ToyotaMR2

MALLORYPARK
360MRC
June 4
NorthernSaloons/Sports,
WelshSports/Saloons,
FF1600, BritishClassics,
ModernChallenge, Sports/
Saloons, Two-Seater Sports
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‘ LELLO ’ AND THE BTCC SL IDE AROUND OULTON PARK

ut your rose-tinted glasses away. There’s no doubt Super Touring was the heyday
of the British Touring Car Championship, but you must admit that some of the
races from that period were processional as manufacturers brought bigger budgets
each year and, with the money, better cars that were a step ahead of the opposition.

That’s historical context I didn’t have at six-and-a-half years old, and admittedly
my memory of the day in question at Oulton Park is patchy. But what I do
remember is seeing one of the greatest Super Touring drivers of the era at his
majestic best. No, not Yvan Muller or Alain Menu – although they were also

racing. I’m talking about Laurent Aiello.
Coming to my local circuit for the first time in his Nissan Primera, the Frenchman answered

the motor racing equivalent of the old football question, ‘Can he do it on a cold night in Stoke?’
At the sodden Cheshire circuit, Aiello shattered his team-mate David Leslie’s hopes by

crushing him by just under 0.5 seconds for a double pole position on the BTCC’s first visit
to Oulton in May 1999. This was when the series visited the Fosters circuit at the start of
the season and then the Island Circuit towards the championship’s conclusion in the autumn.
Now, more context. At the time, I saw a man I could only call ‘Lello’ attack the kerbs at

Knickerbrook with such ferocity, and glide through Lodge as if the circuit was 26 degrees and
bone dry. Less pedal, more paddle, given the weather, but the opposition were well and truly
put to bed that day. Peering through the metal wire at the edge of the circuit, I remember
being in complete awe of how much faster Aiello looked than the rest.
The other contributing factor to this memory is the weather. There’s something so special

about races in the rain. In Britain, we spend 99.9% of the time praying that rain stays away.
In motorsport, it’s a gift to the worthy, the enabler that allows talented drivers to prove
they have more commitment, skill and bravery than their rivals.

In the races, ‘Lello’ doubled up, robbed of a maximum score only by Volvo’s Rickard Rydell
and Leslie taking a point each for fastest laps. In that season, he took 10 victories and the title,
visiting most of the circuits for the first time. He left at the end of ’99 and went on to win a
DTM title, but I never got to see ‘Lello’ race again. Something I will always regret.

JACK BENYON
@jackbenyon
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“AlcoSense are a clear step
ahead of the rivals”
Auto Express Breathalyser
Group Test, Dec 2016

If you drank 4 pints or 4 glasses of wine between 9pm and midnight
you could still have alcohol in your system at 11am the next day. That’s
why one in five drink drive accidents happen the morning afterA.

AlcoSense quickly and accurately shows your blood alcohol level, so
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